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Glenview Minister Serves Warning He'll Protect Home
— Rev. Charles H. Mason, of 1755 Glenview,. served
warning on white troublemakers in the area last.' Sunday
evening that he will protect his home and property with
gunfire, if need be.
The ministei appeared briefly on his porch about 6:15
p. m. with a shotgun, while a number of, white residents
%%ere conducting their usual Sunday pick,Eting of homes
offered for sale to Negroes and the homes now occupied by
Negroes in the area. Rev. Mason was persuaded by two
women in his home to re-enter the house.
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During the past several weeks the Mason home has
been fired on repeatedly. There are bullet holes in the living room window, front door screens, and a mark on an
outside stone of the home.
Rev. Mason told the Tri-State Defender that a large
brick was hurled at the house during the past week endangering the life of a child lying in a crib.
Rev. Mason said: "They seem to feel that they have
free reign on my property. They have been coming on it at
will throwing stones and bricks and littering it with gar-

bage.
_
"I will not be driven from my home by violence. If 1
choose to move out, it will be of my own- free will. I have
been advised, as I knew, that I have a perfect right to protect my home and property. I am going to do that."
The Tri-State Defender was told that white adult, in
the Glens iew area are using teenage youngsters in their
campaign of harassment and intimidation.
Mrs. Alice G. Rosebrough. of 1780 Clem iew, leader of
the pickets in the Glenview Plan, Inc. picket drive, %%as re-

ported as saying: "We will continue to meet across the
street each Sunday through all kinds of weather until all
Negroes move out of this community."
At present there are three Negro families on Glen‘iew between Kyle and Barksdale. the Masons, Browns,
and the Norseworthys. Two other white homes are reportedly available for sale to Negroes.
Late Monday, Rev. Mason expressed regret for kis
(Impulsive Action) in appearing with the shotgun on Sunday ,
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Van Buren Negro Students Caught In Vise
Tell Of Brutality In Park Incident
Principal Dies FourBeaten;
Of Heart Attack Played In

JACKSON, Tenn. — Mr. John
Henry Parrish, principal of West
High school which was Denmark
for many years died suddenly on
Tuesday evening, Sept. 2 at his
home on Berry St. Mr. Parrish A day that started
out full of
who had been a victim of a heart
and play for a group of Negro
ailment for sometime had made a fun
great contribution to the educa- youth turned suddenly into a black
tional field. A graduate of Laneday as four of them were intimicollege and holding a master sIdated and allegedly bealen by po•
degree from Tennessee A.— and 1,1lice last Sunday.
State university, he was the past The Negroes were playing footpresident of the Tennessee Educa- ball on white Malone park located
tion Congress; the West Tennessee in the center of a predominately
Educational Congress and the Negro neighborhood, at the corMadison County Teachers' Associ- ners of Saffarans, Greenlaw and
ahon. He was also a member of Main.
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity, A Reported beaten were James
Shriner and a member of Berean Mark Allen, who resides in Fouth
at., Robert Lee Fondery, of JackBaptist church.
Mr. Parrish leaves his wife and son at., who was picked up later
two children, John Jr. and Rose'after the police left the park,
and other relatives. Funeral serv- Frank Saunders, of Payton st., and
ices were held Friday from Berean another unidentified Negro.
Baptist church with Rev. A. L. One of the youth in the group
Campbell offkiating. Bledsoe Fu- of from 25 to 30 boys, Joseph
neral Home was in charge of ar- McDowell, of 183 Mill, said: "We
were playing on the side nearest
rangements.
Saffarans when Capt. Dan J.
of the park police comTransfer Atomic Center Peeples
mission drove up and yelled 'get
LONDON — (UPI) — The whole your damn things and get out'
of Britain's thermo nuclear pro- and then added 'I'll shoot you
ject will be transferred fro miler- damn niggers!' We stopped playject will be transferred from Har- ing and started down the sidewell to a new center at Winfrith
toward Greenlaw and he
Heath 100 miles away, the Atomic'walk
kept following us with his hand
Energy Authority said. T e on
his pistol. I think someone in
changeover will be completed durMODEL STUDENT — Lovely
Is a student at Henderson Bus).
the bunch said something and he
and vivacious Miss Veniece
ness college. Miss Marks will
trict for several nights. Sever- ing 1981-83.
ARMED WITH AN AXE, a
made three of the fellows get in
Starks strikes a come-hither
be one of the featured models
al persons have been arrested
woman, with her husband
his car while he called the police."
pose
during
one of her modelin a fashion show sponsored by
and convicted for participat- Fire Aboard Plane
standing behind her in the
HIT IN STOMACH
ing
sessions
away
from
her
the Artists and Models club,
1 doorway are interviewed out- ing in racial disturbances
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—(UPI)—A After the police
other
school books. The shapely lass
Oct. t2.
which shocked Britishers who small fire broke out aboard a witnesses said they came,
side their home in Notting Hill
jumped out
believed this sort of thing Heitz Airlines plane rolling along of the car and after a short conI London. Windows in .he house
could not happen there. (UPI) a runway here Monday but the ference with Capt. Peeples
{ were smashed by racial riotbegan
ers who swept through the dis31 persons aboard escaped injury.'to "punch the boys" In the stomach
and hit then) in the face with their
clubs."
Mrs. Louaddie George of 603-R
No. 2nd, said; "One police car
came to the park and later on
three or four more came. About
Mrs. Juanita Powell, of 1404 So. Willet, is starting a
five or six of the police whipped
the boys right on the sidewalk." petition in protest against the Tamie Grocery and Sundry
Mrs. George lives directly facing store located at 1560 So. Parkway, because of alleged inWhen Mrs. G. E. McFerren, of 1215 Evergreen first attempt at integration in the the park in the rear of Second
sulting conduct to her and her little daughter, Debra, that
ave., attempted to enroll her young son, Gerald E. Young, public schools of Memphis, and St.
as
a
surprise
to
the
came
Memphis
occurred
at the store last Saturday.
Vollentine
school
last
convenience
was
week,
in the white
Another witness living near the
board of education and others le park
said that he was in the housei The saleslady of the grocery!
her primary concern. The school is located a scant four the city.
ore accused the Negro children lady gave her dart
at the time the incident tookl store
blocks from her home.
gun instead.
FILES APPLICATION
in the neighborhood of stealing, When she sent aDebra
back to the
"Hyde park is about se en easy for me to drop Gerald off On Friday, Mrs. McFerren was place but he came 'out when; according to Mrs. Powell,
who
"fallsatwhe
elic
o
e
f
'stare for her money back, as she
blocks from our home," she said, there in the morning on my way granted an audiettce with E. C.
the
Said
saleslady
became
upset
aller
'T
one
e
t
a
h
e
rs.boy
Me
s
l
i
"and the Klondike school is about to work."
Stimber t, superintendent of
his stemeek.od over a sale that Debra made in didn't want her to have the dart
gun, the saleslady became rude
14 blocks away. It would be very Mrs. McFerren's action was the Memphis city schools and receiv- all bent over holding
The
witness
said
he'd
the
and told the
ed courteous treatment. She was park commissioner comeseen
Mrs. Powell said she sent get the cashchild to go home and
by
OACO
register receipt.
old that she would have to fill out
Debra, sevcn, into the store to Mrs.
a formal application for the child's (SEE BEATEN, Page 2)
buy a water pistol and the sales- daughterPowell then told her
to
take
the receipt and
transfer, and that it would have
get the money and tell the woman
to proceed through administrative
•
•
that
she
didn't
want
to have to
channels, then the board of educome and get it herself.
cation would take action on it.
The saleslady refunded the
She filed formal application for
money, but .she allegedly called
transfer.
Approximately 60 membefs of the Shelby County The young mother, who is emMrs. Powell arid, on the phone
called her a "black b—," telling
Democrat club Met last Thursday night in the assembly ployed as a secretary at the Triher that she had better not come
State Bank of Memphis, said that
room of the Universal Life Insurance company's home of- she took the child to the school on
A young white Memphis policeman, who went beyond down to the store. She also added
that
"all the little nigger children,
fire building, and elected A. Maceo Walker as the new Wednesday morning, Sept. 3, and the call of duty when he and his partner arrested a Negro
steal."
was told that she would have to man for
chairman of the organization.
speeding, and whose off-duty adventures came to Mrs. Powell said she went to
from
the
Hyde
eel
his
transfer
Mr. Walker. who is both presii
Park school through the board of the attention of Police Chief J. C. MacDonald when he the store but the lady would not
dent of the Tri-State Bank of , and if you want me to serve. I education.
read the Tri-State Defender last week, was dismissed from let her in, saying that "I'll knife
Memphis and Universal Life ln•1 will aerve
I you with this butcher knife if you
the police force for using "poor
surance company, succeeded his, Serving as the ternpo'rary chair- BUTLER RUDE
I
Mrs. McFarren said that later judgment."
officer met Miss Wilder when he: try to get in,"
father, the late Dr. J. E. Walker,l man at the meet* was
fired
The
officer
was
Harvey
A.
Frank
she
took
the
boy
to
Hyde
Park
and his partner, .I. If. Wrigle.,1 Mrs. Powell said that the neighanized the political club,
Campbell, a bachelor, of 1160 Cen- stopped her boy friend, Walter bors in the community would
Kilpatrick, whoAviewed the put- school,
w
and worhgo served as its chairman pose of the„elanization. He said under where she registered him
protest, and called later at trill aye-. who went calling on Richardson, for speeding a few gladly,' help her out and sign the
until he was slain on July 28.
that .It spit created to stimulate the office of Mr. Stimbert to die-. Miss Anna Marie Wilder, of 621 nights earlier. While Patrolman petition because the saleslady has
PURPOSE OF GROUP
• an Intefest among Negroes In 10- cuss the matter of a transfer Llpford ave., on his day off, on Wright wrote out the ticket, Pa- alloys seemed rude and unthe pretense that she had prom trolman Campbell asked the girl pldassnt to all the Negro children
After being elected to the office cal government, and that Negroe.: with him.
r. Walker said, "We have- - realized this year that local goy- She said that there were a num- ised to give him a "confidential enough question's to locate her a in the community.
two,* a
tip "
*Aden -pportnnity
The saleslady of the store could
(SEE CONVENIENT, Page 2)
The 25-year•old bachelor police (SEE DIAMISS, Page 2)
ooliticai force here in klimPhis, (SEE WALKER, Page 2)
not be reached for comment,
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Mother Wants Her Child To Attend
White School Because It's Closer

'ElectA.Maceo Walker
Head OfDemocrat Club

Must Go To White
School Or Leave
City For Study
Most Students Unafraid;
Some Parents Are Shaky
By M. L. REID
VAN BUREN, Ark. — Integration versus segregation
is not an issue with 13 Negro students presently being kept
out of the Van Buren High school here by a band of from
50 to 5 tough young whites in this city with a population
s
of tl,4ll.
There
only one high school Istudent, who arrived early enough
for them to attend,
on the first two days to avoid the
Up until last year, Negroes mob, said that he was not mofrom here attended segregated lested, but withdrew at the insisLincoln High school in Fort Smith, tence of his father. Like most of
but now it is overcrowed and Van the 13 students, this is his second
Buren students are not accepted. year at the school.
Integration got under way at Johnson said that he would not
the school last year with no more permit his son to go back to the
serious incidents than name call- school until the U. S. Supreme
ing by a few students, and the Court handed down a decision in
tossing of a milk carton at one the Little Rock case.
Negro student.
"If they grant Faubus a delay,
1ST GRADUATE
he said. "It will be rough on us
Elizabeth Norwood became the here."
school's first Negro graduate and NO ALTERNATIVE
during graduation exercises there Johnson said that he would gladwas not the slightest suggestion ly send his son to a segregated
that Negroes sit in a segregated school if one were available, but
section.
that he had no alternative in the
But when school opened this matter since there is only one
year, young whites were on hand school here.
to bar Negro students and they The only student who has been
got in only after a janitor came struck so far is Freddie Bell, a
out and cleared a way for them. 16-year-old senior, who lives with
The mob was there the next day. his 70-year-old grandmother, Mrs.
An interview with some of the Georgia Bell,
students and their parents today Said Mrs. Bell: "I went to the
indicated that Negro parents are school with my grandson to pay
more afraid of what might hap- for his books, locker and fees
pen to the children than the chil- like I do every year and suddendren are themselves.
Howard Johnson, a 10th grade (SEE EVICTED, Page 2)

Starts Protest Move
Against Sundry Store Jesse TurnerPromoted
To Vice Prexy OfBank

Dismiss White Ofhcer
For 'Calling' On Girl

••••••

Jesse H. Turner, cashier at the Tri-State Bank Of
Memphis for the past 10 years has recently been promoted to executive vice-president. Mr. Turner says he will still
be serving the people as cashier, however.
Mr. Turner resides at 1278 Gill with his wife and
three boys, Jesse jr., Ray, and
Eric.
the U. S. Army.
WAR HONORS
Mr. Turner received the Bronze
He is a native of West Point, Star medal for bravery' during tins
Miss., coming to Memphis by way Italian campaign. He was disof LeMoyne college. After gradu- charged as a captain.
ating in 1941 he received his bache- After leaving the service he enlor of science degree in mathe- rolled in the University of Chicago,
matics with honors, and entered and received his master's degree
the first world war as a private in in business administration in 1947.
He also completed the requirements for a certificate as a certified public accountant from the
state of Tennessee in 1948,
FORMER TEACHER
He taught at Le Moyne college
for one semester, and has been
cashier of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis since 1949.
During his stay at the bank Mr.
Turner has been engaged in corn.
munity service work, the latest being his pending suit against the
Memphis library board for refusing him access to the main Library facilities.
Mr. Turner was cited in May
of this year by the 77i-State
fender for "consistent and outstanding efforts to aid our people
in this community to attain the
full rights and privileges of first.
class citizenship."
JESSE IL TURNER
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Approximately 5,000 Memphians mained quietly for the rest of *II
came to Crump stadium for the evening.
"Blues of Glory" pageant in honor GETS SCHOLARSHIP
Lee Cunningham, blind local
of the late W. C. Handy on Labor
Raymond Allen, a driver for the Friendly Cab comDay night, and were surprised tenor, accompanied by Madame
when his widow, Mrs. Louise Lo- McCleave, sang "Thank God for
pany, who bought a home at 1739 Glenview ave., and then?
gan Handy, gave the city of Mem- a Garden," and was later an. turned the property over to Richard L. Tucker, leader of
phis the famed composer's golden nounced as the recipient of a
the segregationist Glenview Plan, inc., was dismissed
trumpet.
scholarship to a school of MUSIC
When the trumpet WRS presented by Dr. Chauncey Northern, presifrom the firm last week.
he
Orgill,
to a surprised Mayor
dent of the W. C. Handy FoundsBenjamin Wooden, president of
said, "I thought that it was going Lion for the Blind.
the company, which has its offices
Florence
city
of
the
given
to
to
be
at 2167 Chelsea ave., said that
Aside from Hrs. Handy, other
Ala."
Mr. Allen's connection with the orrelatives of the late composer who
perplaced
on
be
hdrn
will
The
(Continued From Page
ganization was dissolved as of Friwere introduced during the show
manent display at the Memphis were W. C. Handy, jr., who voiced
day, Sept. 5.
ly these white boys surrounded
permbefore
being
Museum,
but
The action against Mr. Allen,
his appreciation for the pageant in
anently retired, it was placed on honor of his father; Mrs. Catherine
who bought the house from Mrs.
Mrs. Bell said that she rushed
Steinberg, Handy Lewis,
Luther
expert
lips
of
the
Evelyn
Taylor,
a
Negro
real
a daughter; and a
estate
In the middle of the group and
a local musician, and the "Mem- daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wyer Hanagent, and in less than two hours
rescued her grandson.
phis Blues" floated out into the dy.
turned it over to the pro segre•
"If I hadn't pushed my waY
cool night air.
gationists was taken after a cornI With Eubie Blake on the piano,
over and got him," she said. "I'm
The pageant, sponsored jointly and Noble Sissle
mittee from the Binghampton civic
singing, the famsure they would have killed him."
Junior
Memphis
Negro
by
the
League, led by 0. Z. Evers, the i
ous song-writing team from Broadand Mrs. Handy, the composPAGEANT Hlt,HLI(,HTS —
Orgill of Memphis (left) acThe elderly woman said that
famed Cotton Makers' Jubilee;
Commerce
and
the
of
Chamber
president, called upon Mr. Wooden;
way, delivered a medley of tunes
er's widow. No. 6 Members of
No.1, la an off stage chat at
J. C. Elmer Henderson, Memcepts the Golden Trumpet of
she sprained her ankle while res.
Commercial Appeal, got off to a from the hit of more
and demanded that action be taken;
than a dethe Jaycees were on tap at the
the "Blues of Glory" show with
phis businessman; Jewell Gen•
W. C. Handy while (from left
cuing the boy and was lame for
Southern
with
the
solemn
start
against the man,
cade ago, "Shuffle Along."
airport to greet the Walt Din.
try, society editor of the Mem•
to right) Mrs. Christine Handy
Miss Maltalia Jackson (far
two days. She said she threated
Male chorus, under the direction
Proof that Mr. Allen sold out to
MOUSE STARS
ney Mouseketeers. From left
daughter-in-law; Mrs. Jane
right), discussing the great caphis World; Margaret Ulen,
to call the police when the boys
of Cubic Johnson, singing, "Lead MICKEY
the Glenview Plan., Inc., came
Lewis, Mr. Handy's daughter;
reer of the immortal W. C.
to right; Mr. Roberts; Dick
society editor of the Tri-State
started roughing up her grandJimmie Dodd, of the Mick,
Me," "We Are Soldiers," and
last week with the discovery of a
Handy, are (left to right), Miss
Defender; and Sam Peace,
Mrs. Handy; and W. C. Handy
Cole, KLOK disk jockey; Mrs.
son and that one said: "Damn
afterward, "Give Me Wings," Mouse television show, also was
check for $27.25 made by Mr. TuckJackson's pianist, Mist Milpresident
Junior Chamber of Commerce
Jaycee
jr., look on with pride and honHandy;
the police."
under the direction of Elias Wil- present and sang in honor of Mr.
er to the cab owner to clear up
secretary. No. 5 Mrs. Louise
dred Falls, of Chicago; George
or. No. 4 Big Joe Rosenfield
Horn and the Mouseketeers
Handy. With him was Cubby
TO RE-ENTER
liams,
debts involved in buying t he
Sister, promotion editor of the
Logan Handy, widow of the
(left) surveys the Memphis
(in front) Cubby O'Brien and
Annetta Dean, 16-year-old junior
O'Brien, who fascinated the audiMAHALIA STARS
house. The check was returned,
Commercial Appeal's "Glory"
comp os e r chats with Lt.
scene just as he arrived at the
Jimmie Dodd, The four kids on
with a B average, who lives only and marked
The crowd greeted with enthus- ence with his performances on the
"insufficient funds."
special events writer. No. 3.
George Lee, great friend of
airport from New York to
two blocks from the school, said
the left are members of the
iasm the appearance of the famed drums, which were set up for hint
the
BingharnpOther
officers
of
reception
commitHeading
the
Mr. Handy and founder of the
headline the show. He w a s
that she plans to reenter as soon
Mouseketeers group of Rivergospel singer, Miss Mahalia Jack- on the field, in front of the stage.
annual "Blues Bowl" foothill
tee for the show were (left to
greeted by Onus Horn, presias possible, since she
view school under the direction
has no ton Civic League who called upon
son, and she thrilled the audience
Others on the show were the LarMr. Wooden were Mrs. W. M.
right) Mrs. R. Q. Venson, cigame honoring the great comdent of the Memphis Negro
other place to go.
of Mrs. Edna Swingler.
with such numbers as "An Even- goes, who received the loudest apvic worker and sponsor of the
poser. No. 2 Mayor Edmund
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
She said she became nervous Larkins, Rev. J. C. Richardson,
ing Prayer," "He Got the Whole plause of the evening; the Fort
on the second day at the school Rev, T. R. Fugh, and Rev. E. J.
World in His Hand," and "Joshua Dancers, Dick Cole and the Canes,
and left, although no one had Washington.
Fit the Battle of Jericho."
Itutus and Bones, a dance team;
Mrs. Wooden explained to the Telbothered her.
Miss Jackson was accompanied and Boco Campbell.
was
Joseph Carey said he carried State Defender that Mr. Allen
on
the
piano by Miss Mildred
ee-owner of the company, but
Eight girls, dressed in tight-fittwo students, Elmer Lee Rogers not a
Falls, of Chicago. The Southern ting dresses in various colors, and
was the owner of one cab. He said
and Nathaniel Norwood, to the
(Continued
From
Page
One)
Male
chorus
gave
her
background with blond-tinted hair, depicted the
that he, himself, was the full ownback entrance of the school on the
support during the rendition of "St. Louis Blues," as the orcheser of the organiration, and had the
ernment, and that Negroes rea- "Just a
second day in his station wagon
Closer Walk With Thee." tra led by Onzie 0. Horne, the
right to hire and fire anyone coolized this year that local governand he asked a policeman if it
Other gospel singers on the pro- president of the Memphis Junior
nected with the firm, and that
ment was just as important as is gram were
would be safe for the children to Mr. Alien's
the Sons of Jehovah, Chamber of Commerce, played
services had
been
national government, which most
enter.
the Pattersonaires, and the Dixie the immortal tune.
terminated.
of them have shown great con- s
He said the officer told him to
Nightingales.
After receiving the letter from
MANY TICKETS SOLD
By M. L. REID
carry the children around to the
would not tell what his name was.!would not let them sit down on cern in the past.
HANDY'S SONG
Mr. Wooden, Mr. Evers said, "We
, A check of wards and precincts
"You
fellows
can
George Sister, of the Commercome
front entrance and when he got
here
and
the
pretense
that
they
were
holdA Handy composition, "They
are happy that management of VAN BUREN, Ark. — After be.
there the mob rushed around and the friendly Cob
write about us and leave," he ing the empty seats for someone , in the Aug. 7 primary, he said, That Sow In Tears," was sung by cial Appeal, said that more t
company saw fit ing pushed and shoved around for
revealed that the organization has
he drove away,
I said, 'but when these whites here else.
Mrs. Joan Williams, a soloist dur- $8,000 worth of tickets were a
to cooperate with the league.
Buren High read it, it will be
two days at
Van
Five Negro students were at- • ..We are sick and tired of
our houses that One of the other boys went up a great job to do.
ing her student days in Nashville before the show began. Almost
Ne- school, some of the Negro stuAt
the
opening
of
the
meeting
tending the Van Buren junior groes double crossing Negroes,
are stoned, and our car windows and reported it to the driver but
with the Tennessee State concert three times as many Negroes as
and
high school for the first time,, that goes for the big as well as dents do not intend to re-enter the t broken. You guys will be a long he only glanced around and kept the group stood for two minutes 01 singers, and the wife of A. C. Wil- whites were present, and separatsilent
prayer
in
honor
of
the
late
but following the incident at the, the little. Our failure to progress
going, Mary said.
' way off and safe.
hams, who led the Teen Town ed by the green playing field.
senior high school, their parental here lies with our own people," Mr Their educational plans for the1 Howard Johnson, Sr. the father Neither girl wants to go back Dr. Walker, and the opening pray. Singers in the singing of "Father
Mr. Rosenfield, who left to catch
future are indefinite.
er
was
given
by
Rev,
Alexander
withdrew them.
I
,
of
Howard,
to
Jr.
a
I4-year-old
Van Buren, but they said they
of the Blues," which was compos- a plane back to New York City beEvers said.
back to the sophomore
"I'm not going
There is only one all-Negro
said that he was not probably would because they Gladney, president of the Bluff ed by Stepin Fetchit for the oc- fore the pageant was over, presschool," said Carolyn Abernathyd
school in the city and that is an i c
going to allow his son to go back have no place else to attend and City Council of Civic clubs.
casion.
ented the sponsors of the Handy
•
16, who was scheduled to begin'to the school
overcrowded elementary
school l
until the U. S. Su- their mother wants them to go CONSTITUTION ADOPTED
Also appearing on the show, writ- Memorial fund with a check for
year.
junior
A proposed constitution and byyear
this
her
with two
teachers for eight
preme Court handed down a de- back.
been con"Since we stopped going there
laws of the Shelby County Demo- ten and directed by Nat D. Wil- $1,000, which he said had
grades. The racial disturbance at
cision in the Little Rock case.
Freddie Bell, a 16-year-old senliams, with Big Joe Rosenfield, a tributed by New Yorkers and percratic
have
week
white
club
was
students
last
read
by
Atty.
Rusthe school, according to residents, (Continued From Page One)
Faubus a delay," ior who was struck with a rock,
"If they
sell B. Sugarmon, Jr., and adopted New York City disc jockey serv- sons in the New England and
called our house and told us that
is the first disturbance to occur'
he predicted, "they will be rough has moved into Ft. Smith and ening as master of ceremonies, was Eastern states.
'
by
those present.
not
show
we
up
there
had
better
between the races in many years. ber of people already there 'to see
on us here." The Johnson a r e rolled in all-Negro Lincoln high
Ralph Flanagan and his DixieA
report
on
the
Aug.
again,
7,
"
she
said.
primary
W.
0.
spoke
to
Negroes and whites live side by him, and -that she
flanked by white neighbors. Mr. school.
land band. As the group began
election
was
given
'oy
"I
James
would
rather
T.
stop
school
alhead
of
the
attendance
Butler,
side and are near enough to eat'
Johnson said, "We are outnumb- He was first carried to Van Walker,
labor leader and past playing, an elderly Negro woman,
off of each others tables, accord.? department and he -treated her together than go back up there,", ered. If something were to start Buren high school by his 70-yearpresident of the Bluff City Council dressed in the fashions of yesterrudely, and said; "You are still Miss Abernathy told this reporter.'
ing to one parent.
- could be wiped out easily." old energetic grandmother, Mrs. of Civic'
— ForVATICAN CITY —
,Clubs, arui he revealed year, began prancing upon the
It is the integreted living that in the South, and the South is WO Her 15-year-old brother, James,1 The only Negro student. who en- Georgia Bell, who sprained her
field, and diverted attention from ty-seven nations hive diplomats
who wants to enlist in the Air
Is causing some fear among Ne- segregated,"
tered the school tga year for the ankled while rescuing him from
representatives — 33 of them a
the stage.
Mr!. McFerren said that she was Force as soon as he finishes high first time is Elm it Lee Rogers,
groes. One said: "We are outwhite hoodlums who surrounded
Many persons thought that she bassadors — accredited to t
numbered here. There are only told that Mr. Stimbert could not school, wants to go back, but is a ninth grade student, who stay- him.
was a part of the show, but after Vatican, an official church sun
about 1.300 of us
and if the see her on either Wednesday or puzzled by the sudden change in ed out all last year, He said that
first being ushered onto the stage has revealed. The United Sta
STONES
THROWN
attitude
Thursday,
Stpthe
because
of
previous
of
his
former
class- he would go back to school as soon
whites get stirred up
around
and into the spotlight she was is not represented although t
During the week end huge stones
mates.
here, we wouldn't have a chance. pointments. and she left.
as the disturbance Is settled.
quietly brought down, and seated Vatican has an Apostolic delega
were thrown into
Mrs. Bell's
She sent a telegram to Mr. Stint- FINE LAST YEAR
in the audience where she re- in Washington.
bert requesting an audience. He 'Last year they treated us just Two of the students who com- house and the boy was threatened
replied by special delivery letter like they treated each other," he! plained of ill treatment by whites over the phone. His father came
granting her an audience last Fri- said, "after having called us a last year were 17-year•old Zelma from Ft. Smith for him and enRoberts and her sister Mary, 15, rolled him on Monday in the Neday,
few names the first two weeks
both seniors. They live about 10 gro high school there.
Although she had discussed the
(Continued Front Page One)
and having tossed an empty
miles from Van Buren in a rural Although she was never threatbefore - and warn several Negro matter with her husband on the'
milk carton at one of the boys in
district called New Town and trav- ened 18-year-old Annetta Dean,
boys to get out of the park. "He previous week when she first de- the cafeteria."
el to school on the school bus.
an eleventh grade student said
It is an exciting experience to to visit the shop. You are alway
sure did, tell them in a nasty cided to try to get Gerald, a fourth Another student, Nathaniel Nor.
that she left the high school begrade student, in the school, noth• wood, 15, who
way," he added
visit the new Quality Stamps Red. welcome to come in and brow.
is a junior said he "We were pestered all last
year
was
became
decided,
nervous.
definite
cause
she
ing
and
Mr.
McDowell said he went to court
is ready to re-enter the school as
emption Center located at 1323, around.
boys," Mary said. "I don't know what I'll do if
And you don't have to worr
on the next day and that the boys MrFarren was a bit surprised when soon as the others go back He by the white
Union ave.
,
"They
threw
sand
and
gravel
in
his
reporter
house
called
at
a
in
we
t
aren't
h
e
allowed
back
were charged with disorderly conabout a parking meter while mak
said that he was not subjected to our hair, and
one
day
they
wet
to
any
about
the
and
move
asked
him
school,"
she
said.
"There's
no
Many
new
items
have
been
addins your visit. There is a spaciou
duct and fined. "They sure look-,
violence at the school, but
us up with water pistols."
get the child in the school nearer
place else for us to go."
ed to the long list of items al- parking lot just next door, an
ed in a bad way," he said.
kept away after the others stopped
l
The girls paid that they report•• Miss Dean said that she got a
ready
on
display
there,
and
any
courteous salesladies are ther
On contacting Capt. Peeples he; home.
going.
MACEO WALKER
planned to bring,
ed the incident to their mother, good look at the boys congregatof the lovely gifts can be yours from 9:00 a. m.. until 5:00 p. m.
informed the Tri-State Defenderi Asked if she
The boy's mother, Mrs. Hazel
about
court
action
in
but
an
she
attemptl
told
them
to keep on go- ed outside of the school last week,
that information would have to
from Monday through Saturday to
that a large number of votes cast free with Quality Stamps.
to get her child into the schoo1,1 Norwood, would not permit this ing to school and "water won't , but that she did not recognized
be obtained from the Park Comfor Atty. S. A. Wilbun, who ran un- The invitation is yours. Come in help you with your selections.
Mrs MeFerren said that she was' reporter to interview her dough- kill you."
any
of
them
as
having
been stu- successfully for a seat in the Ten, and see the brilliantly - new gifts The Big Star Food store is the
missioner, H. S. Lewis. He re• c
onsidering it. She said that she' It'. Ernestine, 14, a tenth grade I They said that this year they dents last year.
fused to comment on the incident h
nessee House of Representatives, on display, and see just how many best place to get your Quality
ad not talked to the NAACP about student, but explained her chit- I were treated worse, and that the
Like all of the other students were cast by white voters.
other than to. say that he was
books of Quality Stamps it willl Stamps.
getting the child two the school dren were going back to Van Bu- , boys would occupy seats a n d she praised the teachers
for their OTHER OFFICERS
present when it occured. His retake to get them in your possesbefore she made the attempt. I ren High school.
fairness
in teaching and grading Elected as vice chairmen at sion.
port, he added, was filed with
ZITIRIENCED MAN (DAV, JOS Wa
A native of Memphis, Mrs. Me-1 "We're not going to run away,"
last year. She was a "B" average the meet were Frank Kilpatrick,
the commissioner's office.
You don't have to have books of te!etto trgels,adrni
:17,,,:
.
"
Ferrets attended Hyde Park and she said, "We are citizens of Van
"
student.
Rev. Alexander Glactney, James Quality Stamps with you in order 643117 or grita: DAV, 336 6. Welltnato
City Park Commissioner. Lewis,
Porter Elementary schools, and ls I Buren and we are going to stand
Thomas
Banks,
16,
a
junior,
said
T.
Walker,
and
Mrs.
Ruby Spight.
said in the preliminary report
a graduate of Booker T. Wash. up for our rights."
"My school plans depend on what Others were Miss Willa \Wail
filed with his
office by Capt. Ington High school and the }fender
Mrs. Norwood blamed outsiders
(Continued From Page One) My mother says do." If she says hams, recording secretary; C. C.
Peeples, was to the effect that son Business
for the disturbance at the school.
college.
go back to school, I will. Tnere's Sawyer. assistant secretary; Mrs.
the fellows he held had cursedj
A clerk at the Memphis Air "We had no high school," she few nights later, and called on her nothing else for me to do now."
Jesephine Winbush, corresponding
him and advanced on him. Mr.' Force Depot, Mr. MeFerren
is a said. "and we filed the integre- in civilian clothes.
George Hudgens, who lives with secretary;
and
Mrs.
Rufus
Lewis said that the city court sative of Sommerville, and
Earlier in the day the policeman his uncle, Otis
a tion suit they agreed to accept us.
Washington, in Van Thomas, assistant corresponding
had informed him the boys had graduate of the Fayette Couaty Now they
want to start some had telephoned the house and said
Buren
was
reported
to
be working secretary.
admitted their mistake and were! Training school. He studied bust. stuff."
that he was ?coking for the girl's at Russelsville
"with his father
Also Jesse H. Turner, financial
heavily fined.
boy friend to do construction work, until the school
ness at Henderson also He is a WE MUST STAY
dispute
is settled. secretary; Thomas Willis, assistant
The Tri-State Defender learned veteran of the Korean War. and Not all parents are as brave as and when he called at the hnuse
lie
would
be
a
junior
this
year
financial
secretary; Henry White,
that the boys had made a prac- airman first class in the Air Force. Mrs.
Norwood. The
father of' around 6:30 p. m., he was met and was listed as one of the plain
treasurer Rev. .Charles F. Wiltice of playing in the park used
Mr. and Mrs. McFerren have James Evans, a 16-year-old honor by Miss Wilder's aunt and uncle, tiff in the
petition unsuccessfully liams. chaplain: W. W. Walker,
by whites after the season closed another son, Andra, three. Gerald student, who would have been a Mr. aid Mrs. Ora Lee Wilson, who
for organized recreational activi- Is Mrs. McFerren's Ion by a pre- senior this year. would not allow demanded to know what connec• filed against Van Buren school of. sergeant.at-arms; and Atty. H. T.
ficials on Monday.
Lockard, parliamentarian.
ties.
vious marriage.
I his son to be interviewed and lion construction work had with a
His uncle, however is determined
The membeis who served on the
ticket speeding.
o get him back in the school. "We nominating committee were Henry
The
officer
then said that he ire going to fight this thing out," White, Jesse Turner,
Rev. Alexand ,
wanted to know if Mr. Richardson he said.
er Gladney, and Mrs. Spight,
•
had a brothel' around 35-years of
age, and when he was told that
he did not, he said, "The man is
Won The Hearts Of
Starts SUNDAY!
in the clear." and hurried away,
SEPTEMBER 14th
Th
di ef Kiddies!
Mrs. Wilson ran out and took
4 BIG DAYS!
down the license number of the
THESE UNBREAKABLE
car, and a check with the Shelby
SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS
county clerk revealed that the liDESCRIBED BELOW.
cense number had been Issued to
Harvey Campbell.
sot 4.4r Lees Am*, Legs. and Head; Sleepiel
DIDN'T TELL PARTNER
Eyes: Painted Lashes; Reeted Wis That Cos Be
Wedged. Combed and Restyled; Neatly
Chief MacDonald called the offic
Dr•ssitd:
er in to talk to him about Us
Sheol •n4 See.
matter, and Patrolman Crimple
told him about the "confidentia
tip" he was pursuing. When h
Ns. 1 18 Inches till $6.49 No. 4 16 Inches tall $5.40
learned that the patrolman ha
said nothing to his partner abou
No. 2 111 hub CU* Mal
Ha, 5 22 inches tall $7 98
the alleged tip, the chief dismisse
$6-92 No. 5 23 Inches hell $1198
him from the force for "poor
Ne. 3 14 inches tall $4 98 Nis 7 25 lathes; tall 510.49
judgment."
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PRIZE FOR GOI.FERS — All
NH two of the trophies given
away recently at tbe•Rnbert
Wright limitations! Golf tour-

nasispOt held at Filler Stat.
park were donated by Radio
station MAK. Here, "Brother
Bill" Lee, one of the airway's
personalities, left, roes In

from of fable holding trophies,
with Robert Wright. The station
gave live coverage to the event
held on Aug. 35 and 31.
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edged Miss Lacey's letter, and
told her that he had referred it to
the Park Commission.
The City Commission was asked
in a letter written recently by
members of the Ringhampton Civic
League to do away with hegregation in all public, tax-supported institutions in the city, but according to 0. Z. Evers, president of
the organization, no answer has
Miss Mary Frances Lacey, ex. been given.
Asked if he thought Miss Lacey's
ecutive secretary of the Memphis
YWCA. stirred up a hornet's nest proposal would be satisfactory, Mr.
Evers replied "We appreciate Miss
of resistance last week
with a
Lacey's concern for the problem,
Letter to Commissioner
Stanley
but
we could never agree to such
Dillard, asking that Negroes be
a proposal. The right of all eitl.
.Liven two days a week at
the cons here
to attend the zoo, while
zoo and fairgrounds, whites be
at- or Negro,
on any day in the week
towed exclusive use of the
facilities
he desires to go, should not be
for four days, and that one
day abridged."
.should he open to everybody.
. Mr. Evers said that
the memShortly after Miss Lacey's letter
became public, she received call bers of the Binghampton Civic
League
would continue to fight
after call from white women
and for the desegregation
of all taxa few Negroes, she said,
con- supported facilities in the
eity, and
demning her for the proposal. Only
would pursue that goal until it
One call, she said, was
favorable. becomes a reality.
Miss Lacey said that she wrote:
the letter as a private
citizen,
because she realized that the commissioners have a big job on their
A CARLOAD OF HELP for the
hands in settling the matter,
at the Orange Mound FirtDennis, Mildred Coburn and
and
Orange -Mound Nursery is this
that she simply
hs!! Classic this Fall. There
Carole Fields. Standing, left to
"presumed to
bevy
of Jaycerettes who are
make the suggestion."
are forty Jaycerettes in the
right: Misses Matcyne Dram
greeting Memphians Ali over
A MISSISS/PPIAN
group. In the picture we have,
er, Joyce Fields, Magnolia
•
town with tickets for a beautiA native of Mississippi,
left to right, sitting: Misses
Clark, Bettye Bell, on cci, and
who has
ful white car to be given away
lived in the South all of
Cbariesetta Cottonham, Artis
Joyce Ann Vaulx.
her life,l
She said that it WAS
A member of a group who has
her hopes
that Memphis would
"serve as been picketing the homes of Net pilot city of the
out of the area,
view ave., who said that his house i
South in point- , groes on Glenview ave.
I is for sale to anyone who wants
for the past
ing the way to
group
spokesman
The
for
the
peaceful relation.' five months said that they
would was Mrs. Alice G. nosebrough, of; to buy it, including the Glenview
Ship between the
races."
keep up the nuisance until all of
Plan, Inc.
Commissioner
Dillard
acknowl. I the Negro residents have moved 1780 Glenview ave., who denied
_
.
that she and the other pickets beMr. Carpenter branded the se. ;
,r• longed to the rabble, although dis- tion of the pickets as "intimidat-,
turbances in the area have includ- jog, disgraceful, and illegal."
I
.
ed cross burning and the tossing 'ABIDING BY LAW'
ii
; of rocks through windows.
"I am abiding by the law, a nd
In spite of it all, Mrs Rose. I want them to abide by the law,"
START SEWING NOW FOR FALL AND
WINTER
brough said, 'We're men a n d he said.
WITH THE FINEST FABRICS!
j women of refinement."
Mrs. Rosebrough said, "T h e
50c Will Hold Any Amount on Lay
-Away
One person who is not so much pickets will cease only when they A beautiful white Plymouth is the
impressed by their refinement is (the Negroes) are out of the neigh- gate prize this Fall winding up
F. P. Carpenter, of 174 Glen. borhood. We would like to have a the Orange Mound Nursery proYd.
few Sunday afternoons off ourselv- ject at the Annual Nursery Bowl
Reg. 39c and 49c yd.
ll
es, but we'are so dedicated to it"
c ass
t"'
'e•
"'
• Solid color flannel on bolts—colors: white,
The nursery is located on Sarapink,
we are not going to take off."
blue, maize, lime.
toga and Grand streets and serves
• Heavy quality, fast color, sant. novelty
AS a holding place for the chi.
printed
dren of working mothers, for a
outwear flannel.
small fee.
• Sant. printed flannel in Men's and
Hoy's Patterns
The Jayeeerettes, a large group
MEMPHIS, Tenn, UPI—Charles
of stripes, checks and geometries.
11. Dacus, 13, was recovering to-, of young women who work tor
charity organizations is selling
day from wounds inflicted by a tickets.
teen-age hunter who mistook him' The group
is composed of: Misies
for a squirrel. The sheriff's of- Carole Fields, Joyce
Fields. MilNew Shipments—Reg. 39c and 49c
fice said young Dacus was hit by dred V. Coburn Maxine Denise
20 shotgun pellets while climbing Draper, Magnolia Clark,
• Assorted High Style Cottons--printed and solid
Eleanor
a tree near his home.
Leath Addison, Joyce Ann Vaulx,
• 45" Rayon Acetate novelty Drapery Fabrics
Betty
Bell,
Charlsetta
Cottonham,
in Banjo Cloth and various weaves.
Betty Jones, Fannie VAlliams, Alma Jean Smith, Ave Quintella Addison, Lois Williams. and Artis Mae
WASHINGTON— (DPI) —Sen. Dennis.
Richard L. Neuberger D-Ore. callA king and queen will be named
• 48" to 60" Nylon and Dacron Curtain
ed Monday night for a subsidy pro- after the ticket selling is done
and
Marquisettes
gram to improve the health, wel- expensive wardrobes will be award• Unbleached Muslin
fare and education of the nation's ed to the lucky winners.
MISS MARY COLLIER — The "real wealth"—its children. Neu- Others working on the sale of
• 36" Pinwale Solid Corduroy, Reg. 89e Yd.—now 67c Yd.
above picture was incorrectly berger wrote in Parents' Maga- tickets are: Miss Willa Monroe,
• 100 Per Cent Wool Fabrics — Solids — Tweeds — Checks —
Identified as Mrs. E‘elyn Taylor zine that "sponsors of children's: Mesdames Josephie Winbush, EmPlaids — Flannel, Etc. Coating and Suiting Weights—Values
in a previous issue of the Tri-State legislation are frequently too; ma Green, Frankelle Wand and
to $5.98 Yd.—now $1.98 Yd.
Defender. The Tri-State would like modest and timid in their de-; Susie Love, Cecil Goodlow and
• Vat Colored Plaid and Check Ginghams—Reg. MX Yd. —
te offer this correction.
minds."
Rev. S. P. Sawyer.
Now 3 Yds. for 99c

Sat., Sept.

S

Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph company announced last
week the establishment of a West
Tennessee division with headquar
ters in Memphis, to be effective
on Oct. 1.
According to company
ofWills at Nashville, this means
that the present Memphis division
will be extended to include all of
the company's 44 West Tennessee

New Carlo Be
Given Away At
Foot
assic

YARD GOODS SALE

ALL ONE PRICE

3

13, 19511

Southern Bell Telephone Creates
New Division For West Tennessee

Troublemakers
In Glenview
Outline Plans

P. H. GATES

Atlanta in 1040, he has held po-: es will be effective Oct. 1. M. H.
sltions in Meridian, Miss , and in Smith, jr., who has been distrkt
Nashville,
manager of the southern area of
Mr. Wood is graduate of Geor- Memphis, will become district
gia Tech, where he was an out., manager for eastern portion of the
standing athlete during his student; Memphis exchange. He will be redays
; placed by L. J. Swint, who has
Another
appointment
which' been commercial manager in the
brings :in officiel from Nashville ; south office.
is the
appointment
of Talton
G. K. Lott who was district
Thomas to head up the account-' manager in the eastern area of
1 Memphis, will
be district manager
at Knoxville.
el
Serving on Mr. Wood's staff as
division commercial supervisor will
he W, K. Allen, who has been commercial manager at Murfreesboro; and W. E. Peterson, jr., as
sales manager. W. W. Frederick,
commercial engineer here, will
be promoted to division commercial manager.
Traffic department promotions
will shift G. F. DePriest from supervising engineer here to district
traffic manager of dial service,
P. H. Gates will become district
manager over local service.
The new treffic manger replaces
A. L. Slebaugh who becomes Knoxville traffic manager, and J. E.
Oaks, who has been assigned the
district traffic manager at Oak
Ridge.
R. E. Owen, a supervising engineer in Nashville, will come here
W. F.:. PLTERSON
as division staff errlineer in the

29

Mistaken For Squirrel

ALL ONE PRICE

4 yds.99

ALL ONE PRICE

6 Ytr$1 00

Asks Subsidy Program

SILVERS
47 SOUTH MAIN
Sole Lasts All Week

to worry
while make spacious
door, and
are there
5:00 p. mSaturday to
ctions.
tore is the
ur Quality

Open Monday and Thursday 'Til 9 P.M.
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By M. L. REID
Freddie Bell who would have been, school for Negroes in Crawford
a senior at Van Buren high; county. And when Negroes filed
VAN BUREN _ The Van Buren
school, where integration was' for integration, school officials
thirteen dropped to 12 Monday as carried out without resistance last; agreed to carry it out.
one of the students who had re-I year He had been living with his
sided with his grandmother ini granumother, Mrs. Georgia Bel1,1
this small town moved into near-I and was named as one of the.
by Fort Smith with his father and l plaintiffs in the petition MediBroth
er
enrolled in all-Negno Lincoln high against school officials Monday. 1
ofThe
c whiteame a y‘i
target
oi
The student was 16-year-old
-Bsegregationist

FREEMAN

oot

Carries you soft and easy on the trail ... With
Buffalo billionaire feeling. Cushion insoles for extra bounce.

that

Bengal Boot—Brown or Black Buffalo Calf $1695

FREEMAN SHOES $10.95 to 925.95

lilt 1 hllIlttt lIt 1111111llllltt lilt it tilt it lhllltt lllllllllhtlhlhhlhItl

Escaped Convict
Boasts Greatness:
He's Right!
Monday and Thursday Until 9 P.M.

Freeman Shoe Shop
main at monroe

F Co
•Asest selection of Freeman

and Edwin Clapp

W.W. FREDERICK

A. It. HARRIS

IN R. WOOD

WE. ALLEN

who barred Negroes from enter-!
ing the school and was struck
of
by a rod' last week.
ATTACK KIN
After white hoodlums attacked
A family barbecue turned into a
the boys' grandmother's home
Friday night and threw stones in- family free for all at tne 1305
to a window, they called the youth Driver st, home of W. G. and
the next night on the phone and Bob Null, brothers, during their
said; "Freddie, thin is a good Labor Day get together.
night for murder." His father, One witness said there were
ohn Bell, caned him into Fort some drinks served and then some
words came and, accordingto
SmiCi for protection
; other witnesses W. G. slapped Bob.
R. F. OWN
Li. SWINT
On Monday morning newsmen
Bobtold brother W. G. not to do
expected the children to try to, that again, relatives
said, where' telephone exchanges. The new area ing activities for the new West
get back into the school after a upon W. G. slapped Bob
represents OR incorporation of the Tennessee division. He replaces A.
again.
petition was filed in federal MsP. Isenhour, who retired on Aug.
Bob then snatched up a U. S. Jackson district.
trict court asking that Van Buren Navy combat knife
It was also announced that Roy[31:
and rammed
school oficials be cited for con- the eight inch blade into the but- Freeman, the firm's commercial WORKED UP
tempt for not having made some tocks of W. G.
Mr. Thomas joined Southern Bell
head in Memphis for the past 11
. .
effort to dieconrage or prevent
The two and a half inch aft re- years, is being promoted to public
violence against Negro children quired several stitches when Jack relations manager for Tennessee, accountant, and was later transattending the school.
Ruby took W. G. to Methodist and he will be relocated at South- ferred to New Orleans where he
headquarter!, in Nash- was toll accountant and Louisiana
eoie.
S. E Bullock, principal of Lin- hospital. His condition was not re- ernBell's
exchange revenue accountant.
coln high school, said that he garded as serious.
Y. M. Quinn, jr., division engiPolice haven't located Bob Null. While In Memphis, Mr. Freewould not allow any of the other
' S Shetzley, divisionp n
man has been extremely active near; W.
II children to enroll in the schoolI He left after the cutting.
manager; and 0. W. Daniel, diPolice said W. G. told them that In civic and charitable projects.
unless their parents mover into
vision traffic manager, will con„
Fort Smith. There are about 425 he wouldn't prosecute. He said it
tinue in the same capacities in the
Returning to Memphis to assume
students at the school this year. was just a family quarrel because
he wanted to barbecue some meat Mr. Freeman's post as West Ten-, enlarged West Tennessee division.
Several other management changFort Smith is located in Sebes- and Bob kept interferring
nessee commercial manager will;
Can county and Van Buren, the
W. G., 32. works at the Memphis be C. R Wood, who armed an
home of the late comedian Bob Steam Plant, Bob isn't employed district traffic manager trom 1953
Burns, is situated In Crawford now.
to 1955. Since joining the firm at
county,
There has never been a high

Open

TALTON THOMAS

-Slaps
Brother; Gets
K
Ed

Genuine Buffalo Calf

3elisA1

G. F. DerRIEST

Van Buren 13 Drops To 12
AsSenior,16,Leaves Town

RED HOT SPECIALS
• Ladies' Blouses and Shorts, clearing out at Tic
• Ladies' Rayon Gowns—Reg. $1.00, 2 for Site
• Ladies' Flannel Gowns, Reg. $1.79, now 1.00
• Men's Sweat Shirts, Re, $1.69, now 8'7e
• Boys' 9-oz. Dungarees-4 to 12, Reg. $1 69, now 99c
• Boys' Ivy League Pants, 4 to 16, Reg. $2.98, now 1 77
• Ladies' Nylon Hose values to 98e if firsts, now 29c Pr.
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Shoes in the South. You, chg. acct. invited

MEMPHIS —
— Kelly
Moore, 44, boasted to officers
who arrested hint for drunken'
nes, that "you're not just picking up a drunk, you got a man
they're looking for all ever."
Sure enough, police learned,
Moore had escaped from the
county farm at Birmingham,
Ala.. where he was serving a
13-month sentence for asaldng
moonshine whiskey.
tall11110111101111111101111111110111111119111111111111111111111

AT 625 UNION AVE.
• Everybody's Happy •

M. II. SMITH
engineering department.
Plant department promotions will
elevate R. C. Eldridge from division plant supervisor at Memphis
to district plant manager at Knoxville; C. C. Kelley from supervising
service foreman here to division
construction supervisor to supervisor of the plant at Memphis. S. M.
Cashion, district construction foreman at Jackson, will come here
as division construction supervisor.
In addition to the new West Tennessee division, two others are
being created — the East Tennessee with headquarters at Knoxvide,
and the Middle Tennessee with
headquarters at Nashville.

; America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is OliCatow
OU

MISTER

Low

Light, mild.
magnificent
Old Crow
bv far
outsells
any bourbon
in the land

SAYS COME IN
AND SEE WHY
A•11 int
lame. E P•ppor
00 or 100 Proof

BELLANTI'S
LIQUOR STORE

DIE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.%,MOO

is

Vehicle department for X Fein,
catching up with work around the
house and enjoying his old rock
ing chair.
At least that is what he said 14s
would do when asked by his ce
workers about his future plans fol
lowing the retirement service held
in his honor.
Mr. Lenoir received an honorary
recognition certificate, and it w4)
"It will offer unique opportuni of Theology, Claremont. Calif.
Edward C. Miller of Atlanta. has presented to him by A. L. Mo
ties for training leadership for
the church in this day of chang been selected as the architect for, land, the postmaster. He also re
ing patterns in race relations," be the project by the executive coin,' ceived a gift from his fellow work
jnittee of the center's board of ems.
said.
trustees.
LARGE ENDOWMENT
Among the guests who attended
The development of the interde
The Sealantic Fund also is a s the service were his wife, Mrs. J.
nominational theological program granted the center $250,000 for en- D. Lenoir, her daughter, Mrs. Rose
was recommended in a study fi dowment,
Mrs. S. P. Washington,
and the General Educa- M. Davis,
nanced by a special grant from
Mr. E. R. Mebane, Mrs. B. Leflore
tion
Board
has
made
a
conditional
the General Education Board, and
and Warren Woods.
made by a committee under the gift of $500,000 for endowment.
On Sunday, Aug. 31, a dinner
John
D.
Rockefeller, jr., of party was given in Mr. Lenoir',
chairmanship of the Rev. Dr.
New
York
City
established the honor by Mrs. E.R. Mebane at her
Ernest C. Colwell. who if chair
man of the center's board of trus- Sealantic Fund in 1955 to strength home at 948 Olympic at. and he
en
and
develop
Protestant
theolog received a large number of gifts,
tees.
At the time of the study, Dr. ical education in this country.
cards and telegrams from Mende
Colwell was dean of the faculties I J. D. LENOIR 2
and relatives.
and vice president of Emory uni J. D. Lenoir of 1288 Gill ave., Mr. Lenoir expressed his appre
versity, Atlanta. He is now Dreg retired last week after having ciation to all who helped him eel,
dent of Southern California School worked for the Post Office Motor brats his retirement.

4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Interdenominational Theological
Center Gets Grant For Buildings

Sot., Sept. 13, 1958

ATLANTA, Ga. — Construction
of the buildings of the projected
interdenominational theological cen
ter for Negroes on a new campus
adjacent to Atlanta university is
expected to begin immediately
with a recent $1,500,000 building
fund grant from the Sealantic
Fund.
"BUT HE BEING WILLING to from our high beast of doing well
The Interdenominational Theolog
make
it
and
possible
for
someone
UNTO
SAID
HIMSELF,
JUSTIFY
ical Center will combine the edu
JESUS, AND WHO IS MY NEIKH. else to do well. In my small way
cational functions of the Metho
of evaluating the Good Samaritan
BOB? — Luke 1029.
dist's Gammon Theological Semi
this.
There
did
a
good
job
at
greatest
and
This is one of the
nary, the graduate faculty of the
word 'neighbor' could easily be are those among us who will help
AME's Morris Brown eilige, the
to
the Bible. I am sure that the our friends only when it fails
graduate program of the aptist's
word 'neighbor' dosld easily be inconvenience us but when the time
Morehouse college, and the CME's
changed to read "friend." We all comes for us to give up something
Phillips School of Theology, Jack
know the story that follows this we are not for that.
son, Tenn. All but Phillips is lo
question — the story of the "Good Oh yes, many of us boast of our
cated in Atlanta at present.
Samaritan." This is the story that friends, but let me hasten to tell
Rev. Dr. Harry V. Richardson
are
not
your
friends
near
relathat
You
could revolutionize human
who has been president of Gam
think
as
you
would
moments.
as
numerous
SCHOLARSHIP
—
told
today
in
a
few
Memphis,
far
left,
tions
AWARDED
gill of
mon, was recently elected presi
Harry L. Strong, second from
Lee Cunningham, second from
dent of the Interdenominational
A few days ago one of the radio that they are. I don't want to appear
discouraging
to
many
of
you
a
left,
director
of
Mallory
singer,
was
awarded
right,
Theological center. Gammon will
ministers, Dean Israel H. Noe,
Knights who has been sponsorscholarship to the Handy Founcontinue to serve as a residence
made the statement that the man but on the other hand, we might
as
well
be
realistic.
Many
of
us
singer,
that
he
recently
popular
the
Blind
ing
the
dation
for
extremely
friend
is
has
a
hall and a center for Methodist
who
was impressed with Lee's
by the president of the foundafortunate. This statement oulls for who are going around through life
instruction.
singing and felt that he should
tion, Or. Chauncey Norther,
a lot of thought and discussion on thinking that we are loaded with
The new center will provide facu
be properly trained.
far right. Mayor Edmund Ormy part. I had some apprehen- friends are in for a big disapty instruction, library, chapel and
pointment,
and
on
the
other
hand
sions on the whole statement so I
buildings for general use. Each
talked with a friend of mine. She for a big surprise.
of the cooperating denominations
is not highly educated but worldly A man told me some time ago
will provide denominational in
NEW YORK — The natiod's BAPTIST YOKES TOP
bership rise was 3 per cent,
that
when
we
get
to
heaven we
experiences have given her a keen
struction ant housing for its stu
churches and synagogues reported The Methodist church is the lar- nearly double the population rise.
are all going to be surprised in
knowledge about many things.
dents.
a record total membership of gest Protestant body with 9,543' A spokesman for the national
My thinking had become very two ways — we are going to be
'UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES'
nearly 105,000,000 today and said
cynical about the whole thing and surprised who made it and we are
Gammon will continue to be re t:iat annual contributions have 243 members. The 27 Baptist den- council said the slackening inI was very reluctant about accept- going to be surprised who did not
hated to the department of Minis! soared past the two-billion dollar ominations represent the largest crease probably was "only a
religious "family," however, with
in the statement But when I make It. The same thing is true
terial education of the Methodist
the
that
mark for the first time in history. nearly 20,000,000 members. There breather" in the religious upsurge
finished talking with her all CYni- with friendship unfortunately for NEW YORK— (UPI) —,ports that statistics show
Board
of
Education
and
to
the
As
"betperson
has
a
many of us are going to be surpris- Church authorities are placing in-!personage-bred
cism was gone.
sociation of Methodist Theological Facts and figures on religious are 12,059,400 Methodists in g2 that has swept the nationisiaur
ed who are really our friends and creased emphasis on a minister's ter than even chance" for success
activity in the U. S. and Canada Methodist bodies; 7,529,773 LuthI remember a statement my
War II. He said also Ad
on the other hand, we are going duties, responsibilities and pro- and happiness, despite certain schools, anl will receive support were presented by the National erans in 19 bodies, and 4,043,052 World
mother used to make quite iresome religious groups may be
to be surprised who are not our i blems, but what about the min-)moral pressures placed upon him. from the Methodist Board of Edu Council of Churches in its 1959
Presbyterians in 10 bodies.
quently, "Everyone who grins in
cation, according to Rev. Dr. Get'
realistic" methfriends.
icshtield
ersenw?ife? and what about his! One of the great benefits of be- ald 0. McCulloh, of Nashville.
"Yearbook of American Church- Overall membership increase adopting "more
your face is not your friend." How
The man who was robbed surely
minister's child is the many
ing
a
counting members.
ods
of
es,"
published
today.
I hate to think that such is true
was
the
first
since
World
War
11
thought that when the priest came "The family of the minister!social contacts with parsonage "This new venture in interde The
but in the words of President Mot
compilation, covering 255 that failed to keep pace with the The 52 major protestant and
, in
sight that he would get relielquis a very definite relationship to I guests who come from all over nominational cooperation for the
dicai Johnson of Howard univertraining of Negro ministers prom church bodies in 48 states and the total U. S. population increase. eastern orthodox church bodies
for his suffering. But he was sad- the church which he serves," I the world.
ally, 'The older I get
District of Columbia, showed a to- Church membership rose by nine- representing the largest proporly disappointed when the priest says Dr. William H. Leach, one "Many ministers make it a ies to have far reaching effect,"
I realize that such is true.
nation's church goers
chose to pass over to the other of the nation's foremost church point to have their children take said Dr. McCulloh, who is director tal of 104,189,678 persons belong- tenths of one per cent, while the tion of the
' The story of the Good Samaritan aide.
population rise was estimated At repo.ted contrilmtions totaling $2,of theological education in the de ing to all faiths.
the
conversation,"
Leach
consultants.
part
in
a
043,111,555 for 1937. The 1958 figshows us three things — first, the
partment of ministerial education, Membership by faiths is: Pro- 1.7 per cent.
Then suddenly hope sprang anew
Leach, a founder and editor of said. "This asset is almost sure and a member of the board of trust testants, 59,823,777; Roman Cath- Last year, when 62 out of every ure was $1,842,592,280.
bounds of friendship extend be- in his breast when a man of
letters,
a
to
youth
bring
to
'larger
magazine,
Management
Cl.urch
yond racial groups. Most of us one who should have helped
ees of the Interdenominational The olic, 35,846,777; Jewish, 5,500,000, 100 Americans were reported tol Other bodies do not reportp
him,
who have amounted to a little in came in sight. But oh s,,,,this dealt with the subject of min- view.' "
ological center.
and Eastern Orthodox, 2,540,440. have church affiliation, the mesas-' contributions.
this life — if we are honest in dream vanished when all of a sud- isters' families in his recently The minister, for his part, must
our evaluations will quickly admit den when seeing this man this law- published "Handbook of Church never become too busy to devote
that had not our activities gone yer chose to go on the other side Management." He has found dur. at least part of each day to being
beyond racial confinement, little of the street.
ing years of church work that the a husband and father.
. The obligation rests upon
that we have would never have
Another look up the street re- family of a minister has a good
been realized. The education, the vealed a man coming along with deal to do with keeping a church the preacher," Leach said, "to
homes, the moral, spiritual, and nothing but a donkey and no claim running smoothly and making the organize his time so that his fem.
ily shall never feel that they are
social political positions that many to being able to help — but in congregation happy.
of us enjoy are predicated with his breast was something not true "Ministers usually do not have merely incidental in his ministry
people in all walks of life running of the others and he went over much in worldly goods or social to the congregation."
interference for us.
and made provisions for the assist- standing to give the women they
' In the second place the bounds ance of this troubled man. Some- marry," Leach said. "The minof friendship extend beyond social times I wonde,r if only one out of ister is the servant of the church
position. How unfortunate it is that every three people with whom we and restrictions are necessarily
In far too many cases our friend- have contact is our friends. If placed upon the wife and children
ship pattern extends only to those this is true may the Lord have of the parsonage. What other
who move around in our special so- mercy upon us. This week each reason than love can any woman
cial group. Basically our whole of us should examine ourselves have to. marry a minister? PerProgram of friendship must extend and see how we measure up, haps, though, there is another
to all in all walks of life. Wherever because in the words of the poet, one. She will care for the church
Mrs. Winnle Lou Hill, elementwe see suffering our Christian "The only way to have a friend, and have an affection for its ary teacher here and a writer for
religious publications, will he the
duty demands that we come down is to be one."
work."
The kind of woman best suited principal speaker at the Mt. Pisto be a minister's wife depends gah CME church, during the Young.
upon the individual minister in- People's Usher board anniversary
volved, and there can be no spe- program. The board is celebrating
cific rules, Leach said. However, its first complete year in the serv1.14 teaspoon soda
he said, there are certain "essen- ice of the church.
Yes Madams,
time and mashed bananas and
The program will take place Sun1 cup mashed ripe bananas
tial qualities," and these include:
flavorings. Add Jack Sprat flour
What
could
be
more
nutriday,
Sept.
14,
at
3:30
p.
m.
—She should believe in her husLA teaspoon Vanilla
mixture and milk alternately..
Miss Katie Bayliss is advisor for
tious and tantalizingly delicious % teaspoon lemon extract
band and in his work. The minIt's National Baptist Convention which he expects to receive nest ister who tries to face the world the group.
than to serve Dad and the small
Line the bottoms of 3 eight
cup
shortening
Rev. D. Warner Browning is the
time again and in Baptist circles summer. Mrs. Bass studied at the with a wife who has no confidence
inch layer cake pans with thin'
fry Banana cake for supper to- 1 cup
sugar
conversations are at an especial' University of Denver and received In Itse work of the hurch will pastor.
plain paper. Pour in cake mixnight. Banana pie, cake, with
high pitch . . . for it is presidential the Laster' of Arts degree in LI- have a difficult time.
2 eggs
ture. Bake in 350 degree F.
ice cream or cerals are afways
election year. Speculation, premon- brary Science. Miss Jeans vaca- —She should be a person in
2 tablespoons milk
oven about 25 minutes. Spread
favorites at our house. Jack
ition and surety, characteristic of' tioned in Detroit, Mich
whom her husband can confide
layers when cool with your fa- .
Sift Jack Sprat flour, measure vorite lemon frostings; dust top
elections. are prevalent in Chicago, Visitors for the Sunday were and should be able to look at the
Sprat Banana cake served with
Ill., where this large religiiiie Robert Hill of Cincinnati. Ohio, parish objectively. She should
times
with
baking
and
resift
1
coffee or milk makes a wonderlightly with powdered sugar.
sect is meeting. Interesting also Miss Omega Hill of Arlington, never become the center of any
powder, soda and salt. Cream
ful TV repast.
will be the Isiational Body's ac- Tenn., Mrs. T. M. Presley, Mr,. parish rancor,
The whole gang will ask for
shortening until soft and smooth,
tion on other measures and the A. Littlejohn, Mrs. V. L. Johnson, —She must have some houseJACK SPRAT BANANA CAKE then add sugar gradually and seconds.
Mrs.
.J.
Davis,
Mrs
C. Draper. keeping ability and some degree I
well-organized and educational seand William Keen.
minars.
2' cups Jack Sprat flour
continue creaming until light
of education and culture. She! The Beulah Baptist church will
Our home-towners sharing in the A workshop for Sunday School need not be a Bible scholar or Open their kindergarten Monday
2 teaspoons baking powder
and fluffy. Add eggs one at a
highlights of the Convention are staff, officers and women of the expert in church administration, morning, Sept. 8, at 8 o'clock. The
training kindergarten will remain open
and
but her instinct
Rev. H. H. Harper of St. Mat- church will be held on Oct. 19.
thew church, a member of the, Rev, A. E. Andrews is the minis- should equip her with an under- until 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
standing of her husband's preachmoderator council, Mrs. W. H. ter.
The ages of the children to be aclng and pastroal tasks.
Mosby, wife of Rev. W. H. Mosby MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
cepted are from four to six.
of St, Jude church, who is the Just before he was ordained. the —She should like people.
There will be transportation
president of the woman auxiliary Rev. George Trotter delivered a —She should have some degree
available for the children.
to the Riverside association, Rev. most inspiring address at MO of versatility so she can fit into
Mrs. J. L. Edwards is the chair-I
J. L. Linsey of Pidgrim Rest, and Moriah Baptist church. He was or- church activities and be useful to men of the
board of directors.
Rev. A. E. Campbell of Columbus dained at the First Baptist Bing- her husband. In seine cases, she
church, president of the State hampton that afternoon. Rev. R. may be called upon to play the
Baptist Convention and vice-presi- Moriah administered the charge. organ or lead the choir.
dent of the National Convention. i The ushers of Mt. Moriah held —She must be a mother first
Some of Memphis ministers who a beautiful and profitable tea and a church
worker second.
0
h
are attending the meeting are at the home of Mrs. Iola Simon. Members must be willing to exw
in,
Rev. C. D. Burg of New Hope, It will benefit the Ushers' Day ruse her to tend to her household
Rev. L. H. Morganfield of Mace- fund,
To Y
duties and her children.
donia, Rev. L. S. Bile of Bloom—She must be a pleasant hostess ,
Between 175 and 200 young men!
field, Rev. 0. C. Crivens of St.
parsonage
and entertain at the
Stevens, Rev, R. W. Norsworthy
occasionally, even though the 1 and women in Illinois A — tled I
un-,
of Mt. Moriah and Rev. A. R.
refreshments might be frugal. An: to apply for schooling
Williams of Greater White Stone.
annual open house, perhaps oni der the two-year old IS ....ephans I
Rev. Ralph H. Jackson is the
New Year's Day, is recommend.: Education program, according to
president,
ed, as well as an annual dinner! William E. Keith, manager of the
Veterans Administration regional
for the church board.
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
As for the children, Leach re- office in Chicago.
The Emmanuel membership is,
The education program for sons
represented at the National
and daughters of deceased war
vention by wive worthy delegates
veterans became effective in Oct.
and the outstanding and compet-I
1956.
cot pastor, Rev. W. E. Ragsdale.
War Orphan students generally I
Miss Barbara Motley, Miss Charmust he between 18 and 23 pearl°
lene Beasley, Misr Evelyn Owof
age, Keith said. They either,
ens and Mrs. S. 0. Ragsdale.
must have completed or have
Services at the sanctuary Sunbeen a pupil in a regular high
day will be regular. A guest pasDr. James R. Hightower. a retir. school. The may receive up to 36
EACH SATURDAY—morning youthful stars take the spotlight on audition tryout. The group pictured above appeared on a Meat
tor will officiate
week
in
died
last
pharmacist,
ed
the Big Star show over 50,000 watt WDIA. Big Star Is happy to show. Left to right on the front row are: Bernice Smith, Karmen
months of education, with VA payUNION BAPTIST
Mercy hospital after a long illness in an allowance of up to $110 a
give talented boys and girls an opportunity to appear on this Smith. Barbara Jean Perry, Karen Smith and Fannie Farmer. On •
Mrs. Lula Williams and Mrs.,
show. If you have any talent wlikh can be espreaed on the radio. the second row, from left to right are: Clarence Smith and Irving
A graduate of Meharry Medical month for each month they are at
Isabelle Adams are the delegates
Malone. Standing in frdnt is Yolande Anderson.
you are cordially invited to contact station WHIA and ask for an
college, Dr. Hightower had work- school,
from Union Baptist ehurch. The
ed in Jackson. Tenn.. before coin charming matrons are as "proud ,
as two peaches" to have been chos- ' TO BE FETED — Rev. L. R. Don.. ing to Chicago to practice In 1937. CANYON SECTION
the Phar. Grthui Canyon national park has
IM for this pleasant and informs- son, newly elected moderator of He was a member of
live duty.
the Friendship District Association,I macist Association and the Holy an area of 1,006 square miles and
is 56 miles in length. It contains
Rev. John W. West, the minis- Inc., will be honored at a pre-in- Name Society of St. Rephael
105 miles of the Colorado river.
ter is attending also
saturation banquet to be given at' Mit church.
• ••
PARKWAY GARDENS
the St. Stephens Baptist church I Dr. Hightower who lived at 1144
PRESBYTERIAN
Sardis,
W.
Sid
at.,
was
a
native
of
here on Monday evening, Sept. 20,
LAND TO NORTH
Besides having the wonderful and beginning at 8:00 p.m. Rev. Don. Miss He is survived by:
Of the entire land area of the
moving experience of sharing an son served as recording secretary His wife, Mrs Lot. Hightower:, world, 8.5 per cent is north of the
excellent day of worship Sunday and as executive secretary for the three daughters, Georgia King,! equator.
the Parkway Gardens members association for many years He has Mary Artry and Rebecca Braithi
•• •
also took pride welcoming bark served at pastor of St. lake Bap wsite; two sons, Jefferson midi IMPORTANT TREES
borne the Floyd Bass family and tist church in Covington, Tenn.. Clifford Hightower: a sister, Mrs.I The western red cedar Is one
Kiss Barbara Jeans. Mr. Bass for 11 years. and was pastor of Ethel Coppage. all of Chicago a! of the most important commercbu been studying at the University Bell Mount Baptist in Arlington for, brother, Robert H Hightower of ial trees that grow in British Coof Colorado on his doctor's degree three years.
Sardis, and seven grandchildren. lumbia.
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— he's only a 12-footer. Whatever the reason, it wasn't
a day for romance. Neither Zoobelle or the male made
any move to meet. They just stared at one another
through the open gates. UPI Telephoto

AFTER STROLLING through the woodlands around
Austin, Teals, to check the current dove crop, Owen
Nayland is wondering if he should trade his shotgun for

a baseball bat. This saucy dove evidently knew that the
season was still one day away. UPI Telephoto

Gives 'Er The Gun

ZOOBELLE (left rear) 20-year-old widowed giraffe,
studies her new future mate, a still unnamed $2500
two-year-old giraffe (right) in zoo in San Francisco.
Possibly, Zoebelle, a 16-footer, doesn't like short escorts

They'll Be N ecking Shortly

Lonesome Giraffe Eyes Mate,
Dove Has Whale Of A Time
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MRS. EZELLE HAWKINS (seated) Program director
for the 4-H Club Camp, held in Washington, D. C., explains to delegates and leaders about "Teens Against
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YOU'RE LOOKING at Sandra Lee Jennings, 18-year)M Miss California, in Atlantic City for the Miss America
pageant which opens tonight
with a Boardwalk parade.
She's waving from a rolling
chair shortly after checking
into her hotel. UPI Teleph3to

Hopes
She
Won't
Miss
America
Tide

THE PHOTO AT LEFT and the one above show how a prisoner with
hands handcuffed behind his back managed to shoot himself fatally
through the chest. The pictures are posed by Officer Joseph Swain, who
captured John Louis Foy after Foy had burglarized the home of Al Benson, disc jockey, of 5638 Maryland. Foy shot himself with a derringer
pistol while sitting under arrest in a policeman's car. Self-inflicted wound
was one of the strangest in police annals. See story, page 7. Defender
photos

How Handcuffed Man Killed Self
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Polio" and the expanded program of the National Foundation, which is supported by the March of Dimes. P. EL
Stone, camp director, (right) looks on.

Teens Wage War Against Polio

tee I".

NEW IARGFTS

BUBBLES, the Marineland whale, shoots out of the
water for her squid lunch at Marineland, Calif. The pool
in which Bubbles is kept is only 22 feet deep and she is
14 feet long, giving her eight feet in which to build up
energy to push her 1700 pounds up the 15 feet for her
meal. She's grown one foot and gained about 100 pounds
since she was captured in February of 1957. UPI Telephoto

Lunch Lunge
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ViCAN AIN 1 LUES 117

Dear Mme. Chante: After sev your club and how you have help.
eral attempts, I am writing to ask ed so many lonely people such as
you to please publish my letter a3 1 am through an American friend
of mine and I am wondering if
some may be as lonely as I ant. you could help
me. I am a young
I am a divorcee of 40, with no Jamaican woman interested in getchildren. Brown skin, black 'hair, ting married. I am light brown to
5 feet 2 1-2 inches tall, and complexion. Miss Nummies
weigh 145 lbs. I am interested in Holmes, 4 New Lincoln rd., Kingmeeting some one between 39 and ston 5, Jamaica, B.W.I.
•••
49. Brown er light complexion, and
sincere. I ant not at all interested
Dear Mine. Chante: Kindly alin race, so long as he has good in- low me a space in your highly re'AIS ISlb 'IOU SAM/PERS
tentions, Will answer all letters spected paper, where I am ask- l
promptly. Miss Estelle Woodson, ing you, it you could publish in
bAki.1401.9'/OUR PACKAGES
P.O. Box 361, Vienna, Va
your pen-pal section a request for
•• •
50'NE PEOPLE WHO NAVE BEEN
me. As a Panamanian who gradDear Mme. Chante: I am very uated from college a year ago, I
WoR(‘1465 CAN v1k4E A
lonely and unhappy. I would like would love to correspond with a
to correspond with a nice middle- male pen-pal of the ages of 34
to
age man, who desires a home and over 50 years in any part
of the
family and would like to get mar- 48 States. They must be
a Chrisried in the near future. He mesa tian, no drinking, with
very decent
not be a drunkard nor gamble. views towards life. My
description
Must have a good job and a steady is 5 feet and 7 inches
tall weigh
worker. I am 30 years of age. 130 lbs.. colored
with long black
Considered attractive. I have three hair. I ant working
with the Exchildren. I am of the Baptist faith. Prime Minister of
Jamaica as DisI like church, movies, sports, TV trict Organizing
Secretary. I atand music. I will answer all ques- tended Sexton
College, and I am
tions. Please send photo in first 34 years old. Will
answer all letletter, and I will do likewise. If ters. Send photo,
and I will sehd
not sincere please do not write. mine. Yours
truly, (Miss) Marvis
Mrs. Virginia Williams, 218 E. Gar- Pringle, co B.
W. Rashford, 40A
field Blvd., Chicago 15. Ill.
Pretoria Road, Withfield Tower
Dear Mme. Chante: I heard of P.O., Kingston 13,
Jamaica, 13.W.I.
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a lone- or over. Please enclose photo I
• •.
ly man 46 years of age who is will de the same. Loris Mat RadDear Mine, Chante: I am a pa- looking for a companion. I am 5-9 ford, 6145 S. Dorchester ave., Chitient at the McRae Sanitarium. I tall and weigh 295 lbs. I have a cago 37, Ill.
get very lonely and would like to very good income. I would like
•••
receive letters from a pen-pal. to meet a lady who is not over 35
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
Age doesn't matter. I will answer years of age and not over 160 lbs.
to have an American pen-pal. I ant
all letters. I am 20 years old I believe I could be of great asa _ young Jamaican gentleman,
The music department is equal- weigh 165 lbs.
and am 5 fect and sistance to a lady who would be dark brown complexion.
I am in•
the 2,000 member Christ Temple 6 inches tall.
Brown complexion. suitable for me. If there is a lady terested in getting
married. Race
in Indianapolis; Bishop J. S. Hol My hobbies
are reading and writ- who thinks I might be suitable for or color does
not matter. I will
ly pastor of Apostolic Faith ing. movies
and mostly sports. I her I would welcome her letter. answer all
letters. Mr, Albert
church, Chicago, prominent as a am also a
church worker. Miss Thanking you in advance I remain Southerland, 12
D Penrith Rd.,
religious and civic leader in the Paul Jean Valentine,
P.O. Box 123, very truly yours. Jack Rokeby, Kingston 5. Jamaica, B.W.I.
community, diocesan of two inter- Alexander, Ark.
1215 W, Madison st., Maywood, III.
racial districts, embracing Iowa,
• •
Dear Mrne. Chante: I ant an exNebraska, Wyoming, Utah, IdaDear Mme, Chante: I have been
Dear Mme, Chante: I am inter- change
student from Ghana, inho and Illinois.,
disappointed so far in finding , ested in corresponding with a nice
terested
a nin eeencljapnaelsingIlea
mP
A
Bishop Charles E. Poole,. pastor
letters
ttm
,
nice companion, but I am still try- type of woman who wants someof Bethlehem Healing Temple,
ing. I would like to correspond thing in life besides a good time.
weigh 180 lbs, medium tall a n d
which was simultaneously celewith a nice young lady living in or Color, race or creed
does not mat- neither smoke nor drink. My pribeating its annual convention; the
near Chicago. Calor does not mat- ter. I am single, 37
years old 6 mary interest is marriage with
Bev. Mr. Kenneth smith, assistter, someone who is interested in feet tall. I weigh 190 lbs.
Medi- someone in the 25-35 group. Color
ant minister of Park manor Conmarriage, and also the better um brown complexion. If
interest- is no barrier. Just so
gregational church, who, in ala- things
long as the
in
life.
4bust be neat, ed please send photo. Mr. G. ManShe
sence of Dr. Faulkner, kindly ofparty is intelligent, clean living
fered the facilities of their much intelligent. single, and not over 30 son, 2441 Temple st. Muskegon, and has a desire to attain the betyears old, 105 to 130 lbs. 4 feet 10 Mich.
larger church,
ter things in life. I will exchange
inches to 5 feet 5 inches tall. I am
•••
Smith, who has matriculated In 37
photos if desired. Yours truly, Donyears old.
feet 6 1.2 inches Dear Mine. Chante: I do
several institutions of theological
aid E. Richards, General Delis.
think
you
tall. weigh 140 lbs. Ant medium,are
doing a wonderful job of help- ery, Wayland, New York.
training, once visited a similar
brown, mixed grey hair, high ing
lonely people. I do hope that 1
church while on a fellowship In
Dear Moth, Chante: I am a
school graduate, neat in appear- can
find companionship through yountJamairan
India. Jerry Bretton, the noted
ance and single, Considered nice
woman who is in. your
column. I am medium brown terested in getting
baritone, and young people's lead- looking.
I have a good job and also skin,
married to
en in Prayer Garden Church of my
weigh 160 lbs, height 8 feet some nice American
own apartment, If interested
young gentles
and 7 inches tall, age X. I am do• man.
God, and a colleague of Bishop please
Race or color does not matwrite, Mr. J. Carson, Wal- ing office
work. I would like very ter. Miss Joyce
Saunders, when both were in the dorf
Reberts, 2 tipper
Hotel, Apt. 322, 6139 S. Ellis
much to meet an intelligent man Ivy Road
military was also a visitor.
Cross Rd., P.O. King.
ave., Chicago 37, Id.
between 36 and 50. 3 feet 10 inches ston 5, Jamaica,
B.W.I.
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Pentecostal Church Founded
24 Years Ago Spreads Abroad
followers here In the United States vote a goodly portion of their
I Twenty-four years ago, a young and abroad. At least twice annually time in these necessary directions.
abroad. At least twice annually
The NAACP contributions a r e
Man in his thirties, motivated by
Bishop Carr visits his churches collected annually by the presia great vision of a world-encom- overseas,
laying plans of business dent of the young women's group;
passing religious order which
and expansion, giving inspiration unmarried women are instructed
would teach, preach and practice to the missionaries on the field. by the same auxiliary: the purity
the instructions of the Pentecostal The bishop recently returned class leader is directed by t h e
faith, as received and preached ac- from his summer tour of the Eu- church mother; the boys' club,
cording to the disciples of Christ ropean churches, reporting satis- ages 7 to 18 is headed by one of
as recorded In the Acts of the factory progress in growth. En- the deacons; the young matrons'
:apostles, eetablished a PelileCOS. thusiastic response and fervent club is dedicated to moral and hytat church in January, 1934 in a adherence of the Jamaicans to the gienic training of young married
storefront room at 219 N. Mount teaching indicate a hungering and women, with emphasis on home
at., Baltimore.
thirsting after righteousness, management and child care;
That young man, a native of which the pastors, missionaries
The older matrons' club consists
Nevis, B, W. I., was educated in and other workers try diligently of members who have married
the British West Indies in Lon- to supply as they remain on duty and reared families who feel they
don, England, and in the United night and day to also fill the can contribute aid and instruction
vast need for the material and to the younger women to help
increased educational opportuni them stabilize family life.
ties There are more than 40 The men's club is designed to
churches in Jamaica.
help young men solve their prob.
Bishop Can- is ably assisted by lents of the home and family: the
a well - prepared young m a n willing aid club is organized for
middle-aged women who enjoy
whom he tutored and inspired.
Today his protege is his assist- sewing, cooking, reading a n if
ant (in the international and inter- church work: there are No cirracial organization): the head of cles in this group):
the department of education: ediOther clubs inchote oastors aid,
tor of the official organ the Re- the sunshine band 16 to 12 years
hoboth Beacon); pastor of the Re- 'if age), the rosebud group from
hoboth church in Washington. D. one to six, the mothers' club,
C ; President of the Internatimal the improvement club. the school
Youth Congress. and having come of education staff. headed by Bishup through the reeks, is now a op Saunders who is assisted by
bishop in the church, having been Miss Betty Juanita Keenet a
consecrated in the May Convoca- member of the local beard of edution held at Baltimore.
cation on the faculty of Soller's
This young man is Bishop Point high school; there a r e
Monroe R. Saunders of Baltimore. church secretaries. librarians.
From air conditioned office
The educational program of the
suites in the headquarters church church includes instructions f o r
BISHOP RANDOLPH 'ARR
Bishop Carr and Assistant Bishop the purpose of training men and
Saunders. direct the affairs or the women for work in the church and
States. started his church with
well - planned, thorough, intricate in the ministry. The school has 3
fi‘e members of one family Toorganization which is established Bible institute wherein Sunday
day his church
to lead, guide and protect each school teachers are trained There
stone edifice, known as Rehoboth
member from spiritual birth to is another phase — the depart•
Church of Cod In Christ Jesus natural death.
!tient expressly scheduled to give
(Apostolic), located at 700 Poplar
His members are grouped and an opportunity to those who wish
Grove at. It has a seating capa- assigned specific duties which in- to continue or complete elemencity of over 900 persons in the volve heart, hand and mind. Con- tary and-or high school subjects.
air conditioned main auditorium, sequently there is a small num- In addition to the eommercial
more than 1.000 members, and ber of marital problems: no cas- subjects there is instruction on ofhas spread over the entire east- es of juvenile delinquency; and a fice machines.
ern seaboard and into five for- general air of recognition by the
Aware that students with imitaeign countries.
local community of Reno bo h tion may not be financially able
4 The pastor, who founded a is d members as outstanding citizens to further his or her goal, a scholarship fund was set up to aid
presides over this impressive and in their city.
progressive organization is t h e
Bishop Carr is credited with hay deserving students in high school.
Right Reverend Mr Randolph A. ing raised the standards of living colleges and universities The Sunof his people. He has helped them day school, perhaps the lareeat
Carr.
single auxiliary of t h e church
- Bishop Carr. a ilistinguished to become home owners. The maproud of a membership above
looking bachelor in his early 60's jority of his members are in is
perves and is served by some this category The church is by 500.
no means confined to the reltgi• The chureh-owned bus transports
300.000 adherents, who strive to
ous facet of its members but is children of all age levels to its
folloo in the paths which he leads.
a leader in the civic field with Rehoboth Grove in netehboring
Ile is respected and estemed by his
competent committees which de- Howard county where supervised

ly well organized, playing vital
part in the church life. It includes
an organist, a pianist and three
directors, More than 30 toddlers
are cared for in cribs and play
pens while their mothers attend
church services upstairs.
With a vision to expand to the
West Coast in the United States,
the convention in Chicago w a s
considered a tremendous success
with wiJe-spread interest, overflow audiences every session and
visiting dignitaries from several
other churches and organiiations.
Among the distinguished visitors
were Bishop Willie Lee, pastor of
recreational activities take place.

4P0f.Int.'
f

A PORTION OF the delegates
and dignitaries who attended
the International Youth Con.
errs!) of the Church of lost
In Christ Jr sus (Apostolic)
held in Chicago August, 25th
through Aurtst 28th at the
Pentecostal Apostolic Fait hi
church, 417 E. 75th at., Bishop
Gladstone T. Harewood, pas.
tor. Frwit row (seated) from
arrow third from left) Pastor
Bertha st cc.riff, Washington.
D. C.; Cid Samuel Graves.
Jamaica and Chicago; Mother
Willie Mae Ford Smith, St.
Loots, Evangelist, Supervisor
Of the Soloists' Barran of the
National Singers Convention;
Lid. William S. Barnes. Baltimore; Elf. Wendell McLeod.
Roxbury and Boston; thins

seer Raymond 0. Murray,
Roxbury and Brocton Mass.;
Bishop Willie Lee, ledianapolis. pastor of 2,000 • member
Christ Temple, visiting dignitary in Chicago to attend another convention; R. Della Potter, Dean of Christian Training School in Boston; Presiding Bishop Randolph A. Carr,
Baltimore and Nevis. B. W. I.,
founder of the world-wide in.
tereational organisation a n d
pastor of Rehoboth Church of
God ( Apostolic) in Baltimore;
Bishop Monroe R. Saunders.
Baltimore, president of the International Youth Congress;
Bishop Thomas Gibeon, New
Rochelle. N. Y., Overseer el
the aorthern district; Bishop
Charles Edw. Poole, Cluicago,

visiting dignitary and pastor
of Bethlehem (Poole's) Healing Temple where its annual
convention was in progress;
Bishop Ca T. flarewood. host
to the convention;
Mother Maude R. Harewood,

(21

hostess, wife of the entertaining pastor; Elf. Frederick D.
Flowers, Baftbnore; E I d.
fleecy Morris, ( hicago; Pastor L B. Williams. Boston.
Not shown, Bishop Exell A.

Alb
Wiles, Chicago, chairman of
the Public Relations depart.
meet. Arrow points to Mn,
Ruth Bond Mickens, Baltl•
more. general secretary-treas.
arer of the Youth COIIVISS.
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ST EVERY SESSION of the
Iniernatiostal Youth Congress.
every available seat was takes by the enthusiastic deie-

gat" yaw eninYed their first
esieveutlen in a Midwestern
rity This picture shows a per.
his el tbe delegates is an

evening evangelistic meeting
whew the Presiding Beane,
The Rt, Rev. Randolph A.
CUT Wel

addressing them.
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Sometimes one wonders whether spontaneous attention from a color.
or not Memphis folk really appre ed crowd is a big funeral following
date the unique, different, import a dramatic death. The late Dr. J.
Misloserlptimi retest Otte Year, $4k; viz iftsplut.
115.1111. (2-yrust special Sobseriptien rote,
ant, or "big-time" personalities E. Walker drew more Negroes to
among them,
Tel-Mete Defiled*, Dees Her Talks Respell aildasy fee ensellefted ideneseeiess ee /hetes.
his funeral than to any of the poThe thought came down front the litical rallies and business meetings
other day several times in con- he worked so hard to
promote
nection with the W. C. Handy from time to time. And yet, Dr.
Pub tidied livery Mendel In the Yrfeatele Defeedee rebliehiee Gm. gamed es Sowed
"Blues of Glory" show. It was Walker was one of the nation's
Class Motet et Om Memplallo Pool OHM. Marsh le. Int Varies AO of Mete! 1,, IBM
hard to get an adequate expression most unique and outstanding per.
of enthusiasm from a lot of peo sonalities during his idetime. In
SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
pie about the event. Too many did Memphis he was taken as a matter
not seem to appreciate Mr. Handy's of course, by most colored folk.
significance to the community. Too
Lt. George W. Lee is one of
many folk were willing to ask out America's most remarkable politic'
loud, "What has Handy done for al leaders.
Memphis?"
He is remarkable in other reIt's easy to conclude from such specie He is one of the most highly
a question. that the one who asks recognized novelists and writers in
it is either very young or very ig• the Negro race today. He is a topnorant. And most of those who flight businessman, being a rank'
asked the question
were 'way ing officer of the largest Negro
over 21 years of age.
business in the world, the Atlanta
A lot of Memphis folk couldn't Life Insurance company. He is
For lo, too many years the powers that has met with heart-warming approval.
see B B. King when he first began easily one of
America's most
be in the local city administration have been
These attacks on the status quo here to attract notice. He had to go unique personalities today.
peddling the politically inspired and fallac- serve notice that our people are not satis- out to California to really hit his Yet, Lt Lee can go down Beale
ious opinion that Memphis Negroes are fied, that they are determined to throw off stride as an entertainer. The same street where be makes his head.
could be said for Bobby Blue Bland quarters, and
he'll
be treated
satiafied with the inequities of the citizen- the shackles of bias in an intelligent man- and
others. Take the late Johnny as just another "stray cat" on
the
ship status quo.
ner.
Ace, he was taken as a matter of block, so far as the
general run
The false concept has Wen quite clearly
Recently a mother in Norfolk, Va. who course in Memphis, whereas he of Memphis Negroes are concern•
refuted in recent months. Hire's proof: The has a child who is qualified to attend a white was an idol elsewhere. There's a ed Very few local Negroes
feel he
move to end segregation on city buses has school made this observation: "Almost Memnhis girl, Francis Burnett, rates any kind of special yellersthe support of the majority of our people. every race but the Negro is represented in who is apparently on her way to lion, respect, or admiration . . .
the tcp. But to Memphis folk, she's despite his great
The legal action taken to end bias in the the white schools. They even have Japs in just
accomplishments
another gal singer. Even Jim- and proven abilities.
Memphis public library system has the en- them. If Russians came here (Norfolk) they my Lunceford had to wade
through
One could go on indefinitely
dorsement of the average local Negro citizen more than likely would get priority over Memphis indifference to prove him pointing out
instances and examself a real big-timer.
of intelligence. The effort to remove the us (Negroes)."
plea of the crass indifference MemThen,
even
•
after
an
individual
bans from public recreational facilities, esphis Negroes mete out to t h •
The truth in the statement is obvious.
has proved himself in the upper
pecially the zoo and fairgrounds where ap- Many of our people died in combat against reaches
worthwhile individuals in their
Memphis folk. . . especially ranks. In religious
ranks there are
proximately 147,000 here have only ONE the empire of the Rising Sun. Today many Memphis colored folk.
still play national and internationally
recog•
DAY for visiting, has the staunch backing are preparing for a showdown against the him cheap and casual. Folk
in nized personalities resident in the
of our people. The steps taken to desegre- Kremlin. Yet. a Japanese or a Russian would Memphis are more indifferent to
Memphis Negro community. . .
gate Memphis State university so that be more welcome in a Memphis white school "bigtimers" than the traditionally This includes ministers,
song writ•
sophisticated New Yorker. They ers evangelists,
many of our high school graduates can pur- or the Fairgrounds than a Negro.
church founders,
will
give
an
unusual
personality
of and other interesting individuals of
sue collegi study near home in a state supWhy? Primarily because of color of skin. any
great note a ticker-tape pa- accomplishment. But
ported educational institution has full en- Hence, our people are weary of the asinin- rade
they can't
in New York. But in Memphis draw a corporal's
guard outside
dorsement. The action last week -of a Negro ity. It's time for the forces of reason to rise the most effective guarantee
of their immediate congregations.
mother to
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get her child into a white public up, join hands in helping to bring true
school, because of proximity of the school, democracy to our city.
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It is increasingly obvious throughout
the South that there should be more lines
of communication opened and maintained
between the progressive minded white
and Negro leadership.
Forces of reaction have cut off a lot
of helpful communication between the
spokesmen for the South's two major
groups. And a climate for the growth of
misunderstanding spreads and becomes
more fixed.
There is a clear need for the establishment of acceptable channels through
which Negroes who are earnestly seeking
to effect the ends of democratic living in
our American communities in the most
harmonious manner possible, may express
themselves directly to those white people
of similar mind.
It is not good for the South or the
nation for an unbridged channel to exist
between the intelligent, fair-minded,
Christian white people of our communities and their Negro prototypes.
They are the kind of people who insure
the stability and continued progress of
communities asywhere.
Rabble-rousent and mobs don't bring
people of goodwill together. Neither do

they promote the peace and growth of
communities. The most effective way to
handle such destructive elements in the
population is through the mutual understanding and cooperative action of the
better elements of these communities.
As it is very little is being done of late
to organize these better elements and enable them to exchange the sober views
out of which workable programs of adjustment evolve.
And this can come about only through
wiclogged channels of clear communication. The newspapers, with "Letters to
the editor" cannot adequately serve the
purpose. Meetings of ministerial alliances
won't do it. Human Relations Councils,
with their emphasis on preventive action
against threatened interracial violence
won't do the needed job.
For, the needed job is the establishment of a program of long-range progressive action for the future growth of good
citizenship in a progressive community.
Such a program can only be formulated
when men of good-will and intelligence
communicate with each other. Such a
medium of communication is needed in
Memphis and throughout the South.

The Un-American Leg ion Convention
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Varied Reading And Listening

a hospital they both objected
"Just leave us alone and for
Pt it."
"But didn't one of you call
the police'"
"Yea, but we've changed fir
minds. just forget it and get eve
of here," the woman said.
Mingling their shoulders, the
police left and reported by car
radio what had transpired.
But sheet 15 minutes later,
Whey they arrived they fogad the two officers were speeding
back to the house on instructions
a white man standing just isle& the front door of a modest that there had been another call
one.family bungalow in a lower for police,
middle class neighborhood.
Evidently the man and womBlood was streaming down an had resumed their fight as
his face from a gash la the sees as the pollee had left the
temple. He was in a high state first time, for both wore in
of excitement.
much worse condition thee pre •
"What happened here?" they viously.
But, as before, both were
"▪ Nothite." the man lied sul- sullen and insisted they wanted
kily. "Nothin' that's none of no part of the police even
Your business."
though Use woman admitted
If. didn't resist when they rush- again she had summoned them.
ed their way into the house
One of the officers picked up
where they found the that floor the phone led called the desk
looking as though a hurricane sergeant for instructions.
had passed through.
" Let me talk to that women,"
Sitting ee a chair which was he said angrily. "She tailed
shout the only piece of furniture here twice for police. Either sive
that wasn't overturned and rub- wants police or she doesn't."
bing her knee was a frowsy
The woman hobbled mer to
woman, evidently the man's the phone. The Negro
officers
wife, sobbing convulsively and .could hear only one side
of the
rubbing a number of bruises conversation.
about her body.
"Yes, I want the police," she
"Who did this to you," the shouted, "but I want
white pre
police asked. She stared at lice. I don't want to tell these
them, then quietly declared it colored boys all my
personal
was none of their business.
business and have them arrest
It hen the police suggested my husband, send me
some
they had better take the pair to white ceps."
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
Pride can take many forms
bat ono of the most pitiful dilltertions of pride was brought
eel by s Negro policeman I.
Chicago.
He and his partner, also a
Negro, he said, were cruising I.
a squad ear when they received
a tall to go to an address where
a disturbance bad been report-

"LET NO MAN WRITE MY actors. Everybody is'equally blues sung with
gusto and fervor
EPITAPH" is Willard Motley's "beat" and, although the book in the manner
of the great trabig new novel of life in the slums sells for only $1.45 it contains $145 dition, big and
heartbreaking and
of the near North Side of Chicago. worth of sex in all its variations, musical and blue.
It is Motley's third novel. His It's a wonder it has not been
Miss Hall, the famous Bloody
first was the very moving and banned in Boston. Or has it"
Mary of "South Pacific," is slat.
beautifully written KNOCK ON "BODY OF
WAKING" is a ed for a prominent role in a new
ANY DOOR.
stunning book of poems by Muriel Broadway musical this fall. THE
His latest is about the son of Rukeyser, a former San Francis. VERSATILE EARL GRANT is
the man who died in the electric can whom the "London Times" tuhe
osotithef otfhetbenigLohts
elersv
ecoirrdchair in KNOCK ON ANY DOOR calls "one of America's greatest
clubs
and it concerns itself with, among living poets." Miss Rukeyser. debut. When I first heard Ea rl
other problems, that of dope.
some years ago in her biography Grant last year on the Coast. I
Willard Motley, who lives now of Willard Gibbs, wrote what is Predicted to myself that he would
in Mexico, is certainly one of the to my mind the most dramatic get somewhere--a new and dy•
best of American Negro novelists, story yet put on paper of the fam- namic talent, singing and playing
although his books do not deal with ous "Amistad" slave mutiny of the organ and piano all at once,
1539 when a group of captive Af- capable of making an audience
colored cheracters, except in
dental roles. But Motley himself, ricans took over the ship from the jump to its feet and holler out
so I hear tell, published his very slave traders and sailed as free loud.
first writings on the Bud Billiken men into a New England harbor. His "Fever," "Old Man River,'
Page of the "Chicago Defender" "FAMOUS NEGRO HEROES and 'Sayonara' are among the
and maybe someday he will write OF AMERICA" is my own book well-done pieces on his first rec.
2 book dealing primarily
with of the life stories of great men ord.
And lastly, there is my own recolored folks. His prose has a and women of color who have
poetry about it that makes almost contributed to the building of cording of poetry-to-jazz, T H E
all of his writing beautiful.
American prosperity, democracy, WEARY BLUES WITH LANG' "THE SUBTERRANEANS" is a and honor. They range from Es- STON HUGHES, supervised by
Leonard Feather, with the Dixielittle novel, published in paper teban, discoverer of Arizona, and land
music and the blues of HenCrispus
Attuckg,
first
to
die
in
backs, by Jack Kerouac, a leadry Red Alien's band on one side,
ing voice of the "Beat Genera- the American Revolution, to Matt and
that
of the modern Horace
tion" of San Francisco's Bohemia. Henson who went to the North Parton Quintet
with Charlie MinIts theme is an interracial love Pole, and Done Miller, the hero gus on
the other side from traaffair between a hard drinking of Pearl Harbor. Women heroines ditional to
cool. Backed by these
white writer and a disturbed col- include Harriet Tubman and Ida fine
musicians, I read a number
ored girl. Both are real neurotics. Wells Barnett.
of my best known poems from
But within the framework of its
It is a little book about BIG blues
to bop, rhythmically speak.
"beatness" the love story is told lives.
Mg, including much of '11 o n•
with warmth and sympathy, and "JUANITA HALL SINGS THE tage of a
Dream Deferred" about
there is no stereotyping or con- BLUES" is a new long playing what all of us
want out of Ameridensation toward the Negro char- disc which I like very much-the can democracy.

The vitriolic attack on the Supreme Court
Whereas the convention unanimously
by a former national commander of the adopted a resolution proposed by Daniel askAmerican Legion was quite in keeping with ing Congress to curb the appellate powers
the narrow, undistinguished tradition of of the Court.
•
that organization.
While great moral issues are at stake,
W.C. Daniel, who was commander in while war clouds are gathering on the Far
1956-57, said, "it will be our everlasting Eastern horizon, the Legionnaires, insensible
shame and discredit if we continue to per- to the disturbing problems, made no contrimit the Supreme Court to diminish and ul- bution toward a solution of these crises. But
timately destroy the sovereignty of our they spent ten and a half hours parading
states and their constitutionally guaranteed and frolicking on Michigan Avenue.
rights and powers by decisions that legislate
If that organization ,has anything that
rather than adjudicate, that substitute in- passes under the name of leadership, t s
dividual sociological and psychological the- a leadership that has no sense of moral re- mussiliirrisissisignisissussusisisimissispinsurisaississussmesisisissiossoirosniimme
ories and opinions for the law of the land." sponsibility and no intellectual capacity to
This is, of course, pure hogwash. Mr. grapple with those issues that confront the SO
Daniel is repeating, in parrot-like fashion, nation at this hour, and whose consequences
Although Roy Wilkins, executive Lincoln stood in 1863 at Gettysthe unfounded criticism of the Southern may determine America's future for years
Ever since Reconstruction, Com
secretary of the NAACP is not a burg when he declared: "Now gressmen and public figures from
racists who have neither the intellectual ca- to come.
flamboyant orator who can make we are engaged in a great civil the North have kept their backs
pacity nor the moral Courage to face the
Far from being a democratic organizathe rafters ring, he can make a war, testing whether that nation, turned to the South. They refused
constructions implicit in the guarantees of tion, though it professes to be one, the
masterful and effective speech. or any nation so conceived and to act to help the Negro millions
American Legion, if the truth were known,
the constitution.
He did just that last week at the so dedicated, can long endure." of the South to win even a
small
His reference to "sociological and psy- has fascist tendencies which some commitpublic meeting of the annual con- If the majority of Americans fail measure of social justice. These
chological theories," is a thinly veiled criti- tees of Congress should look into. We shall
vention of the National Bar As- to understand the significance of Yankees even aided the white.
cism of the Court's integration ruling which not Rohn forget the statement two years ago
sociation in Chicago. Unlike most our fight for full citizenship, the supremacists in the Congress Is
of the rabble-rousing, tub-thump- consequences could be ultimately their efforts to keep the Negro
Is at the bottom of the revolt against the by the then Legion's national Commander,
ers he had something to say. fetal to the grand democratic de- "in his place,"
when addressing the state legislature of
Supreme Court.
Even Northern intellectuals who
I was particularly intrigued by sign of our republic.
Judging from the reception that Daniel's Georgia, he declared that he was ready to
one point in his speech which I
We are, as nations go, a young called themselves liberal did very
speech got, he evidently voiced the senti- spill his blood to maintain segregation. Since
believe is worthy of considerable country and the job of building little to help raise the economic
ment of an overwhelming majority of the then the Legion's behavior has done much
amplification. He declared:
this democratic society in the New and educational level of the opLegionnaires who were holding their fortieth to strengthen the belief it has not departed
"The contest now raging around World is, everyone will acknowl- pressed Negro citizens of the Biconvention
annual
in Chicago. It was not from that orientation. It is not, despite its
constitutional rights of Negro edge, far from finished. Great ble belt. They accepted the empty
long after that speech that a resolution ask- boasting, an American organization. It
Americans may seem to us, be- and powerful forces have risen in promises of Southern bigots who
cause of peculiar racial pains, to the world which are eternally claimed they knew best how to
ing for Congressional implementation of the should be exposed and driven out of existbe an aftermath of Appomattox: committed to the destruction of handle the Negro problem. Today,
I
Supreme Court's 1954 integration opinion ence. There is no place in a democracy for
In reality, ills a struggle for the our capitalistic democracy. These Negro refugees from Dixie by the
would-be Hitlers.
was rejected.
millions are knocking on

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

WHAT?

fip

The People Speak
i Did eel, violate law by calling the Supreme Court has laws that
prohibit interracial courtship.
on Negro girl?
Name withheld on request.
No. there is no law which prohibits courting between races. He,
therefore was acting within his
constitutional rights. Of course the
same thing would apply if a Negro man had called on a young
white girl for a date
The Supreme Court apparently
ACCRA. Galatia — (UPI) —
left us a right of the state to con, Prime Minister Mwase Nkrimah
done or prohibit interracial mar appealed to F
this week
base. But neither the state nor set I. stage any sacker tests Is

Ghana Against
French Nuclear
Tests In Sahara

the Sahara desert.
Me said Is a speech to parliament that such tests believed
planned by France within the
silt year would "provoke the
severest condemnation from all
Africa."
Re aloe reiterated that nonalignment with any power bloc
was the main plank In Ghana's
foreign policy and said Ghana
needs world peace to enable the
sew mattes te develop.

"How Did You Develop Such A kautiful ... Voice?"

Gar

the door
life of the United States. Until it are cold-blooded realities which
is resolved in justice, our country are as tangible as a bayonet made of these Yankees in n.r,nn and
frightening the living daylights
will proceed Into the crucial sec- of glee!.
out of them.
ond half of this century without
Under our system of governThe truth is that the present
the full spiritual and physical ment the life and liberty of
the struggle is much broader
than a
strength it so desperately needs. Wall street plutocrat and the Misnarrow racial contest, it is lust
It is our patriotic, rather than sissippi sharecropper are
irrevoc- as much the responsibility
of white
our racial, duty to help her to this ably bound together. In the long
Americans to fight for full citirealization"
run neither will have any free- zenship
for all Americans as it
Mr. Wilkins put the fight for full dom if our democratic society fails
is for those who are denied their
citizenship for Negroes in its prop- and falls. This truth is elemenfull citizenship.
er perspective. All Americans, is. tary, but millions of us do not
As Wilkins says, it is a patriotic,
respective of their color or their seem to be able to get it In our
not merely a racial, duty. You
position in this democratic socie- beads.
cannot have a double standard of
ty, have a vital stake in the out- Here I am reminded
of the citizenship in a democracy. Like
come of this struggle. The whole plight of some of our big
North- pregnancy, we are either going to
Philosophy of American democra- ern cities which are desperately have
democracy for everyone or
cy is on trial,
trying to cope with the problems we won't have a democracy. I
in some resects we are now created by
hundreds of thousands suspect a hell of a lot of us don't
standing in 1056 where Abraham of Negro,nilsgants from the South. want
a democracy.

•

ORVAL FAUBUS CLOSE-UP
•
Profik
of
Man
From
The
Ozarks
ARKANSAS Governor Orval
Faubus, called by many t h e
most rabid segregationist in
the U. S. today, turns a grinning profile to the cameraman during a Little Rock
news conference. He told
newsmen he had information
that the Federal Government
had assembled a force of deputy marshals for use at Central high school if necessary
to enforce integration. UPI
Telephoto

ed and polished in preparation for the coating American
Cup Race Sept. 20. UPI Telephoto

Her Bottom's Up
GRACEFUL LINES of the British challenger Sceptre
are shown as she is hauled up on the ways at Newport
Ship Yard, Newport, R. I. She'll have her bottom sand-

rve
Got
To Hand
It To
You,
Says
Lee
POLICE SERGEANT Harvey
Derrich of Irving, Texas,
warily eyes Lee Joseph Roe
(left) and holds the gun the
24-year-old held to the sergeant's head during a wild
120-mile chase. Roe kidnapped Derrich in his squad car.
The chase, which began in
Irving, ended at a roadblock
near Gladewater, Texas. UPI
Telephoto

the beach when the temperature is right but when the
weather is cool she finds other things to do.

She'll Take Temperature Or Leave It
A KING-SIZE THERMOMETER resting on her knee,
Margo Munro, Michael Reese hospital nurse, tests the
weather before venturing into the water. Margo loves

Farewell To Arms?

NATIONALIST CHINA Ambassador Hollington K. Tong stretches
an
arm to make a point as he talks with newsmen after leaving the
State
Department following a farewell visit with Undersecretary of State Christian Herter. Tong said he believes the American forces will help defend
Nationalist-held offshore islands from Communist assault. He's leasing
his post in Washington. UPI Telephoto

Something Corny About This

JANICE ILENE HANSEN, 19, of Marshalltomn, Iowa, is crowned
"National Sweet Corn Sweetheart" by Congressman Leslie C. Arends
(H. Ill.)
(left) during coronation at National Sweet Corn Festival in
Hoopston,
Looking on at right is Hoopston Mayor John A. Crumley.
I'Pl
Telephoto

• MILADY FASHIONS conscious recently took a provocative peek-a-boo at "The Shape of Things" for Fall,
1958 during a resplendent fashion revmp highlighting
the Cook County Bar auxiliary's luncheon and fashion
show honoring the National Barristers Wives. The litre.
smart interlude sparked convention sessions of the
National Bitr Association convention in Chicago and
was held in the swank George Bernard Shaw Room of
Hotel Sherman in the heart of the Windy City's loop.
Fashions and furs presented were from an exclusive
E. 63rd at. original dress salon and were personally
selected from the stunning Fall collection of its owner,
Mrs. Noveletta Hamilton, producer of the showing.
Heichtening interest were the original hat creations of
the talented young Chicago designer, Mrs. Artie Wig-

gins. Photo top left: Mrs. LeRoy G. Charles, president
of NBA's Chicago chapter (extreme left) receives the
congratulations of Alderman Sidney Jones as Mesdames
C. Francis Stradford, Harold Bledsoe of Detroit, Mich.,
vice president of the National Associatian of Barristers
Wives and Mrs. Richard R. Atkinson of Washington,
D. C., president of NABW chorus agreement. Photo top
right: Obviously enjoying the brilliant social inter.
ludes enlivening convention sessions are (from left)
Mesdames William S. Joy, Joseph L. McKenzie. Ann
Hightower, Atty. Lucia T. Thomas and Mrs. Walter
Pinkston of New York City. Photo 2nd row left: Royal
Coterie of Snakes deb Barbara Lane gives the fresh approach to fashion this Fall for the young in heart in
a three piece black and white tweed with loose jacket

and button front flap treatment covering an overblouse
of matching fabric over a slim skirt. Center photo: Mrs.
Alice Neville; chairman of the Cook County Bar Association auxiliary, Mesdames Jimmie Lee Jones, Rosa
Charles, Katherine Huff and Elizabeth Crawley. 2nd
row right: The luxurious furs in the Noveletta Hamilton Fall fashions collection were dazzlingly portrayed by
the lush liadem mink fetchingly modeled by Mrs. Rose
Geter. Inset center: Silverly pale as twilight yet as
magnificent as an anthem, is the off white silk moire
taffeta evening wrap with its giant calla lily collar framing the face of Worthy Ward Fullbright. It cdvers an
equally as magnificient white silk crepe blouson with
richly beaded waist band. 3rd row left: Nina Gwynn
models a wood violet wool suit with unshackled lines of

the jacket topping a pencil slim skirt. Matching WP
violet beaver toque tells the one color story in toda• •
fashion trend. Photo extreme right: Jackie Moore p
sents the vivid and venturesome in a strapless Con,
nental green peau de soie dance frock with triple tier
swirl of tunic nipped in at the waist with a wide shoe •
ing pink cumberbund and side pouf. Bottom photo: Ti'
ingenuity and artistry of Mrs. Artie Wiggins is
trayed in fetching small hats. Lorrie Sprung (lei v
models a black curled ostrich tipped profile mingi
with black silk petals. Mary Johnson shows a beret cl
ated of black Persian lamb stripes on white satin i •
Addie Thornton models a black suede pixie topped wi •
(Defender photos by Nile: '
red beaver.
0
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Sunday afternoon August 31, 5.30
p. m., a novel kind of "sack look"
WAS presented at the honie of Mrs.
Annie Kirk, Brunswick, Tem.
The unusual show was sponsored
club and the Shelby County 4-1.1
clubs with Miss A. C. Gaines, Shelby County home demonstration agent, and Mrs. Annie Kirk. the
club president supervisitfg the acers
tivio
Ftiu
Hera modeled garments
made from the flour and feed
bags. Nationally. housewives use
more than 100.000,000 dress print
bags annually in sewing apparel,
household articles, toys and otner
items.
The purpose of the program was
to show housewives bags are useful
for many purposes. Garments used
in the show were loaned by the
National Cotton Council and some
were made by members of the
Gargenia club.
The top models who won prizes
were Mrs.
in the Gardenia
club and Miss Rose Fitzpatrick In
the feed sack group.
MANY PATTERNS
Aonther model, Josephine Moody
wore a pretty floral print in rose,
green and yellow with a green
sash, Elaine Mayhon was gay in
gingham, a green and white check
summer dance dress for a teen
ager and lnetta Smith was cute in
a quaint little bowpeep style dress
and a little head piece called a
babushka.
Barbara Watson wore a cabana

The Fall Social Season was on ness the tribute to their father,
,n full swing when your scribe re. one of the World's greatest art,urned"to the city . . and we ists whose music has enriched
are indeed grateful for the excel. the culture of our nation . . . and
tent social coverage given by Mrs. also to revisit their childhood
Hattie House and Miss Erma Lee home, to which they had not reLaws who were guest columnists turned before. In doing so they
,n my absence.
expressed their praise for the
BARTHOLOMEW -HARRIS
growth and beauty of our fair
NUPTIALS
city ... and were delighte dto visit
Picking up the helm of the and see so many of their neighMerry-Go-Round, we were caught bors and friends.
iip in the whirl of pre-nuptial par- Adding to the brilliancy
of the
ties surrounding the former Miss occasion was the
presence of scores
Anne Carnes Bartholomew and the of the nation's top artists,
who consubsequent brilliant wedding and verged on Memphis
to add their
-aception that is still the conversa- bit to the
immortality of the Great
mn piece of Memphis society. Artist. Well-known
BRIDE AND FEMININE ATlight ceremony which united
Joe Rosenfeld
T. Hunt officiating, assisted by
Miss Pamela Venson; the
-so much cannot be said for the was the MC . . .
TENDANTS — Complimenting
the former Miss Anne fames
bride. Miss June Thomas, maid
and in his own
Dr. A. L. Fuller of Cleveland,
magnificence of the wedding and relaxed and colorful
the beautiful bride, Mrs. WalBartholomew and Walter Berof honor; and bridesmaids Miss
Ohio. Seen left to right are
manner he
the 'lavish reception given by her then presented the
ter Bernard Harris, her bevy
Gloria. Clark, Miss Peggy
nard Harris a Mount Vernon,
Southern Male
Miss June Mitchell, of Gatesparents, the Caffrey Bartholo- Chorus . . world-famed
of lovely attendants strike a
New York, was held Saturday.
sine, N. C. bridesmaids Miss
Ann White and Miss Shirley
Mahalia
ciews at swank Top Hat and Tails Jackson
regal pose following one of
— wearing beautiful white
Aug. 30, at Mississippi blvd.
Adeline Pipes, Miss Elene
Harris, the latter the groom's
club, of which Mr. Bartholomew chantilly lace and
Memphis' most brilliant wedsister of Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Christian church, with Rev. B.
a purple orchid
Ward; flower girl, the Little
is a member. The club has just
who completely captivated the
dings. The outstanding candlefinished its program of extensive thousands of people
present with
renovations, and its beauty marks her renditigns of "Battle
of JeriMrs. L. B. Hobson and the Misses
it as one of America's foremost co" . . . "Just
A Closer Walk
Clarice and Sandra Hobson, Mr.
in decor, appointments and accom- With Thee" (with
the Southern
and Mrs. Harold Jamison, Mr. and
modations. Countless white-coated Male Chorus giving
background
Mrs. Noble Owen, Dr. and Mrs.
waiters and waitresses and cater- music,1 and, of course,
her belov.
Smith, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Vasco
ers provided a never-ending sup- ed, "Whole World
in His Hand."
Speight, jr., Mrs, Julian Kelso;
ply of gourmet canapes, hors d'
Our Nat brought greetings and
Mrs. James Westbrook and Miss
iicuvres and supper fare . . . and
By MARJORIE I. CLEM
were the little flower girl and the, throughout the spacious rooms and
was followed by Mrs. Joan Wilchampagne corks popping literally
Mississippi Avenue Christian ringbearer, the little Miss Pamela in the lower level clubroom where Jolene Westbrook, James Westliams, wife of popular radio-man
brook.
jr., Mr. and Mrs, Robert
every second attested to the fact
A. C. Williams and former Tennes- church was the secene of one of Venson and Master Frank Briscoe,' champagne. bridal punch and a Lewis, jr., Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr.,
that the lovely bride and handbridal
by
served
the
was
R.
most
Memphis'
and
supper
and
elaborate
of
Mrs.
children
beauDr.
the
Q.
see State university concert singer,'
Mrs. George Lowe, Mr. and Mrs.
some groom were toasted to such
who sang, "They That Sow in tiful , weddings when Miss Anne Venson and Mr. and Mrs. L, F. retinue of caterers.
Jesse Turner, Dr. and Mrs. W. A
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Voting
a degree as to assure a lifetime
ASSISTING
Tears." Others appearing were Lee Carnes Bartholomew, daughter of Briscoe.
Young, Mrs. J. T. Williams, Mrs. by states, 1,020 delegates to the
of happiness and abundance!.
Much in evidence at the festive Thomas Hayes, jr., Mrs. R. Q. annual
Cunningham, who was awarded Mr. and Mrs. Caffey Bartholo- GROOMSMEN
convention of the DaughThe ladies at the church and the
mew, became the bride of Walter
Serving Mrs Harris as best man reception where rounds of cham- Venson and Mrs. W. C. Handy, or., ters of I.B.P.O.E. of W.
last week
reception were never seen lovelier a scholarship by the Handy Foun- Bernard Harris, jr., son of Mr.
was his brother, Earl Harris of pagne toasts were doffed to the of Tuckahoe, N. Y.; Mrs, Wyer elected their officers for
dation For The Blind — following
the coma,: they were that night . . . with
and Mrs. Walter Bernard Harris, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., along with beaming couple, were Mrs. Rubye Handy, New York City; Mrs. Has- ing year.
his
poignant
solo.
Others
appearMrs. Esther R. Petersimply stunning frocks and chapeing were Noble Sissle and Eubie Sr., of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Satur- groomsmen Robert Fields of N. Y., Gadison, wedding assistant and olee Green — now of Chula Vista, son. of Tuckahoe, N. Y., was electaux — so befitting the occasion
Blake, Dr. Chauncey Northern day, Aug. 30, at 8 p. m. The cere- James Gilliam ef N. Y., Caffrey Mrs. Alex Dumas who assisted in Calif.;
ed Grand Vice Dt. Ruler, and Mrs.
which saw us lose one of our city's
head
of the Handy Foundation mony was performed by Rev. B. Bartholomew and William Bartho, directing the beautiful wedding. Miss Gloria Jean Callian and Rhoda F. Colston. of Washington,
most popular young ladies.
Assisting
reception
the
at
the
were
Hunt,
assisted
T,
Aubrothers,
Dr.
lomew,
bride's
A.
by
L.
the
For the Blind . .. and to the deMrs.
Ellen Callian; Mr. and D. C.. was voted in as Grand AsThe same week end witnessed
of young and old alike — Fuller, the bride's uncle, of Cleve- gustus White and Woody Yancey, following junior hostesses, Miss Jo Mrs. Bennie Lewis, Mrs. C. D. sistant Daughter ruler.
the annual Robert Wright Golf light
Mayo,
Joyce
Ann
Mrs.
McAnulalso.
York
Aryls
Latting
Ohio.
New
land,
of
Taurnament at Fuller Park Golf personable Jimmy Dodd who sang
ty Blackmon; Miss Cynthia Green, Davis and Miss Elizabeth Davis No election was held for the top
A capacity audience of faPhion- and Hollis Price served as ushers.
Course, where Mrs. Mamie Blake an original "Salute to Handy"
Miss Angela Owen and Miss Carol and Claiborne Davis, ir., Mrs. C. post of grand daughter ruler,
PARENTS
Mickie
co-worker
the
socialites
on
ably attired
of Memphis
Goff Miles, Miss Twylla Miles, since Mrs. Nettie Carter Jackson
won the Women's 36 Medal Play and his
The bride's mother, Mrs. Caf- Jamison Mrs. H. Clinton Ray, M
Chubby
adorable
the
Tri-State
and
as
well
Show,
area,
Mouse
as
of Staten Island, N. Y., was electChampionship, Mr. and Mrs.
frey Bartholomew, Sr., chose a Philip Booth, Mis. H. A. Gilliam Mrs. Wayne King of Washingdistant
points
drums,
of
the
the
wizzard
country
the
of
O'Brien
—
D. C ; Dr. and Mrs. Arthur , ed to a two-year term last year.
F:ank First, also members of the
gown of Perridote green chantilly and Mrs. A. B. Hargraves were ton,
many
numbers.
dress
in
formal
—
was
rousing
seated
two
gave
who
Reelected to the office of grand
E. Horne, Mrs. Vivian White,
Paramount Golf Club of St. Louis
lace over taffeta and a white crys- the senior hostesses.
William, Mr. daughter secretary was Mrs. Buetook the man and wife honors, A major highlight of the show long before the program of nup- tal and pearl encrusted hat, with
Among the many guests seen Mr, and Mrs. H. A.
tial
music
rendered
by
Miss
Alpha
check
presentation
of
a
the
was
na
V. Kelley, of Norfolk, Va., along
when both emerged winners in
which she wore a double orchid. at the church, many of whom were and Mrs. Clarence Coleman of
Houston, Tex.; Mr. and Mrs. C. with Mrs. Pearl Brown, of Balti'their flights and were awarded for $1,000 from the people of the Brawner, an outstanding student Mrs. W, B. Harris,
also
reception
at
the
were
Dr.
the
groom's
City of New York and other people of Julliard School of Music. Nuplovely trophies.
mother wore a gown of blue lace and Mrs. I. A. Watson, jr., Mrs. C. Sawyer, Mrs. Joe Shannon, Mr. more, who was named grand
and Mrs. U. S. Bonds of Madison, daughter treasurer.
Among the members of the Pars- of the Eastern Seaboard, to be ap- tial music was played by Miss over taffeta; and a shoulder
cor- Maude Bright, H. C, Ray, A. B. Ark.;
Meryl
Glover
at
the organ.
Mrs. Louise Davis, Mrs. JewMrs. Brown has served in that
-count Golf club who were here plied on the drive for the mesage of white orchids.
Mrs.
EdHargraves,
and
Mr.
DECORATIONS
el Brawner, L. Alex Wilson, Miss same office since 1952, and WAS the
ere Mesdames Thelma Woods, morial.
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
Prater;
win
Mrs.
Dr.
Leland
and
A formal setting of masses of
Frances honoree at the Sixth Annual *Act'.
-.crnadine Cash and Bernice McFollowing the introduction of the
Among the many guests from Atkins, Mr. and Mrs. Henry White, Erma L. Laws and Mrs.
Laws, Mrs. William Owen and ievement Awards Night banquet
' allum; and the club's president, Handy children and Mrs. Handy, Mexican palms was a lovely back- distant points present for the wedByas,
James
Mrs,
Mr.
S.
Dr,
and
ithaniel Jordan, along with Isaac who brought Mr. Handy's golden ground for standards of arched ding were the groom's parents, Mr and Mrs. Sam Qualls, jr.; Mrs. S. Miss Angela Owen, Mr. and Mrs. held at the Willard hotel. A NaJ. H. Roland, Mrs. Oscar Simp- tionally known ehurchm woman
ash, Jake Williams, Henry Rob- horn which was played by Luther tapers casting a soft glow on ac- and Mrs. W. B. Harris of Mt. W, Qualls, sr.;
Miss Queen Wash! ,,on, Ted
and civic leader, she received the
Robinson, Eugene Steingerg — whose father was 3 companying arrangement of•white Vernon, N. Y.; the bride's aunt ington, of Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. son;
'sod, Julia Siler and Israel Cain. member of the Handy Band in stock and gladiolus The pews of and uncle and cousin, including and Mrs. Powers Thornton, Atty. Mrs. Laura Pipes and Miss Emma V. Kelly plaque, a memPopular Robert Wright, gener- Memphis. Instead of sending the the church were marked with large Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Fuller and Miss and Mrs. A. A. Lattiug ard Miss Darrington Pipes; Mrs. Harry orial award to the founder of the
, 1 president of the Sam Qualls Golf horn to the Florence Alabama Ilan. white satin bows in arrangements Marva Jo Fuller of Cleveland, Carol Letting, Mr. and Mrs. Tay- Cash and Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite; organization.
'lob, which was host, and his coin. dy Memorial Museum, Mrs. Handy of white stock.
Ohio; Mrs. Artemus Cook and' Miss lor Ward, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Mrs. Minnie Mae Woods and sons, The six-day session was closed
Aittees left no stone unturned in announced that she was giving THE BRIDE
Emmett and Carey; Miss Rose after a full program, which inSandra Sue Cooke of Columbus, Walker.
As the radiant willowy bride Ohio; Rev, M. Audrey, former
—aking the tournament a most the priceless treasure to the Mem. Miss Lily Patricia
Walker Robinson Mr. and Mrs. .I. A. cluded along with the awards
alorfu/ affair.
phis Museum. Among the VIP's came down the aisle on the arm of Memphis pastor, of Toledo,
Hayes. Mr. and Mrs, 11 G. Olive, banquet, a leadership training
Ohio; and Miss Lula McEver, Mrs.
The new and completed club- present and bringing greetings her father who gave her in mar- and Mr. William Laws and Miss
Briscoe and Miss Junienne jpr.; Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong, workshop, a pageant depict,ing the
L.
F.
else where social activities and were the Honorable E. C. Orgill, riage. a quiet murmur of admira- Cheritta Laws of Dover. Dela, Briscoe;
Sirs. Clarence Holmes, Mrs. R. J. Roddy, Mr. and Mrs. history of the organization, tours
'es awarding of trophies were Mayor of the City of Memphis; tion swept the audience, as they BRILLIANT RECEPTION
Mrs. C. M. Roulhac, or., Mr. and George Isabel, Mrs. Jennie Tarp- of embassies, a talent and beauty
viewed
her
exquisite
made is indeed a thing of beauty. Mr. Frank Alghren, Editor of the
bridal gown, Immediately following the cere- Mrs. Ernest Abron, Mrs. Aline ley, Mrs. Marvin Tarple,y Mrs. E. contest, and numerous other social
One of the honor guest at the Commercial Appeal, Honorable an original by Frances Duhern, in mony Mr. and Mrs. CaffreY Bar- Franklin
and Mrs. Ann F. Benson, V. Tarpley, Dr. and Mrs. Hoarce events.
'rophy awarding along with city Clifford Davis, H. R.; and Com- crystal white imported French tholomew, sr., were hosts at a brilMrs. P. M. Jones, Miss Cecelia Frazier of Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
officials was Mrs. W. C. Handy, missioners Henry Loeb and Stan- handclipped Chantilly lace over liant wedding reception held at
Willis and Lawrence Westly, Miss and Mrs. Robert Fields, sr., Miss
silk organza over bridal satin. The Top Hat and Tails
-:companied by Mrs. R. Q. Ven- ley Dillard.
Club, where Jewel Gentry, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tommy Kaye Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
..on and Miss Jewel Gentry.
The show climaxed with numbers princess elongated gown was fast- Mrs. C. S. Jones introduced guests M. Ratcliffe and Miss Roberta Mae Phillip Booth; Dr., and Mrs. D.
The many beautiful and expen- of the blues, and finally — Im- ened with miniature lace buttons to the receiving line formed in the Ratcliffe and
Robert Ratcliffe, jr.. H. Westbrook: and Mrs. Charletta
with scallops to the circular skirt, drawing room of
',lye trophies were awarded by mortal St. Louis Blues, danced
the beautiful club. Mrs. Howard Simon, Mrs. Kather- Branham.
by embellished
with
sequins and seed The bride's table was poised be.
Nathaniel Jordan who is a close a troup of beautiful girls.
ine P. Thomas and Donald Perry;
Cos- pearls. The
Following
an
unannounced
Sabrina neck of the fore the modern mantel area.
friend of Mr. Wright.
tumed and trained by Mrs. Martha
Dr. Clara Brawner, Mrs. A. W. weddinetrip, the young couple will
gown was completed with appli- flanked by
The Men's Medalist and winner Jean Steinberg,
arrangements of white Willis, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald How- make their home in Washington,
qued lace motifs embroidered with tock and
of the Men's Championship was
NEW YORK — National Distil.
gladiolus. The table ell and Miss Lynn Marie Howell, D. C., where Mr. Harris is a stuPARTIES
dainty seed pearls interspersed was resplendent
our own F. C. Wilson, and the
lers will market for the first time
with a draped Mrs. T. Chambliss, Mrs, Charles dent at Howard university.
Sunday night Tony Inn was the with sequin!. The long
runner up was Elton Grandberry,
sleeves white satin cover, centered by a
an
86 proof bottling of its premium
Shelto and Mrs. Dave Washington;
scene of the beautiful reception buttoned from elbow
to
also of Memphis.
etal magnificent cathedral bride cake Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Miss
bourbon, Old Grand Dad, it was
given for the members of the HanBLUES OF GLORY
announced oy B. C. Ohlandt, execuestooned with white roses and pale Patricia Lynn Walker, Nathaniel
dy family and also complimenting skirt of lace of the
three circular green leaves, lilies of the
To climax the drive for a metive vice president of the company.
valley Jordan of St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs.
the many celebrities present for skirts appliqued to a
knee length and topped with silvered
morial to the late immortal W. C.
Moreover, he said, the push bebells. Ivy, Doris Bowers, Edward Kirk, Mrs.
the Handy Pageant—sponsored by under flounce of pleated
'tandy, Memphis Jaycees and the
organza, babies' breath and chrysantha,
hind Old Grand-Dad bottled-in-bond
B. Carruthers Bland, Dr. and Mrs.
the
Commercial
Appeal
the
and
lace
the
scallops
exquisitely
Commercial Appeal spearheaded
high- mums entwined the silver candle.
will also be stepped up.
A. B. Carter, Miss Mattie Bell,
an outstanding -Blues of Glory" Memphis Jaycees, assisted by host- lighted with sequins and seed labra bearing white tapers flankOhlandt called the- introduction
Mrs, Marie L. Adams, Dr. and
Pageant written by our inimitable esses Mrs. Ethel Venson, Miss pearls developing ever pettihoops ing the bride's cake.
of
Grand-Dad 86 proof a major
Mrs. F. A. Rivers and Mrs. U.
Nat D. Williams, with music as-1 Jewel Gentry and Mrs. Rubye into voluminous fullness sweeping
marketing
move which will give
Hundreds of guests mingled L. Mayfield of Fort Worth Tex.,
Gadson.
Much
in
into
a
evidence
were
Cathedral train.
sistance by well-known many-ta1.1
sharp impetus to the present trend
Jaycees
E.
Henderson,
chairman
Her double tier circular veil
ented Onzie Horne. The star-stud- .
in favor of straight whiskey. He
ded show held at Crump Stadium of the affair; Onzie Horne and of misty bridal illusion fell from
The annual reunion of the Mc also predicted that for 1958
his charming wife. Mildred; Sam- a contour
Neal, Warren, and Williams fami straights and bonds will equal or
Queen's crown of seed
'ast Monday night was graced hy
the presence of the late composer's uel Peace and Mrs. Peace, Dick pearls and iridescent sequins; and
lies was held in Birmingham, Ala, outsell blends.
Cane,
William
Toney,
the
'genial
she
carried a bridal bouquet fast'.
lovely widow, Mrs. Louise Handy
Old Grand-Dad 88 proof is being
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
.. as well as two of Mr. Handy's host of the es-ening. Organ music ioned of massed gardenias and steJohn Pope with Mrs. Willie Mae marketed in a price bracket be. and scores phanotis,
children, Mrs. Catherine Handy . . . cocktail fare
Hampton and Mr. and Mrs. Sam tween premium-priced Muds and
Lewis and William C. Handy. Jr. of Memphis socialites were on
Jones serving as co-hosts and co- premium-priced straights, and
The lovely feminine attendants
is tailored to fit modern tastes
. . with the other surviving son, hand to partake of the lovely event were strikingly lovely in identical
hostesses.
And
now,
because
of
space — frocks of
Weyer Handy, represented by his
Present at the family gathering represented by a ,growing market
exotic rosette taffeta
we
must
close
without
having
wife. Mrs. Weyer Handy, the formthe sleeveless elongated
from Memphis were Mr. and Mrs. for light premium bourbon Kenbodices
er Miss Marjdrie Greene of Mem- told you of the beautiful pre-Labor with scalloped decolletage
Wyatt Williams and Miss Amanda tucky whiskey, he said.
necks
Day
party
given
by
the
Top
Flat
phis . . all of whom reside in
Beck.
and wide cumberbunds
which
and
Tails
club
honoring
their
wives
New York City. For Mrs. Lewis
tied in a giant bow cascading over
Down from St. Louis with tin
the
same
Sundo
,
night
.
.
.
of
and Mr. Handy, jr.. it was an ocgathered harem skirts accentuated
mediate members of their families
casion for them to come and wit- the Sorority meetings beginning an- over tier horsehair petticoats.
were Mr. and Mrs. Sam McNeal,
They
other year of their activities . . . carried
formal
Mr and Mrs. Jim McNeal, and
of the lovely party given by fellow. complimenting singular glamelias
Mrs. Hattie Fitzgerald. Also Mrs.
their frocks and
scribe — Rubye Gadison for Mar- pumps
the
Tally Hart, Jerdine Warren, and
jorie Green Handy and compli- twined withstems of which were enMiss Shirley Pope.
olive green satin. Their
menting Catherine Hands, Lewis at circular
There too were Rev. and Mrs.
rhinestone studded cock
Toney's Friday night . .
tail veils which also
Ernest Roberts, and Rev and Mrs.
compliment
Then there were the visitors in ed their gowns
W. D. Williams and family, of
were attached to
our midst . . . Dub Jenkins, Her- rosette velvet
Kansas City, Kans.; Mr. and
man R. King and Mrs. Marie the bride as headbands serving
maid of honor was
Mrs. Clifford Cobb and family of
K. Hicks of LA . . the trip 'of Miss Rose
Springfield, Mo., and Mrs. F.mme
Thomas.
the Emerson Ables . . . etc -- maids were Miss and the brides
line
Reed and son of Meridian.
Jiine Mitchell of
which we must save till next time Gatesville, N.
Miss,
C.: Miss Shirley
Harris, the groom's
The 1959 reunion Is scheduled to
sister. of
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Miss
he held at the residence of Mr.
Gloria
Clark, Miss Adeline Pipes,
and Mrs. Clifford Cobb in Spring
Miss
Elene Ward and Miss Peggy
field, Mn,
.
Ann
White.
Also evoking much
attention
and reception drew hundreds
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MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) —
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bride's table sharing a bit of
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7" Now
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Mrs. Mary Collier,
...= cake following the traditional
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STERICK BUILDING
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ents, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey
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fluorescent
lights.
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casual which included navy caprl
pants with a matching printed
blouse, a large black straw hat and
picnic bag. She was really in the
mood for a day in the park or in
her own back yard.
Other niodels were Lois Gray,
Oliva Waren, Ernestine Mallory,
Helen Barber, Jo Ann Nesbit Stan
Icy Warren, Billie Parks, Pearline
Wilson, Angela Ricks, Donnie Marva Todd, Margie Harris, Evelyn
Bradley, Dorothy Bradley and Losine Stieger. •
The Gardenia club models were
Mrs. Edward Gray, Mrs. Annie
Kirk, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. L. Edwards, Mrs. Tuggle, Mrs. G, edwards, Mrs. Lois Hayes, Mrs.
Dean, Mrs. Williams and Mrs.
Clevland.
The show was enjoyed by all.

Tuggle

Memphis Socialites Pack Church
For Bartholomew-Harris Nuptials

Daughter Elks
Elect Officers
At Confab

Old Grand Dad
Now Markets
86 Proof Bottle

The Tip Toppers club, a group
of young men dedicated to better
relationship between all youth, halt
announced the awarding of a WO
scholarship to Miss Alma Lee Belk.
Miss Belk, a junior at Tuskegee
institute, was presented with the
scholarship last week at the Bethlehem Baptist church, located at
273 Ingle ave.
The Toppers club, in organization
for about nine months, plans to
give some worthy student a $100
scholarship each year.
The club is composed of 18 members between the ages of 16 and 20.
Their purpose is to help in charitable organizations, better youth
relations and to encourage more
church going among the young
people.
Officers of the club are: Joseph
McDowell, president; Jesse Walsh,
vice president and Louis Williams,
second vice president.

e

Windy Citian
Regaled In
Washington
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Mr. and
Mrs. Armin 0. Lipscombe, formerly of Chicago recently entertained
here Willizon C. McIntyre of Chicago, their house guest. Mrs. Lipscombe is the former Dorothy Urback.
While in the nation's capital the
Windy Citian was also lavishly regaled by Mrs. Alice B. Carr, a
prominent Washingtonian.
Following the luncheon he was
Invited to visit in the apartment
of Mrs. Thelma Campbell. Sharing her hospitality were Mesdames Florence E. Derrick, Alice
B. Carr, Thelma Campbell and
Mr. Moore.
While here McIntyre also was
the guest of Dr. Edward C. Statique, recently elected president of
the National Medical Association
and of Mrs. Ruth Winston, Howard and children, Thelma and
Earl.
DEAD BANDS
A buckle-back jersey headband
pleated to fit firmly around the
head is one St. Louis milliner's
idea of a happy answer to the
question—What hat shall I wear
with my new slim dress'
Another choice, the new deep
cloche with exaggerated high
crown—often crushable for travel
packing,

SURENESS

Families Hold
1958 Reunion
In Birmingham

iAnnouncing

ARE YOU
Looking For A
BETTER HOME?

There's a sense of fresh,
sweet cleanliness that only
"Lysol" brings,
I
That's why milliona
of
women douche with it regularly.
They know "Lysol" brand
disinfectant keeps you from o&
fending. Ends odor by killing
odor-causing germs!

They know
iLmilder
"Lysol" can't harmy
ne wo
"Lysol" does a better job
than home-style douches, including vinegar. Use it regularly. Be sure of
your daintiness!
Foe free booklet
in douche,
write: "Lysol."
Bloomfield. N..L,
Dept. NN-58.
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If that leather jacket or coat you
take out of the closet for fall wear
needs cleaning, here are some
tips and some warnings.
Mad important thing to remem
leather connot be
her is that
cleaned by ordinary dry cleaning
methods good for textiles. The
reason is that leather is a "living"
product
Methods that have the association's stamp of approval utilize
-fat liquoring,•'
process called
which restores natural oils to the
skins Even the newer leathers,
containing additives to make them
"dry cleanable," need this treatMent.
1 Leather garments should always be dried at room tempevalure. Never hang them near radiators, especially when wet. They
should he
brushed occasionally
with a rubber sponge to remove
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These lovely cool nights we have her vacation in
Jackson and ac.
been having lets us know that sum- companied her parents
home along
mer is on the way out and fall with her younger brother,
Daniel
is just around the corner The Frank who motored
with parents
trees are else beginning to shed to get her.
their green coats to become bear , A few close friends of the Bro
for the long winter months ahead , naughs gathered
to greet the
And so conies the beauty of na- guests in their lovely
new borne.
ture with the season.
Among those present were Gr. and
SACKS ON DISPLAY — The
es that were made from flour
Labor Day usually closes the Mrs. W. R. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. V.
above models were featured in
and feed bags. Pictured allow
picnic season and as fate would J. Gilmore, Mr, and Mrs. J. F.
an unusual but Interesting sack
displaying their sacks are:
have it, the rains came which • Hughes, Mrs. Georgia Adkins, Mrs
dress fashion show at the home
((rum left to right) Billy Parks,
made it unpleasant for many who, V. F. Walker, and the J. A
of Mrs. Annie Kirk in New
Donnie Marva Toed, Eames
were caught right in the middle of, Cookes.
Brunswick, Tenn. The show was
it all. Your scribe was well in
tine Mallory, Dorothy Bradley,
Mrs. Bernice Walker Williams
sponsored
by
the
Gardenia club
.losephine Moody, Ilelen Bardoors until late in the afternoon' and daughter, Elanor Faye
were
and the Shelby county CH
ber, Loreane Stiges, and Marwhen Mrs. M. N. Hughes served' recent guests of Mrs. V. le
Walker
clubs. The show featured dress.
as hostess of the Criterion Bridget on Hays ave. Mrs. Williams
gie Itarris.
teachClub in her lovely home on Brook.' es in the city system
in Memphis.
Little Sherree Michell has made
her arrival in the home of Mr. and
In addition to dub
Mrs.
Harry Johns, 216 Elm at
dust.
members.
several guests were present ine The little miss weighed in at 6
2. When hung in clusets, do (hit
luding Mesdames Vivian Bell, Ro- lbs. and 4 oz.
crush leather garments between
setta McKissack, 011ie Curry and Y. W. A. GIRLS TAKE
OUTING
others, but allow space for air to
Gladys Bronaugh. Club members The Y. W. A. girls
of Macecirculate freely. Keep leather away Fall
is
just
on hand were Mesdames Bernice donia Baptist church
sou live south of 79th at.,
took a pleasfrom excessive dampness
around the cornLucas. Vera Brooks, Mae Perpen• ant trip to Pickwick
your soil is heavy enough. If north
Dam and
3. Spot cleaning is rarely suc- er
and
since
er, Julia Sheegog, I,u's Bell Mar- Shiloh Park on
of 79to at., your soil is most probSaturday, Aug. 30,
cessful and should be avoided. An there are sev•
tin, Annie M. Bond. Gertrude Ford, 1958, along with invited
ably too light and sandy. No matguests.
ugly
ring
is
almost
alawys the eral chores fee
Fannie A. Dobbins, Georgia Adter, we can do something about
In addition to city guests, out of.
result
of
amateur
spot
cleaning.
i.
the gardener, to
kins, Royal E. Cunningham and towners were Miss Vivian
that soil if your heart is set on a
Massey
your scribe. High score was made and Arnold Cruce, niece
4. Never try to scrape a spot be done at that
few clumps of peonies.
and neoh.
time,
by Mrs. Lucas with Mrs. Ford run• ew of Mrs. S. H. Bronatigh.
let's begin
from leather. Scratching the surServJust buy some black dirt, (no
ning a close second. Mrs. Bond got ing as chaperone for the
face will surely leave a mark that talking about
wonderful
peddler, mind y 0 tut hut from a
the booby. Mrs. Bell received the group of teen-agers
them
now.
cannot
be
eradicated.
were Mrs. thi
reliable dealer in black dirt. Dig
guest prize for high score.
5. Leather garments should never Let's start with
ay Shaw, Mrs Mary E. Same and
bed about six ft. by 6 ft. (that
A
be hung in the sun or any other that most satis•
The guests were served filling her mother.
ROUSFIELD will accommodate four peony
strong light. This dries natural factory of all
plates of delicious chicken, boiled SCHOOL BELLS RING
roots) and two and OAe half ft.
oils and fades colors.
flowers, peonies. Notice I said
corn, vegetable salad, hot rolls and
In addition to regular school.
deep. You will be planting the
assorted driiiks. Later on in the school bells began to ring for the
.6. Clean frequently to avoid ex• "satisfactory." All Hewers are
roots three feet apart.
evening joining the ladies for a little folks from the ages of 2sa to
evasive, deep set soiling from per- beautiful, and there are folks who
Discard that sandy soil from
continued night of fun were Rex G years. Two new nurseries have
spiration or face powder.
hay.. their favorites of course;
Curry, Dr. W. R. Bell, Dr. W. E. opened for the firstt imet his year.
7. Tell your cleaner what caused roses, dahlias, irises, gladioli etc. bed and fill with good black dirt.
You will need to buy three yards
McKissack, Dr. .1. 0 Perpener, They are The Happy
right, of the Moss H. Rendez the spot, if you know. There are tic
winners from left are Miss
MISS AMERICA OF ELKDOM
of black dirt. If you want only two
Aussie Brooks, S. If. Branough and House Child Care Cetner at 449, flanked by two runners•up,
organization, D. C., public respeical treatments for specific
lubs Saunders, of Washington.
I purposely said "satisfactory,"
J. A. Cooke. Of course the man S. Cumberland at., with Mrs. J. flashes a bright smile as she
lations firm representing Cocatypes of stains. Blood, paint, and because peonies are unquestion- peonies make your bed six by
0. C., third place winner and
of the house. J. F. Hughes was A. Caldwell as director
Cola, makes the presentation
ink spots are especially difficult ably beautiful, and certainly far, thrm and one half feet deep.
gudent at Howard university,
receives the victory cup foland the
on hand to welcome the guests Berean Baptist church Nursery
as Elks Grand Commissioner
I shall give you specific planting
to remove. If your cleaner knows far less trouble to care for than
and Miss Barbara Roberts,
lowing the Elks Talent a n d
which is locatcd in the educational
T. M. Blair, of Montgomery, about these, lie may be able to most
directions in a week or so, but
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Beauty contest in Washington,
econd place, hailing from
perennials
%la., and Horace E. Cocroft, get them out.
right now let me say that 99 per
Mrs. Robert Ryan, nee Dorothy department of the church. Mrs. D. C., last week. She is Miss
Pittsburgh, Pa. Trophies were
Once well eilosen and well
Washington CocaCola Bottling
Huntspon, and her son, Robert jr., W. P. Newbern is serving as indonated by the Coca-Cola comJune Saunders, of New York
8. If your new suede or highb planted it will thrive a n d cent of failures with peonies are
better known as Bobby, were re- structor of the later school.
works, Inc., look on.
pany. Otis N. Thompson, Jr.,
City, a student of music. Other
colored garment begins to "crock" produce more and more increas- due in planting too deeply. In the
cent guests of Mrs. Mamie Brown
Centers of this type have been,
— lase its fine surface nap -- ingly beautiful flowers for years meantime let me suggest
who resides on N. Cumberland at. much needed in the city of Jacksons have a favorite room. In Wash- bring it in for an immediate clean- and years. With practically no' (*tient peonies that are not exThey reside in Chicago.
son and many have mentioned they
ington, it is a big porch in the ing. This removes excess nap, care it is disease and insect free.1 pensive.
Mr and Mrs. Brown and their
very proud of them.
rear, screened on three sides and while preserving the appearance
Reu,uires a little bone meal' WHITE
Iwo children
of Los
Have you rotten in the football
overlooking a lawn and trees.
Angeles
(Festiva Maxima
of the garment as a whole,
twice a year. Spring and Fall. II
Calif., spent several days in Jack- mood yet? By the time this news
(Kelway's Glorious
*The gathering spot in their Texas 9. If you want to dye a leather have heard of peonies blooming
son as guests of Mr and Mrs. appears Merry High will have
(Mary Austen
pierhome is a big room in the old garment, never try to do it your-, beautifully in the same spot for
B. Warlick on Hays ave. Mrs. ed one game against Stigall High
PINK
LIMIT
stone section, built about 100 I self. This is a job for an expert., 25 years. My own experience has
Brown is the former Annie Marie ffront Humboldt. The next schedul-1
(Cornelia Skater
fire- Not every leather in every shade, been 19 years in the same spot
enormous
has
an
ago.
It
years
Dorsey of Jahkson.
eel game is for Sept. 19 when th., WASHINGTON — The wife of have done of their Washington
(Brine Hortence
loge ,1 can he successfully dyed. Check and still most gorgeous flowers,
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. S .R. Hornets will meet Paducah Ky., the Senate's Democratic leader home, she said, "the thing I love place which burns four-foot
(Walter Faxon
on a raised stone platform.'with a Swede & Leather Refinish- 1 still going strong.
sits
and
Bronaugh on E. Lane ase., for the on home soil.
this house, we sort of
DARK PINK
' likes to see a home "tell the story about
. There is a beautiful beamed cell. era expert before
you take a It is not yet quite time to plant
Labor Day weekend were Mr. and
(Mons. Jules Elle
Lane college will open the sea- of the lives of the people who live shoved 'it out with out elbows, ing and big, comfortable chairs chance with your garment.
Mrs. J. Bronaugh and Mr. and son the
them.
(good
is
beplanting
time
years
(Therese
—
with
the
grow
very next night with a home in it" through photographs and ar- made it
and sofas.
1 10. If your garment has lost its tween Sept. 15 and Oct. 15T nut
Mrs. J. D. Massey of llopkinsville, game on Sept e..
out."
(Sarah
it
stretched
sort
Bernhardt
of
cherished
tides
that
inemor.1
have
er. Dragons
le
taste
exturt
it
Johnson's
to
a
life,
suppleness
take
and
Mrs.
Ky., and Miss Jennie Moton and will
it is quite time to be making RED
1 Theplayroom of the two daugh- 1
meet Rust college from Ai
.
f
h
specialist
your
treatment,
in
leather
she
nephew Arnold Cruce of Indianap- on
'shown in both homes, which
seleelone and getting the 1
(Longfellow
this date. Ins tune for both
The Lyndon B. Johnson!. have'fen, Lynda Bird, 14, and Lucy
olis, Ind. Vivian Massey, neice of games is $
furnished without professional Proper methods can often restore, ground ready to receive them. 1
(Shawnee Chief
p. as.
two homes which are utterly dif-iftaines. 11, ceased to he adequate'llas
,
condition.
original
beauty
Mrs. Branaugh, had spent part of
and
superwho
woman
busy
(Phillippe Rivoire
Remeber last Spring when we'
Will meet YOU at the games. huh! ferent and the contrast illustrates as they approached the teen-age Ihelp. A
television and radio
—
111icchaanrd
swueargeesmteadk ilnega ngarden adceesifgonr, we
regional variations in living pat and the Johnsons turned their ga-vises her own
. .
Mrs.
Texas,
Austin,
in
station
thorn.
room
for
rage into a party
leaving
he
fall
You
Carvae
ho
l pping around
terns.
It has pine-panelled walls an down to was: "You just have to
planting of peonies' We also said making inquiries. I suggest you
Their Texas home, near Johnson
asphalt floor "well-waxed for danc-' keep a filing system in your mind
peon,es want heavy, not sandy, go to a first class dealer, no flyCity, is casual while their Wash.
ing," and roll away beds for their , se you know where everything is ,
by-night salesman. You see, a
ington home is on the formal side Saturday
Here are three suggestions that
at all times, whether in Texas or
night slumber parties.
peony is an investment for long
Mrs. Johnson loves them both and
will twin you follow a low tat diet,
In each of their homes time John- Washington."
time. You are spending money,
"would not choose between them."'
prescribed to control high blood
time and considerable effort.
The Senator clearly favors the
cholesterol
You want to succeed the first
"Texas "LB.I" ranchhouse.
First. learn what fats must be
time. I want to have huge gloromitted.
It is a big, rambling stone and
Second know what kinds can
Surprise detail on many of the ious flowers, not little daises.
clapboard house which Mrs. Johnbe used, such as a new merger new slim fashions is the firecraakson said has grown piece by piece
By GAY PAULEY
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111b
Because the hoops float, they are i like
; ;tie which will not elevate roles• er flourtee—sometimes starting al
a patchwork quilt." The John
UPI Women's Editor
popular for aster games. Some, sons
levels
is
made'
because
1
terol
it
hipbone,
a
most
and
at
again
the
acquired it in 1952 and have
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A sim- youngsters
use them as skipping spent considerable time
nonhydrogenated bare 15 inches from the hem,
from
chiefly
renovat
ple and inexpensive new top has ropes,
corn oil.
ing,
1 It adde a lot of bounce to young
remodeling.
and adding to it.
thousands of the nation's children
It is sold only through d r u g. fashions and St. Louis designers
Spinning started with the chilThe colors of its furnishings slugpeople, it you give them stores, under
any many of its adults going
beeight
medium
happy
a
there
Is
the trade mark Ent- adapt it to many occasions. It is
dren but has moved "to all ages, gest autumn and, fittingly, Texas.
around en-circled.
particularly flattering for late day,
dee margarine.
right up to 10e", said a spokes- Mrs. Johnson has used oranges, tween a boring tea-party and a! a glass a piece.
TAMPA, Fla. — (UPI) — Want
half
buckets
in
bottles
the
cocktail par-1 Chill
The toy is a plastic hocp. which man for the
Third, ask your doctor what In fabrics like sheer faille, lace•i
hoop-making firm tangerines and luscious browns in possibly 'too frisky
watto be sure your girl Isn't lying
with
half
and
ice,
with
filled
one West Coast cempany intro- owned by Art
ty? Yes, there is you'll be glad to
your specific daily fat allowance over taffeta, and pure silk prints.,
Linkletter, of radio its decorations.
about her age? Look at her
er. A small kitchen pail, covered, is and adhere to it strictly.
duced in mid-summer, taking the adtl
know.
Cottons or homespun-type of niaidea from bamboo hoop twirling
Here's an idea for a new kind with aluminum foil does the trickl
teeth.
;FARMING COUNTRY
terials accent the casual air Can• •
which has swept Australia.
of afternoon affair, that has just' perfectly and adds a fillip to your' SUIT TYPES
About one-half the people ofl
Criminal court Judge L. A.
dlesticks or bowls for flowers run the right amount of pep. . .not tc0 table decor.
The hoop became a fad faster
Formosa are farmers.
Grayson
recommended
this
to
pewter,
brass
' The new suits have a relaxed
or
copper. Mrs. mention"pop."
Or, you can p
than you can say "Davy Crocklook,
Without
waistlines, they sit
method Monday during the trial
Johnson doubts there is a silver Serve French champagne w it h the refrigerator for an hour be.'
ett."
firmly
on
the
hipbone,
are
often
dish in the house.
of Vernon Alfred, 36, a truck
those pink and white f r o s 1 e d fore serving.
Estimates from industry sources
banded to emphasize a snug look
In contrast, their Washington'
driver.
esr,mninutss After tea and sandwiches, serve t this
a5tkaectes saanntpepvichpe
are that 25 competitors of the first
na ksei eorpebn
home has the air of velvet and. in
the cake on separate plates. Then St. Louis designers present
manufacturer have spun Into prosilver
Alfred had been charged with
themi
satin. It is a white-washed hiecit in -pager.
open the champagne — it's a sim- new suits in tweeds
duction, that some 20 million hoops
contributing to the delinquency
wool crepes,
house with a center hall that they'
Champagne does not a I v a 3' a ple matter of twisting the bottle and the more bulky fabrics, inalready have been sold, and that
of a IS-year-old girl. He explainbought five years after
"L- B. J."' have to be drunk out of a prin- instead of the cork — and -pop, cluding fleeces.
before the toy is dead as Ow yo
was first elected to Congress. !
ed to the judge that he thought
ce
nastusersa'l slipper,, you
h , m its a cascade of golden bubbles pour, Suits have lost none of their
yo, another 15 to 20 million will
is inknow,
, Mrs. Johnson said that with Conthe girl, a nurse's aide, was old.
habitat
home, a little at a time to prevent loss fashion importance—the walking
get around
gross in session from early Jima- In France it is often used
Cr,
as a from overflowing foam, into the suit with long jacket being one or
I first noticed the hoop among
ary until August or later, they dessert
wine, meant to be sipped glasses. . .any kind will do, at. the new silhouettes.
the small fry of my own apart
Didn't you look at her teeth?"
felt it "a necessity with two grow- slowly
between munches of cake though sherbet glasses are tradi.
ment-house
neighborhood
and
the judge inquired. "You ran
ing
the
daughters" to have a home of' or pastry. It makes the perfect• tional.
Sour cream is the answer to
stood agape as children from tots
AFTER FIVE
tell her age from her teeth, like
calorie counter's passion for des- their own in the capital.
gourmet ending to a gala affair.' You've given a surprise party
to teens teirled the hoops around
News in the balloon skirt for
a horse."
serts she otherwise might have For its decorations she chose soft
Next time you're slated to be that's as delectable as it is differ- late day! Adapting it to the young
their bodies with a gyrating moAlfred drew te days in Jail.
to refuse. This delicious topping' blues, greens and pinks. A hand- hostcoo at an annualtea-party,
tion to challenge Elvis.
try ent.
figure, St. Louis designers intro•
contains only 18 Per cent butterfat. some crystal chandelier, "found winding up the repast with "Heat.
mrnillIllmillli111111iiillIt1111111M11111111111111111111111111111
SOME TWIRL SEVERAL
posed
early
Fall
duce
prints,
it
in
—no higher than the least rich after years of looking," gives ele- oily Delight" — Angel Food Cake
The twirling operates on the
over crinoline to extend its already'
gance to the dining room.
coffee cream.
' and a glass of French champagne.
same principle with which you can
full lines.
Referring
to
remodeling
If
You
they
want
,
to
You'll
enjoy
the
seaneed
each
one
bottle
for
swing a bracelet around your finThis is a new shape that will
ger; the body rotates in a small son's strawberries. but . can't inThe costume look is greatly fay make its appearance on campus
e.)
circle, the hoop makes a large clude luscious sweet whipped'
ored by the young crowd, and St for rushing teas and important late
cream in your day's calorie total;
OM.
Louis designers recommend it as day occasions. . .a silhouette be'
'The experts can spin the hoop just substitute sour cream.
a good investment of your fashion coming to the young, slim fig ire.
around their necks, waists, knees, You'll be surprised at the tang
dollar.
and move it from one part of the this adds to strawberries and' othe
Typical is a well-styled wool jer- COATS ARE TAPERED
body to another. Some of the vet- en fruits Try it on orange slices.
A look of narrowness marks the,
dress on Empire lines, and
sey
erans of five or six hours' prac- blueberries, pineapple, or melon,
over it, a full length roller-leas new winter coats—the narrowness
keep
can
several hoops in ortice
Incidentally remember that sour!
but lined coat in a bright wool tapered toward the hem the fullbit.
cream is not "sour" at all. It MI
ness gathered into a yoke at the
plaid in harmonizing colors.
"We have one man who can not sweet cream "gone
Another is a well-tailored wool shoulder or in a deep oval shape
bad." It 131
keep five going at the same time," commercially
prepared.
Sour
jersey dress with a hip-length jac- In back.
said a spokesman for 'N. R. Grace cream is a sweet cream inoculated
It's young and pretty, St. Loui
ket in wool plaid. The aeparates
co., one of several makers of with a culture of lactic acid and
are often tied together in color, designers say of this narrowed
linear polyethylene, a tough and allowed to develop acidity under
or in the use of the same fabric look when seen in the high color 1 ,
rigid plastic from which the het.' controlled atmosphere,
for dress and coat.
which make this a season of color ,
hoops
are made
ter
If you'd like to add Four cream
The children are getting so good to cooked foods, this is entirely
at spinning that in one contest, possible. Simply avoid any tena 10-year-old in New Jersey lasted' dency it may have to curdle by
through 3,000 twirls, some sort of adding sour cream just before sere
record for endurance. And twirling! Mg, or when the food Is cooled
contests are springing up in all' down.
4 $$SAVE
parts of the nation.
Sour cream added to cottage
WARRit-t
2292
$50.00 MONTH
HOOPS
JINGLE
SOME
roves summer saladet.
cheese improves
2157 SPARKS
$50.00 MONTH
Most hoops measure 35 tc 36' breakfasts of cold cereal and fruit
Your Prescription is not a child's job. It requires
2151 SPARKS
$45.00 MONTH
Inches in diameter; although smal- and certain casserole dishes such
skill
MONTH
and experience. Mr. Jahlin is a graduate of U. T.
2155
SPARKS
ler ones new are coming to mar.' as scalloped eggs.
$55.00
,
ket. They weigh from six to 11
2152 SPARKS
$18.00 MONTH
with 30 years experience. Call or have your doctor
MISS TROPICANA OF '5g
ounces, depending on the type of, CURING TIME
"Miss Tropicana of 1970." A
call us for your prescription to be filled. We have n
CALL ML NOW — IRA FACHS
plastic.
From 15 to 45 days are neediel cameo was coodncteti recent•
graduate of Barrett Cnapel
complete line of insulin!' and Biologicals.
Credit for starling the toy idea' to cure ham before smoking and le by the Spartan Sportsmen's
High school, Miss Wilder Is a
goes to Arthur Melin and Richard from 17 to 30 days are needed for Hub, and the honor was won
recent graduate of Goldin' Colby Miss Anna Marie Wilder,
Knerr, youthful partners in A San "tacos
lege, Inc. James E. Sanders le
Gabriel Calif.. firm. !Arlin said
left, of 621'"lord ave.. shown
'resident of the organisation,
they started demonstrating the, First night airmail flight wasi receiving a presentation from
and Will McLin, reporter.
hoops at beaches in California.
made in 1021.
Miss Marion Mitchell, who was

:
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Add pep To Tea-Party
With French Champagne;

Flounces For
The Late Day

Gals, Like Horses,
Show Their Age
Through Teeth

Calories?
Sour Cream

Costume Look
Is Favored

JABLIN Drug Store
1293 Vollentine, Cor. of Claybrooks

one or
ularly,
brand
rom
killing

LOVELY NEIGHBORHOOD

QUALITY HOMES

BR 6-6238

SADLER & CO., REALTORS

Call BRoadway 2-3112
Notary Public

SIID SAM JONES FANS 201st; TOPS IN 141...F,
Brooke Army Comets Drill For TSU Tilt
Sam Jones doesn't care who he
beats just as long as it's the Chicago Cubs.
Jones did just that last Thurs.
day, "getting a great kick out of
it," he said, after he pitched the
St. Louis Cardinals to a five-hit,
4-2 success over Chicago.
Along the way, the big righthander fanned eight of his former team.
mates to register his 201st strike.
out of the campaign and wipe out
the Cardinal record of 199 set by
Dizzy Dean in 1933.
Jones' strikeout record thus far
also made him the first national
league pitcher to reach the magic
200 mark since Johnny Vandersneer fanned 202 during the 1941
season with the Cincinnati Reds.
Jones sipped a can of beer after
the triumph and said he does not
care how many strikeouts he chalk
up by the season's end.
"I'm just trying to win a game
every time," he drawled. "I don't
care whether a guy strikes out on SAD SAM JONES shows his
not, just so long as he goes out.; form In sequence picture ser"I get a big kick out of beat-I ies as he ties National League
frig this club," he said. "Yes, Mr.! strikeout record at Wrigley
I get tremendous personal satisfac-; Field. The great righthander,
who was traded to St. Louis
tion of beating Scheffing."
last year by the Cubs, became
Jones said he harbored no grudge
the
first pitcher In the NL to re
against Bob Scheffing. Cub mancord 200 strikeouts for a season
ager who traded Jones away two
In /7 years. Jones hit the 200
years ago, ''but I still can't figure
mark when he fanned Lee Walls
why I was traded when I was goof the Cribs in the 7th Inning of
ing good."
game on Thursday. He made
Jones, who spends his off-seasoni
Jim Bolger his 201st victim in
time in the Metropolis of Mononthe 9th. Last National Leaguer
gah, W. Va., said he plans to conto reach the 200 total was
tinue in the major league "just
Johnny Vander Meer of Cincinas long as they let me,"
nati who fanned 202 in 1941.
Jones, now 33 and in his fifth
year in the majors, credits manag- UPI Telephoto,
er Fred Hutchinson with the Lion's
share of helping him gain the one At Michigan State's recent pressl
thing he lacked - control.
day a photgrapher was yelling to
'I've gotta give him all the a group of football players for
No..
credit for helping me find the
plate," Jones said, pointing to- 76 to get into camera position when
ward Hutchinson. "He taught me Coach Duffy Daugherty'a voice was ;
to keep my eye on the plate and heard answering: "That's the
let up a little on the windup."
spirit."
Hutchineon, however. tossed the
ball back to Jones.
"I just told him to cut down
on the windup, that's all," the
Cardinal manager said, "You've
got to give all the credit to
Jones. lie practiced hard doing it
and now it's paying off."
Hutchinson said he would "rate
Jones as one of the top three pitch
era in the league right now" He
said he saw on reason why he
should not improve.
The slow-talking, slow-moving
Jones entered Thursday's game
with 193 strikeouts, but had trouble
in the first inning. He bounced
a pitch off Tony Taylor's elbow to
start the game and then unlooeed
a wild pitch to allow the Cub
second baseman to reach second.
But Jones got strikeouts Nos.
194 and 195 by fanning Alvin Dark
and Ernie Banks in the same inning. Chuck Tanner fanned in the
seventh to become No. 199 and
Lee Walls and Jim Bolger went
down on strikes later to raise
Jones' total to 201.

HOUSTON, Texas - Brooke year, played in the 1958 senior
Army Medical Center's football, bowl game and was chosen on the
Comets, who play Texas Southern Associated Press All-American
University in an interracil contest team. He was the eleventh draft
In Houston, Saturday Sept. 20, 11 choice of the Cleveland Browns
p. in., are beginning to shape up, when he was a Junior.
according to new coach Leatonl Wessman was a first string deCofield, after watching his charges fensive end for the San Francisco
in their second week of workouts. 49'ers prior to coming in the servCofield, who last year coached ice. He played his college ball at
the 86th Infantry Crusaders to the San Jose State.
European service championship, Backfield standouts are Tom Alwas particularly pleased with the bright, former Texas University
showings of a big pair of ends, halfback and Lanny Fife, former
220 pound Curry Juneau and 250 Rice Institute starter. Other startpound Clarence Wessman.
era are Charley Blanton at quarJuneau, a four year letterman terback who played halfback at
Texas Tech and Gene Barbin, a
from Mississippi Southern and T
!captain of the Southern team last speedy halfback from Stephen F.
Austin State College.
Other outstanding participants
in the first practices are center
Joe Ruble!, all-East center from
the University of Connecticut and
guard Richard Crews, a three year
starter at Brown University.
The one position on the team ,
that has sufficient depth is the
tackle slot where Cofield can
choose between four tackles, all
who tip the scales in excess of
250 pounds and were starters at
their respective colleges.
Against the Brooke Medical
Center's forward wall of Juneau
220', Wessman 250', Dubiel, 190',
Crews. 185' and four tackles 250'
or more each, the Texas Southern
Tigers will counter with big John
White, 64", 216, Bengal captan
on one end and William Gloesom,
6' 200', (1957 Courier All-AmeriTALL & SHORT at University
Ernie McMIIHon, Chicago, ma
can who holds the school record
of Illinois are John Esater.
end. They stand five . foot
for most passes caught in one game
brook of Champaign, the quareight and sit foot five. IIll
ERNIE DODGES a low pitch.
bead Bret to the ground at
turns to plate after recovering (8 for 213 yards, 1956) and tor
ter back, who made a fine
open against UCLA Sept. 21.
Sad Sant Jones by plunging
most touchdown passes caught in
Wrigley Field last Thursday.
the ball. UPI Telephoto.
arm rest for the tallest memat Champaign. UPI Telephoto,
one game (4
Card catcher Gene Green re.
in two different
ber of the Fighting Mini eleven
games in 1956), on the other wing.
At tackle, the TIgers will have
Cloyd Boyette, 64", 225", who is
one of the roughest boys in the
business, and James Sorey, 6'5",
20', All SWAC selectee: with CoCaptain James Thompson, 62",,
235', Aaron Knox, 5' 11", 220', and;
Authur Smith, 63", 204', tacklel
center as reserves.
Up the middle, the Tigers will
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
seat stadium, five of them at night
have Louis Starling, 5' 11", 187',
- Grambling's favorite playtime,
center, flanked by rampaging NelJACKSON, Miss. - "Big John" listed on the Tigers' roster.
GRAMBLING, La. - (Special)
son Fincher, 6'. 204' (SWAC, 1957) Displeased over the lackadaisical
The complete schedule follovrst
Merritt has his work cut out for
Captain Ardis Andrews, Archie and William
Sept. 27, Alcorn A&M, here; Oct.
Evans, 5' 9", 210', at labor of the Grambling college
him as he takes the reins of the Cooley. Bobby Allen, Willie
Neal, right and left
guards respectively. gridders. Defensive Coach Leroy 4, Paul Quinn, here; Oct. 11,
Jackson State college Tigers for Ben Robinson, Maxcell
Spriggs, Starling who is
the smallest man Hawthorne took another look at the Tenn. State, here; Oct. 20. Wiley
his sixth season.
Cornelius Addison, and William
in the forward wall of brawn and ambitious schedule Thursday and (La. State Fair) Shreveport, La.;
The "Big Blue" team faces the Spencer give
the Tigers the best
muscle, is also the busiest. His emphasized that if somebody wants Oct. 25, Prairie View, here; Nov,
toughest football schedule in the balanced get of backs
since the ability to
"guess right" on defense to block and tackle, "he'll be wel- 1, Jackson (homecoming) here;
history of the institution as they 1950 season,
Nov. B, Texas Southern, Houston,
is uncanny.
play a schedule including five
comed."
With tremendous strength in the Against
a "Comet" backfield of The coaching staff has no illus- Tex.; Nov. 15, Arkansas A&M.
five teams ranked with the top 10
here; Nov. 22. Miss. Vocational
backfield, the potential is not at Albright, Fife, Blanton and
teams during the 1957 season.
Ser- ions about the nine-game card.
On successive weekends, the Ti- Itta Bena, Miss.
rel yoD
nurl
the
ey,
Men.
ew
Latest additions to the Tigers' ail discouraging, although two or bin, Alexander
gers face Alcorn A&M, Paul Quinn,
power-laden schedule are Coach A. three vital replacements must be to, will
W. Mumford's Southern university found if the Tigers are to have zardy of Clarence Macon, 6' 180' Tennessee State, Wiley, Prairie SEARCH FOR OIL
junior, Q. B. who boasts a 41.1 per View, Jackson State, Texas South- One-half the geologists in the
Jaguar Cats and Coach Howard another strong bench.
cent completion average and half- ern, Arkansas A&M and Missis- U. S. are engaged in the search
Gentry's Tennessee State univerGraduation
skimmed the top back Hosea Jackson, 5' 9"
for petroleum.
sity Tigers.
190' sippi Vocational.
Tennessee and Wiley were undeoff center, one of the guards1 halfback who, last year, carried
Jackson State pays the Jaguar
feated
last fall and Grambling is
Cats a visit Oct. 25, and close and one of the tackle poso the ball 42 times for 249 yds. and
still trying to dig out of the
their 1958 campaign at their own tions b u t so in e excellent , a 5.9 yd. average; and sophomore,
rubble
of losses to Wiley Prairie
Alumni Field Nov, 22, against the prospects, with experience are ap-1 James Gardiner, (1957 Courier
parently ready to accept the chal- All-American) who is the most View, Jackson and Texas SouthTennesseeans.
ern.
ex
to
Addition of these two grid pow- lenge to make Tiger supporters for-; rcyitingcahradlilnecrarrhiears inspeTeSdU his- A fancy appendage to the curers to the Tigers' schedule insures get these players. With Hylon Adrent card is the annual Louisiana
local tans one additional top-flight ams, William Connor, Willie Davis,[ ception and power. At fullback, State Fair game with
Wiley in
and Herman Leach on hand, the1 the Tigers will start the former
grid game each season.
Shreveport Oct. 20.
ends are sound to say the least. Ellington Field Express,
As it now stands, one of these
Willis
Perkins, 6' 2", 216', backed up by Fortunately, six games will be
teams is scheduled to play on the
played at home in the new 12.000
Johnny Youngblood, 5' 8", 180',
home field each year. But although
Tom
Wilson,
Michigam
State's
Refugio
Rocket,
who
he sees a rough road ahead before
likes it best
Coach Mungen's system from the
that Nov. 22 engagement with the sophomore quarterback from Lape- when the going is rough.
team from the Volunteer State er, i the youngest brother of formMerritt isn't "po-mouthing" in the er Spartan stars, Johnny
('50-'51least.
'52) and Pat ('54-55-56).
In fact, the big fellow from Fal•••
mouth, Ky., appears more confident than at this stage of the Sam Williams, captain of the
1958 Michigan State football team,
game in any previous season.
ST. AUGLYSTINE, Fla. - The
One big reason for his seeming is the 11th end to lead the Spar.
Florida Normal and Industrial Meoptimism is a corps of ball loggers tans since 1896.
morial college football team,
coached by Lloyd Howell is expecting a banner crop of freshmen
this year. Mr. Howell will be bless-'
with the return of some 20
ed
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - Thirtythree freshmen are among 43 Knox. lettermen.
vibe college football prospects to
Last year the backs of Florida
report for practice, Head Coach Normal and Industrial Memorial
Robert (Bob) Mungen reported. college averaged a phenomenal 42
Iris Brown, alumnus, will be as- poists per back.
sistant coach.
This year the coaches, Howell
He did not feel that this fact had Cox will depend heavily upon freshany bearing on the calibre of foot- men to carry the load. The hiss of
Sam Jones struck out eight bat.; season since Johnny Vander Meer ball the team will play
this year. many veterans will no doubt have
ters last Thursday to set a new fanned 202 with Cincinnati in 1941 "It all depends
on the calibre of It, effect upon the team but
club high and become the first Jones yielded five hits in collect- men
we are receiving," he said. Coaches Howell and Cox remain
National League pitcher to reach ing his 12th win against 11 losses. The fighting Bulldogs
won only optimistic.
that met* in 17 years while hurl- The Cubs scored both runs in the one
The schedule consists of eight
game out of its eight-game
ing the St. Louis Cardinals to a fourth on error, a walk, and suc-; schedule last
year, although they games. with the opening against
4-2 victory over the Chicago Cribs cessive singles by Walt Moryn and, out-played every
Carolina Area Trade school
South
opponent statisSpencer (not shown) who re.
. Jones tied the Cardinal high at Dale Long.
tic-wise.
at St Augustine, Fla., Sept. 27, fol!eyed to O'Connell for out. In
199 44 in 1933 by Dizzy Dean
The Cardinals got one run in the I They just couldn't get the lowed by Savannah State college,
second panel Roseboro knocks
when he fanned pinch hatter second on Ken Boyer's triple and, ball over the goal At that time in Savannah. Oct. 11, Clallin
Colfrf onnell down causing him
Chuck Tanner In the seventh inn: Gene Green's sacrifice fly. Two he wished heart-brokenly for a pair leges Oct. 18 Morris
College, Oct. WALLY MOON, St, Louis Cardinal
to drop hall (shown near Rose- int I' • became the first hurler more came in
the fifth on Jones', of fleet-footed halfbacks who had 25, the traditional "Palm Classic" star, is forced at second
on Don
aoro's head.) At bottom play- In the league to reach 200 when single. errors
by Al Dark and lropped out of school.
Nov. 1, against Edward Waters Blasing•me'4 grounder to Cub secers pick themselves up as Um- ,Lee Wills watch a third strike
Long, and an infield out. The Cards
Twins Albert and Herbert Lucas college in Jacksonville, Albany ond sacker Tony Taylor.
Taylor
pire Ken Burkhart looks to lin by in the
eight, and then 'ouched reliever Taylor Phil- 1 Eustie, Fla., also reported for State college, Nov. 8, in St. Augus- threw to Ernie Banks
tirst to iee Fertile sale. Giants
who gets
got lir. Bolger on strikes in the, lips for another run in the 7th practice Spelling double trouble' tine, Paine college, Nov.
15, in throw off to first for double Play
woe, 3-2. UPI Telephoto.
ninth. In National League pitcher, on singles by Joe Cunningham. the sophomores play as though they' Augusta, Ga.. Voorhees
collage, In game at Wrigley Field, aka.
has reached 200 strikeouts in a Boyer and Wally Moon.
were born halfbacks, especially Ini Nov. 22.
go. UPI Telephoto

Big John Merritt Has Hands Full
With Jackson College Gridders

Virginia State
Seeking A Grid
Title In C1AA
By CLARENCE DADE
W. Lawson and his Virginia
State
Trojans have their eyes set on
a
top gridiron season, CIAA wise
this
year
Last season saw the Trojans
in
the final game kick Morgan
State
44-14 which revealed their potential'
With ten lettermen returning
for
pre-season practice, Lawson
will
at least not have to start
from
stretch.
Leading the return of the lettermen wilt be one of the fastest,
hard
running backs in the conference,
All (IAA George Moody.
Another unforeettable from last
Year. rookie quarterback DeWayne
Jeter. who surprised the other conference coaches with his ability
to
move the Trojan Club.
All of these are earmarks for
a
very successful record for the
coming season
Conch Lawson expects apprmdmately 30 freshmen to report for
pre-season training on the College
campus. The Trojan staff, including W AV Lawson, head
coach, HoIon Willis. line coach:
and William Bennett. assistant
backfield coach; will be on hand
to greet the gridders
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO,.
DON DOHONEY. Michigan
State's football captain in
1953
and a concensus All American'
Don is a successful -insurance ,
executive in Lansing, Mich,

Sad Sam Ties Mark
Set By Dizzy Dean

JOHN ROMFBORO, Les Angeles Dodger catcher (8) is out
at 2nd base in this action-filled
series of pictures. Ind slides
hard enough to break up double play try by San Francisco's
Danny O'Connell. In top panel
Roseboro closes in on O'Connell as Danny starts throw to
first to pick off Carl Furilla
who had grounded to Daryl

Twin Halfbacks
Knoxville Grid
1958 Prospects'

Florida Normal
Practice Starts
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Air Service Resumed

DEFENDER
Sot., Sept. 13, Mil

Host
To
Fisk
Institute
For
Scientis.ts
S.
Lectures, Labs
Highlight Event

•

PARIS — (UPI) — The stateoperated Air France Airways hall
resumed service to Cairo for thn
first time since the 1936 Anglo.
French invasion of the Suez Canal
Zone.
ResumpUon of the service Tues.
day was a direct outgrowth of the
signing of French-United Arab
Republic cultural and economie
accOrds in Switzerland last month.

Illinois

MURPHYSBORO
sionary Society of the St. Mark
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Baptist church, Klondike,
Peter Nelson, owner of the Cross Sunday morning.
Town cab was rushed to St. An- Those on the sick list are: Mrs.
drews hospital in a serious condi. Carrie Winston, and Mr. and Mrs.
lion
James Hickman.
scientists
from
•••
Billy Wilson attended the funerNASHVILLE, Tenn. — More than 52
al of his sister in New Orleans, SANDUSKY
the nation's top reSearch and educational organizations
La , last week.
Orbry Chambers of South Bend,
went "back to school" recently to attend the ninth annual
John Q. Robinson, Past c o m - Ind., rendered a program for the
institute.
mender
of
Eugene
Jones
Missionary
Society and StewardPost
Fisk university Infrared Spectroscopy
936, and chaplain of Garvin King ess Board of the St. Paul AME
The Institute gave chemists, physicists, engineers and Post 342 of
Carbendale, attended church, Sunday morning, Aug. 31.
medical scientists enough backthe National Convention of t h e It was quite a success.
ground to make effective use of morning sessions and introduced American Legions in Chicago last
The following persons were
the scientists to pioneering fields week.
among the guests present at the
Infrared spectroscopy in the soluspectroscopy, new reof
infrared
Mrs. Jeannette Brooks is visit- annual home-coming celebration
tion of problems they meet in their
search findings and advanced top- ing friends on the West Coast. and family reunion held at the
regular work.
ics.
Sam D. Branigan, of Memphis, residence of Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Infrared spectroscopy has beThe directors of the Institute Tenn., was a week-end visitor Trotter Sunday afternoon; Mr. &
come one of the most important were James R. Lawson, chairman, here last week.
Mrs. Orbry Chambers, Mesdames
tools in the investigation of the Department of Physcics. Fisk uni•••
Pauline Murphy and Myra Bethel
structure of molecules and in the versity; Ernest A. Jones, Depart- CENTRALIA
of
South Bead, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs
identification of chemical com- ment of Physics, Vanderbilt uniBy OPAL LOCKE
Vernard Chambers of Westville,
pounds.
versity; Nelson Fuson, DepartMrs. Mary Alice Fleming, Mr. Ind.; Mrs. Helen Warren of ChiTwo lectures and general discus- ment of Physics, Fisk university. and Mrs. Leslie Brice, their dau- cago. III.; Mrs. Rosa Moore and
sion were held in the morning sesVisiting lecturers included Nor- ghter, Mrs Ruby Gene Morse and daughter, Maxine Stewart a iid
sions dealing with theory, techni- man B. Colthup, American Cyana- her little daughter, all of Sardis, children, and Mils Cora Trotter
ques and application of infrared mid company; Edward R. Cov- Miss. Mr. and Mrs Jack Brice of E. St. Louis, Ill.; Mr. Nolan
spectroscopy.
ington, E. I. Dupont de Nemours of Chicago were the house guests Trotter of Chicago, Ili; Messrs.
' Afternoons were reserved for company; Lamar Field, Vander- of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Kinnison, George and Willis Chambers; Mr.
laboratory work, workshops and in- bilt university; Glenn A. Gentry, 1011 S. Marion St., recently. Jack and Mrs. Abraham Deysart and
dividual conferences with the insti- University of Mississippi; Wilbur and Leslie Brice are the sons of family of Union City, Tenn.; Mrs.
tute faculty. One of the institute's I. Kaye, Beckman Instruments Mrs. Mary Alice Fleming ,who is Mary Crossland of Unity, Ill.;
Mrs, Magnolia Hamilen and chillaboratory programs was planned Company; William B. Mason, Uni- the sister of Mrs. Kinnlson.
for individuals with no previous ex- company of Rochester; Henry W. Mr. and Mrs. William (Corky) dren and Mrs. Ruby Davis and
neer with the Martin Comps.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, a n d
their regular work. Among the
FISK UNIVERSITY Infrared
Ridge
National
LaboMorgan,
Oak
family
of Cairo, Ill A number of
perience. A second was designed
Locke and two children of South
ny, Baltimore; Paulle F. Sten.
Jake W. Williams, analytical
Spectroscopy Institute attraits
more than 50 participants,
Reratory;
Philip
Sadtler,
Sadtler
persons
from
this
vicinity
attendparticipants
who
for experienced
Bend, Ind., vis;ted his parents
nett. laboratory technician,
over t h e
examining a Perkin El.
chemist, E. I. Dupont de Nefrom
all
shown
scientists
wished to concentrate on instru- search Laboratories; Percy A. Opal and Bill Locke, while en- ed the affair, also.
Polymer Chemicals Division of
mours and Company, Old Hick.
mer Infrared spectrometer, are
country who get a fill in on the
ments, accessories, or techniques. Staats, Oak Ridge National Labo- route to Frankfort. Ky., to visit
Mrs. Lillian Croons and sisters.
W. R. Grace and Company,
ory, Tenoessee.
H. Clifford Grant, group engl•
use of infrared spectroscopy in
Evening sessions featured spe- ratory; Van Zandt Williams, Per- her parents and other relatives. Mesdames Ethel Mae Long a n d
solving problems they meet in
Cial lectures integrated with the kin Elmen corporation.
Among visitors on the last week- Georganna Ware of E. St. LOUill
end holiday were: William Rush Ill., were weekend visitors here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Banks a n d and Mrs. Mae Dodson and hugof Chicago, Robert Vaughn, jr.,
Detroit, Mich., visited Mr.
of Indianapolis, Ind., Miss Verma Jean Esther Tinsley of Chicago, Itanst of
and Mrs. Shellie Smith.
Davenport of Indianapolis, Mrs. III., visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed TinThe daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Marie Gregory and Mrs. Asalee sley.
Mrs. Nannie Stewart and broth- Sheltie Smith from Los Angeles,
Owens of Chicago. Mrs. Gregory
Calif., is here visiting them, also.
ed last Sunday, with the following and Mrs. Owens are the daughters er, Leslie Thompson of Chicago,
Mrs. Helen Gibson and daughIll., visited relatives here.
theme for the day "Christian of Mrs. Tavie Humble.
By ALEX AUTREY
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wade ter, Vernetta, have returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Roberts of
Earl Cheatham, of Tuscaloosa Youth with Unified Faith, A rise
and mother, Mrs. Mamie Moore, after spending the summer with
was the guest of his parents Mr. and meet the Challenge of Today." Chicago were house guests of Mr.
her husband, Mr. Willie Gibson in
Among
the
participants
to
apand
Mrs.
Otto Wanzo recently.
and Mrs. L. Cheatham of East St.
Chicago, Ill.
BALTIMORE — This is a story ed Missions and his consideration advancing age and recent illnesses
•••
program
were
St.
pear
on
the
•0
last week.
about an unusual priest. He is for the miasionories have not only he cannot any longer mare the
John's Methodist choir, No. 2. UNITY
CAIRO
Edward Lee Colman, of PensaFather Edward G. Kramer, D. D., lightened their financial load physical sacrifices of
Mrs. Bernice Gray, Mrs. Dottie
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
past years.
By DAN CLARK
cola was the guest of his parents,
director general of the Catholic month after month but also reNevitt and Miss Mary E. W iiMr.
and
Mrs.
Reacie
Avington
Mrs. Jewell Ross has returned Board for Mission Work Among lieved some what their distressing Instead, he must now sacrifice his
Mr. and Mrs. R. Colman. Mr. and
CEDAR RAPIDS
hams, president.
of Indianapolis, Ind., and sister,
from Chicago when she attended Colored People. This year he is mental burden.
personal feelings so that the Cause
Mrs. Ceaser Maldon motored to
By G. H. MONTGOMERY
Rev. W. M. Norwood, pastor of Mrs. Grace Tyson of East ChiMobile last week on a matter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ciaybourne Carter the funeral of her brother Clif- observing the Golden Jubilee of. When Father Kramer was asked to which he has dedicated his
church
the Macedonia Baptist
cago, Ind., visited Mr. and Mrs.
s
ford
Wheeler.
The
service
w
a
business.
to give his approval to this story, life will be the beneficiary of your
his priesthood.
and Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Gray and
conducted a very successful revi- Mark Kay.
held
at Blackwell Memorial
Mrs. Ola Bell Betts has been val at the New Bethlehem Baptist
Miss Ivory Beard of Paducah, family of Milwaukee, Wis., were church where he was a member. For 38 of his 50 years as a priest, he was very reluctant to do so lest charity.
h
o
daughter,
w
It
bestow honor upon him. Howentertaining her
Plans are now being made to
Father Kramer has traveled from
church last week. Twenty three Ky., WaS called here because of weekend guests in the home of
lives in Pensacola as well as her candidates for baptism joined the accidental injury received
relatives, Mrs. Robert L. Brown, Mrs. Mary C. Smith of Colum- rectory to rectory in the heat of ever, he finally consented when honor Father Kramer's work at a
by
her
and
bus,
0.,
is
visiting
her
mother
is
he
was
reminded
that,
who
because
of
Betts,
Frank
sacerdotal
Pvt.
and
Miss
Ernestine
son
testimonial.
church through elle revival.
the summer and in the cold, snow
mother, Mrs. Ruby Berry, when Miss Marjorie
brother, Mrs. Ella Cook and Au•• •
home on furlough.
Smith, 825-8th ave., SE,
and ice of winter, He confidently
she fell out of bad and
broke
thor Cook,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A
son
was
born
to
Lifus
Mrs.
and
appealed to his fellow Priests
The son of Mr.
one of her arms.
EMPIRE
Mrs. Dora Glasbye, entertained
Johnson has been drafted for the
Monroe Berry is sick, also. Both John Sias. 821-8th ave., SE.. Aug. In her home for Rev, C. P. Rus- and through them to the laity for
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
30.
that would support 470 Sisters
funds
U S. Army.
The Empire Ball team played are better at this time.
sell of Paducah, Ky., and Leonard
Pvt. Willie Floyd Smith and his Colony last week and won the
in the poor Southern Negro
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webb, Mrs. Clementine Chipley a n d Bell, of Centralia. Ill.
f. are home on a visit from game 4 to 5 in favor of the Em- Mrs. Nellie Sanders of this vicin- Mrs. Carrie Sturges, who under- The 12th St. Baptist church held schools.
. Benning, Ga.
ity, and Mrs. Nellie Hunter of dent surgery at Mercy hospital, is Its annual association last week. In other words, In order to propire team.
now at their homes.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Gosha Cache,
motored to Dewmaine.
vide $25 a month toward the salI Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson's
Rev. Hudson, former pastor of Rev. Cleophas McKenzie is pastor
daughter will leave this week for are proud parents of a baby boy. III., Sunday, Aug. 31st, to attend
ary of each Sister, he had to colof the church.
His stores have changed and his of paint, the correct brush, of
the
Bethel
AME
church,
here,
was
Dotham where she is to attend At birth the baby weighed six lbs., the Home-coming celebration of
lect almost $12,000 every month,
stock has grown, but the hardware roller.
seven and one-half ounces. Ii is the St, Paul AME church, Evan- in the city, last week.
of
near$144,000
each
year,
a
total
school this year.
•• •
merchant remains the family's "But the appearance of a hard.
gelist B. Carley, pastor.
Mary Ann Maldon is to attend name is Sylvester, jr.
ly 51
/
2 million dollars in the past
"second doctor," says a spokes- ware store has changed radically
Mrs. Jessie Nelson has returned
The members of the Missionary KEOKUK
38 years, That he was able to beg
A&M college in Alabama this
By M. CULPEPPER
man for the hardware business.
in the last 25 years," Kraemer
home after a visit in Cleveland, Society of Mt. Zion Baptist
year.
so successfully, even through
Mrs. Clara McGee of Michigan
Melvin Kraemer, vice president added, "Old hardware men made
triSecond St. Siloam held a revival Ohio.
church, were guests of the Miswonderful
days,
is
a
depression
City,
Ind., has returned home aftlast week, with Rev. .1. II. Wilbute not only to Father Kramer's of the National Retail Hardware their own pots and pans and
er spending several days with her
tireless zeal but also to the great Association, said that the home- even tin cans. Occasionally an old
liam as the speaker.
patents,
Rev,
and
Mrs.
CulpepA party including Mrs. and Mrs.
generosity of the American bish- town hardware store is the timer still asks me for a tin can,"
per.
strongest segment of independent he said.
Dardies Owens their father, and
NEW YORK — Increased em- ops and priests.
Mrs. Leon Bland, who died last
retailing in the country. The "Today, the emphasis 11 on
Miss Katie L. Autrey motored to
MISSION
NEGRO
Friday was the last of her fam- ployment and increased output in
secret is the hardware merchant's outdoor living. We sell charcoal
Florida last weekend.
The Negro Missions in the United long tradition of personal service.
ily. She had been ill for consid- Histardrut industrial enterprises
grills, outboard motors, hunting
Mrs. Mary Longmiere is visitweightiest
reason
were
noted
by
the
Ecduring
3957
have
the
States
erable time. Born on June 5, 1878
Kraemer, owner of a hardware and fishing gear, weed killers and
MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL
ing her home again.
cp has been entered in the Conin St,. Louis, Mo., she came to onomic and Social Research Insti- to express congratulations to this store in Maryville, Kan., and power mowers. All these items
Southern Normal school w e 1gressional Record in Washington,
Keokuk at an early age where tute of the Histadrut (the Gen- benefactor who has been largely the hardware merchant hasn't were unheard of a few years ago."
By BETH WHITE
comes the new faculty members,
D. C., by Sen. Edward Thye, it
she attended public schools and eral Federation of Labor in Is- responsible for their continued ex- changed
this tradition since
Women also are responsible for
Mrs. Otis Holloway Maiden, Mrs. Mrs. Kneely Williams, 289 Chat- is reported.
istence. None but God can know
was married to Leon Bland on rael) in its repo't for 1957.
grandfather's day.
some changes.
L. She'd", a librarian from Set- sworth ave., is back home after
Catholics of the
many
Negro
workers
how
26,000
Dec.
9,
1895.
Approximately
Chapman,
ma, Ala., and Coach
attending the funeral of her unMichigan State's defending Big
She leaves a husband, a son, were employed, compared to 24,- past, present, and future owe "He listens to your repair prob- "More than 60 per cent of our
from Texas.
cle, Coy Lindsey, in Atchison, Ten cross country champions have French X. of Byron Center, Mich., 000 in 155C and 21,500 in 1955.
their faith indirectly to the efforts lem, diagnoses trouble, prescribes customers are women, so out
are
students
new
A number of
the proper tool or part. He stands largest selling items are gifts and
Kans., last month.
and a daughter, Mrs. B. H. Histadrut industry employs to- of Father Kramer.
picked
up
six
team
titles
and
placenrolled at Southern Normal for
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Hagan, 643 IgToomes of Keokuk,
day one.fifth of all workers em- Suffice it to mention that 38 by patiently while the lady of housewares," said Wilbur Sweet.
the school year. Mrs. Minnie lehart entertained for their neph- ed second twice in eight conferMr. and Mrs. L. Bailey have ployed in industry. and the value years ago, Negro Catholics num- the house chooses the right shade nam of Peoria, Ill.
Hampton, of Mobile is the guest ews, H. Beecher, Jr., and William ence meets since the Spartans enreturned home after spending two of its output amounted in 1957 to bered 171,333; the 1958 figure is
her mother.
J. Hicks, of Columbus, 0. The tered the Big Ten.
575,925. His devotion to the Colorweeks in Washington, D. C.
327 million Israeli pounds.
Mrs. Robert Johnson, died last young men are the sons of the
hursday, following a short ill- Rev. H. Beecher Hicks, who
reness at her home. Mrs. Sue vii. cently dedicated Mt. Olivet BapHams, who died at her home on tist church.
August 25, was buried following
The Rev. Martin L. Simmons,
funeral services held at Second St. pastor, of St. Peter's A. M. E.
Siloam Church, Sunday, Aug, 31. church made his ninth appear31.
ance on the Ili-Drive Theater
Mrs. Williams was one of Brew- services Sunday. This project is
ton's oldest residents and leaves sponsored by Grace Presbyterian
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Recent Newport News, Va.; Margaref
to mourn five daughters, t w o church. Rev, Morris C. Robinson,
reports from the placement office Hayes Clover Garden School, Grasons, grand children and great pastor.
at Bennett college show that at ham, N. C.; Ruth McAlister, Bry.
grand children and a host of othleast 23 mo r e members of the son High School, Fountain Inn, S.
A copy of Miss Joyce Hughes'
Rev.
Wilfriends.
relatives
and
er
class of 1958 have accepted public C.; Bettye McLean, Lee County
prize-winning essay on the NAA.
liams, the pastor officiated. Rev.
school teaching assignments in six School, Sanford, N. C.; Fannie
S. Williams, w/fe and children
states, two have entered the field Miles, Columbus High school,
have returned home after their
of social work and at least five will Lake View, S. C.; Yvonne Thomsummer vacation out of the city.
as, Douglass High school, Leaks.
be attending graduate school.
•••
ville, N. C.; Evelyn Webb, DougBuffaMiss
Geneva
Averett,
of
By
B.
M.
SUTTON
BESSEMER
lo, N. Y., has been employed as a lesville, Ga. and Gertrude Smith,
Worship services at the -.AMR
By G. W. IVEY
1
case worker by the Erie County Charlotte, N. C.
, Mrs. Annie D. Mitchell left the church held Sunday were all well
Mrs. Ruby Harris Burnley will
Department of Social Welfare in
city on Sept. 4, to attend the Na- attended and inspiring. A large
her native city. and Miss Janet be teaching at the Lincoln Hgts,
tional Baptist convention which party including Rev. A, M. SutDailey, of Houston, Tex., is work- school in Charlotte, N. C., Miss
will be held in Chicago, Ill. While ton, Mrs. Sutton, and their son,
ing with the YWCA in Knoxville, Fredrica Washington in Colombia,
there she will also visit her Christopher, Rev, W. M. John
S. C., and Miss Frances Patterson
Tenn.
m
u ghter and her husband, Mr and son, Mrs. Fannie McKissic motorThree music education majors will be the librarian at the Kened to Jellico, Tenn., to attend the
v. Charles Bryant.
— Misses Carolyn Anderson, Wil- mind High school in Centreville,
r. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas home coming service at t h e
lie
Jackson and Yvonne Wynne — Md.
church
Mrs.
Willie
M.
there.
Rev.
L.
sons
.
A.
Smith
their
and
will be attending graduate school, IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIMIMM111111111111111111111111111111811111
Freeman, Miss Tena Prince of Is the pastor and following the
as will Misses Veronica Shipley,
Tuscaloosa, Ala., were guests at service the visitors were invited
of Baltimore, Md., and Delores
the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. to dinner.
Casimere, of Milwaukee, Wisc.,
A musical program was presentW. Ivey during the week.
who will be attending the UniverJames Scott, of Saginaw, Mich., ed by the Lefalla K. G. Choir.
sity of Heidelberg on a Fulbright
and Robert Lee Pool of Cubs, The party motored from Jellico
scholarship.
Ala., were recent guests at the to Williamsburg for the evening
MEMPHIS — (UPI1 — Kelly
Back to the classroom but from
home of their brother-in.law, Mr. service held at the Church of God
the opposite side of the teacher's Moore, 42, boasted to officers
The writer delivered the evening's
and Mrs. Robert L. Pool.
desk, will be the following:
The Brick Yard Hill Kindergar- messsge for the large congregawho arrested Min for drunkenMisses Geneva Baldwin, Horton
ten school opens on Sept. IS. Mrs. tion assembled
ness that "you're not lust pielo
High school, Pittsboro, N. C.; CaRev. C, L. Adams. pastor of
Lucy Carter, will be the instrucrolyn R. Brown and Shirley Wa- lng up a drunk, you got a man
Wheelright AME church was the
tor.
Nichols,
Alice
L.
Liberties;
honor
of
the
late
Grand
Ex.
Annual
Memorial
Wilson
HONORS
ELKS
—
Ceremonies
ters. Ely High school, Deerfield they're looking for all over."
First Yfuth Day program of the host.
grand directress of Civil Lib.
sited Ruler of the I.B.P.O. of
honoring the "Brother and
above are, left to right, Nor.
Beach, Fla.; Bettye Alexander,
Mrs. Cleo Potter and family of
Sure enough, police learned,
Carver Baptist church was obertiea; and L. W. Williams,
E., was instituted in 1952 by
m.n Powell, of the Seagram
Warsaw, Va.: Emma Jean Black. Moore had escaped from the
served recently with Rev. J. F. Lexington, Ky., were guests of her Daughter Elks of the Year"
of Georgia
president
the
Seagram
Vanguard
Socistate
"J.
with
the
presentation
of
Vanguard
Society;
the
1958
Va.;
Peggy
Fredericksburg,
stock,
Virginia
Sister
Other
out
of
pastor.
daughter
recently.
Turner.
county farm at Birmingham.
ety, and honors members of
and grand trustee of the Elks,
"Daughter Elk of the Veer,"
Coefield, Richard Harrison High,
Naylor, Secretary and Sister Mar- town curia visiting Mrs. Ella Finley Wilson Annual MeAla., where he was serving
the Elks for outstanding conwho was named "Brother Elk
morial Award," highlighted
I.. Martin Poe, state president
Selma, N. C.; Anna Bolden,
sha Williams was the mistress of Hirshire were Mr. and M r s
I3-month sentence for making
of the Year." The ".I. Finley
tributions to the spirit and
of Virginia; Hobson H. ReynBranch Street Elementary school,
Charles Little, Mr. and Mrs. Gill the annual meeting of the
ceremonies.
Award," which is named in
ideals of Elkdom.
I.B.P.O. Elks held in WashReidsville. N. C.; Misses Gladys moonshine whiskey.
olds, grand director of Civil
Youth Day at the New St. Paul Little, and Mr. and Mrs. Gran
ington, D. C., recently. Shown
Fortune, Huntington High school. siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1111111111181111111111111111118111118141111111
aptist church was also observ- Wilson, Somerest, Ky.
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Jesse Winguard, also of Ohio.
Here from Peoria, 111, was Miss
Joy Springfield, and from Indiana
and Illinois were Ben Parker, Jo
Leonard Parker, -and Miss Channey Holt at the church.
Following morning worship the
choir celebrated the annual homecoming program at 300 p.m., and
we are grateful to the following
persons who participated on the
program: Mrs. Kate Sanders, Mrs.
Nannie Sullivan, Misses Ellen*
Gooch, Delphine Tyus, George Ella
Wilson, beta Rate Pitts, Mamie
Dell Eisoin. and Wanda Brent,
Mrs. S. E. Moore, 111, Samuel
Bowers, D. C. Johnson, sr., and
the choirs of Mt. Zion Baptist.
Halls; the junior choir of Durhamvine, Mrs. M. Johnson, Patrice
and Beverly Johnson Birdie M.
Barbee, and Marene Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Montgomery are the parents of a baby boy.
Congratulations!
Happy birthday wishes go to Angela, who was three years old on
Sept. 2.
Mrs. Levern Dunlap and (laugh.
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ter, Myra, and David T. Mammy,
of Kentucky were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. James T. Hall'
burton recently.
Broadcasting over Radio Station
WTRB on Sunday morning. Aug.
29, was the Mt Zion Baptist
Church choir No. 2, of Halls.
Prof G. It. Henning, of St. Louis,
Mo., was here recently to visit his
father, Prof. G. H. Henning, of
Ripley.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Green,
of Kansas City, Mo., were here recently awl were guests in the
homes of Mrs. Ada Curne, o
Hennings, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Coe.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Coe, along
with five others, were here from
Memphis to visit Mr. and Mrs.
George Coe on Labor Day.
Mrs. Pauline Craig, and daughter, Lucille, of Toledo, Ohio; Mrs.
Lela Mae Stadford, of Dyersburg;
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Alexan•
der, of Memphis, were recent
guests in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Barbee, of 149 Church at.,
Ripley.

After the absence of papers last Mr. and Mrs. Alice Fields motored
week I am sure all of you are up for her and Derald McDaniel
anxious to read about what's go- accompanied them home.
ing on. A definite sign of autumn Mrs. Irene Alexander, who spent
is the summer vacationers return- two weeks in St. Louis, has returning to work or to school. Yet there ed home.
are some who are visiting just for Mrs. Ivaline Belmont Harris left
the Labor Day week end.
last week for an extended stay in
By the time you read this, the Chicago. Mrs. Dora Madisongill
pleasures and palaces,
week end will have passed and has gone to Indianapolis to attend "'Mid
may roam; be it ever
gone, many memories will remain the funeral of her grandson, Billie though we
there's no place like
in the hearts of some, forever. Ray Belmont, who was slain acci- so humble,
home."
Ernest Jones of 1532 Hamilton.
Arthur Smith of 2016 Hubert.
Bern at John Gaston hospital:
Here's hoping you will, first have dentally.
A daughter, Sharlene, to Mr. and Sept. 4, 1958
Aug. se, 1958
The words to this old familiar
a heart to hold the memory: and
Mrs. Cora Biggs has become
A son, Marcus, to Mr. and Mrs. second, have a
A daughter, Terry Lynn, to Mr Mrs. George L. Merritt of 844 Walk
happy memory to traveling nurse within her family hymn is evidenced each year ai
Willie D. Burton of 1225 Weakley. holdand Mrs. James T. Stewart of 822 er.
this time when our friends, chilcircle. She was called to Lexington dren, and parents return from dis•
A daughter, Marilyn, to Mr. and
N. Main.
A son Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Did
you
drive
carefully?
Be
a
N.
Mrs.
to spend a few days with
A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and Curtis Windham of 514 N. Third. Mrs. Bobby Dawson of 256 W
tant places to spend the Labor
safe driver at al/ times and the Pitts an in-law, and upon her
Mrs. Jessie Robinson of 215 W. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trigg.
Day weekend with us.
holiday
death
prophesies
won't'
to
called
was
she
home
return
Donna,
and
to
daughter,
Mr.
Duos.
A
W, Rounds of 594 Handy Mall.
God has been good to us. The
Gallatie to the bedside of be r trials, hardships, and disappointMrs. Sylvester Meade Of 611 Ar- disturb you too much.
A son, Vincent, to Mr. and Mrs
A son, Matthew, to Mr. and Mrs.
Off
became
to
who
daughter,
Janice.
school
ill
in
Gary,
Ind.,
lington.
this
Grafton Logan of 1577 Miller
ments have been many since last
Johnnis L. King of 685 Hernando.
son, Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. week were the children of Mr. and suddenly.
A son, Venue, to Mr, and Mrs.
Labor Day, and for some, even
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs. A
4122 Holmes. Mrs. Sherman Moore. lie is the Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Coley, Mrs. disastrous. But these only serve as
of
Sanders
Moses
Thomas Ross of 307 S. Third.
Richard Alexander of 795 Winson of Mrs. Beulah Moore and Mrs. Ruth Brantley and Mrs. Dovie Etu. invitations
Sept. 5, 1958
A son, Daniel, to Mr. and Mrs. ton.
that draw us only nearA son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs. Moore is the daughter of Mr. and chanan attended the funeral of
A. C. Richmond of 1804 Kellner. Sept. 3, 1958
er to the throne of Grace.
•
Shannon.
Leroy Arnold of 2220
Mrs. Samuel Phillips. The Moores Mrs. Corley's brother, Jim Hague,
A daughter. Helen, to Mr. and
Visiting Miles Chapel CME
A son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. James Smith of 293 Vaal. James L. Stewart of 23.30 La Re- A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and motored down for their children in Hennings last Sunday,
church from Elyria, Ohio, recentMn. George Hart of 73 E. Utah. and left Wednesday o' this week. Guests of Mrs. Cordelia O'DanMrs. Verlon Pinkston of L o the Sunday school and Mrs. MilA daughter, Lavonzell, to Mr. loma.
ly were Mrs. Jeraldine Moody, and
A daughter, Bevelyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Lucille Nolan, also of Gary, iel this week are her son and her four daughters, Marlene, Bet- Angeles, Calif., visited with her drel West, director of the BTU.
and Mrs. Cal Hill of 1441 Ledger. A daughter, toe. to Mr. and
came
down
Weaver
children
for
3708
her
Benjamin
of
w
Mrs.
h 0 family, Mr. and Mrs. Chester 0'
The table at which Mesdames ViA son, Dudley, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Daniel W. Booker of 1526
have been vacationing with their Daniel of Detroit, Mich., and her ty, Barbara, and Mary Ruth. A mother, Mrs. Ora C. Curtis. Mrs. ola Frazier and Margaret Stewart
Mart.
Dudley Clay of 701 Williams.
McMillian.
guest
Moody
Marlene
of
Miss
was
Pinkston is the form'er Verlon Cur- presided was overlaid with
A daughter, Cassandra, to Mr. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam- grandson "Butch" O'Daniel, of CoA son, Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Tanya. to Mr. and and Mrs. Grady Batts of 972 Red uel Phillips and Mrs. Ila
beautiful Marlene Cut work clot
McGee. lumbus, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. O'DanJ. C Woods of 2353 Enterprise Mrs. Elmore
•••
Nickelberry
of
E.
. mother, Mrs. Ossie Smith. Mrs.
Row.
centered with a gorgeous arrangeOff to her teaching job in St. lel were victims of a light auto her
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and 1588 Sidney.
Ome
accompanWord
of
Eureka
Chicago
The
Club held their Aug. ment of red roses.
A daughter, Yvonette, to Mr, and Louis was Miss Martha Jane West, accident en route here. Neither
Mrs. Calvin Moore of 2355 Brook•
ied by her son, Thomas. and daugh- meeting at the home of Mrs. Walt
A son, Don, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Oris Mays of 327 Ashland. after spending a vacation wilts was hurt too seriously.
lyn.
Many visitors and friends attendLurlie, are spending a week Moorehead with Mrs. Lloyd Inter
Thomas Redmond of 747 Wilson. A son, Elbert, to Mr. and Mrs. her mother, Mrs. Clara West
Mrs. Fannie Abbott remains on
A son, Kenneth to Mr. and Mrs.
ed this lovely affair.
with
mother
Word's
Mrs.
gram
Mrs.
as
daughter, Brenda to Mr. and Eddie Burnett of 73i; Robeson.
hostess.
A
The
business
sesSpeaking
•••
of accidents,
Mr. the seriously ill list. Mrs. Alfred
Walter .1,1fullum of 1058 Peabody
sion was conducted by the presiKizzie Smith of Trenton.
Mrs. Henry Scott of 1059 Delaware. A daughter, Denise, to Mr. and Thelma Finch has had his share O'Dgniel is in
(R.)
the Obion County
Mrs. Emily Williams, a memMrs,1 Mrs. Willie Means of 1600 Hanauer. lately. On Saturday
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Johnson of dent, Mrs. Victor Starlard.
Carl,
A
son,
to
Mr
and
night last, he hospital recuperating from a moA son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland Ohio, motored here for
During the social hour games of ber of Salem Baptist church was
was an occupant of a car driven tor accident last week.
Fred W. Lane of 1308 Michigan.
crowned queen of the North Arvacation
visiting
their
summer
ingormal
bridge were played.
by
Albert
Albord
that was com- Mrs Willie Phillips has been ill
Aug. 31, 1958
The hostess served a delicious kansas District Women's Associafriends and relatives in Trenton
pletely
to
demolished
Mr.
Lee,
daughter,
Vera
and
in
an
A
others are Miss Jerry Wynn,
accident
repast. The meeting adjourned to tion for the second consecutive year
in Union City, and on Wednesday Miss Martha Nell LaRue, Mrs. and Mt. Zion.
and Mrs. Herman Robinson of 1519
Mrs. A. D. Doaks of So. Bend meet in Sept. with Mrs. Marion in the annual meeting of the body
as he was driving his own auto- Lue Featherston, Mrs. Bessie
Patton.
on Friday.
mobile along Highway 45, north O'Daniel, and Mrs. Betty Me- was a recent guest of her parents, Livingston as hostess.
A son, Danny. to Mr. and Mrs.
•• •
•••
Rev. and Mrs. Herman Johnson.
Edward Mathews of 136 Ingram.
toward Union City, his car was Clellan.
Lincoln
The
school RoostHigh
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Doaks
Leon
Willard
of
So.
Ind.,
Bend,
Whitaker
struck and damaged beyond repair.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs.
The revivals are about to come
Willie J. Griffin of 423 Levi.
Mr. Finch doesn't want an auto to a close in this section. Dyer is visiting relatives and friends in celebrated their 26th wedding an. ers club met at the school last
niversary with a family dinner night to further develop their plans
Sep. 1, 1958
ride to Union City for a while. In- CME closed last week without con- the county.
A daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. LaBiserna Penn party held at their home in Madi- for equipping some of the rooms
cidentally, he escaped injuries in verts, a nice financial sum and
Mrs. Marion Turner of 586 Missis.
both accidents
a wonderful revival sermon by the and son, Jimmy, Mrs. Nathaniel son, Ark.
in the new high school and for the
sippi.
Penn and daughters, Mr. and Mrs. The guests for the evening were installation of its newly elected (dRecent visitors for this area in- pastor of Lane CME church
in
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
J. D. Overall were recent dinner members of their immediate fami- eicers.
cl ide Mr. and Mrs. Ferdie John- Jackson.
ly.
Mrs. Aaron Brown of 1521 Orr.
son, and Mrs Johnson's uncle,
There were three converts at guests of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Miss Edna Purifoy installed the
•••
A daughter, Jacqueline. to Mr. CURRY SAUCE GIVES MEAL
Silas Hopper. of Louisville. Ky.. the Beech Grove Revival and it Jamison.
2 green peppers
The members of Salem Baptist following officers:
and Mrs. Quinion Yarbrough of AN ORIENTAL FLAVOR
It is with much regret that we
who were recent guests of Mr. and too, was very well attended. The
6 small white onions
Mrs. T. Burke, president; Mrs,
1.0 Overton.
Mrs. Sam Payne and Mrs. Para Le results of these in session at Hul- report the passing of Mrs. Fannie church held their installation servIf you're fond of unusual and 3'torn a toes
Dessie Ford, vice president; Mre
A son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. highly seasoned foods, you'll want 1 8-oz, package spaghetti
lums Temple and Fairview as Abbott who had been ill for quite ices of their newly called pastor,
Johnson.
T. Purifoy, secretary; Miss M. Via
Sam Sutton of 732 East at.
to try this dish with an oriental 1-4 cup butter
Lennie Reid of Chicago spent well as mi. Zion will be given next a while in the home of her daugh- Rev. Sherman J. Jones, Rev, G. hams, assistant
secretary; B.
A son, Oscar, to Mr. and Mrs. flare, kebobs of marinated lamb
ter Mrs. Clyde Randall and Mr. W. Pitts, pastor of the Beth Salem
several days in Trenton visiting week.
2 tablespoons flour
Williams,
treasurer; Rev. R. B.
Oscar Taylor of 2152 Lyon.
cubes, whole onions, and chunks /
his sister, Mrs. Willie Mull. Mrs.
The Gibson County Teacher's As- Randall. Mrs. Abbott passed away Baptist church and Moderator of
1
2 teaspoon salt
chaplain;
Miss C. Warren,
Bland
Sept. 2, 1958
on Sept. 2, at 9 a.m., which was North Arkansas District preachAlice Pierce of E. St. Louis. Ill., sociation held its initial meeting
at
ed the installation sermon. Rev. pianist; and Victor Starlord reA son Morris, to Mr. end Mrs.
spent several days with her cous. Rosenwald High school in Trenton Tuesday.
Nathaniel Brown of 1588 Cella.
Eleven years ago, her husband. J. H. Hunt, pastor of Rising Sun porter.
ins Mr. and Mrs. Nell Pierce and on Wednesday night last. Plans
for
Committees making their report
A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
attending Miss Willie B. Brown the year's work were discussed, Mr. C. Abbott passed away on a Baptist church gave the charge
Mrs. James Oliver of 1802 Ely,
Tuesday Sept. 2, at 12 noon. The to the pastor and church. R. C. were the Shrubbery committee and
who has been ill for three weeks. and a very beneficial report
of
A daughter, Annetta, to Mr. and
Both left for home Thursday. Also the NEA meeting was given by memory is saddening to the chil- Williams, principal of Lincoln Jun- the committee on Furnishings for
Mrs. Charles Wilkes of 999 Ladren and grandchildren who have ior High school and church clerk the sick rooms. The Shrubbery
visiting the Pierces are his two our supervisor, Airs. G. B.
Seat.
von.
been so faithful staying by her served as master of ceremonies. committee is composed of Mrs. T.
sisters, Mrs. Burnie Brown of Slur- T. R. Hartsfield, who has
been
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and
bedside night and day for about Music was rendered by the Beth Purifoy, Mrs. C. T. Cobb, Mrs.
ray City, Tenn., and Mrs. Eula our president for several
successSalem Choir.
Leona Barnett, and Prof. B. C.
Mrs. Eddie H. Miller
of 1475
six weeks.
ful years, retired, and Mr.
Griffin of St. Louis, Mo.
LedOn. Monday night, a beautiful Williams. The sick rooms commitOriole.
Most of our sick people have reMrs. Nan Lou Wilkins of St. Louis ford was elected to serve,
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
covered and we only have a few reception was given at the Salem tee is composed of Prof. M. C. Jet.
has been visiting relatives and
Mr. Hartsfield is principal of
GibMrs. Leon Ward of 788 Walnut.
friends in Dyer for the past .few son County Training school Milan. shutins such as, Mrs. Mary Ann Fellowship House in honor of the era, John Clack, Mrs. B. C. WiL
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
days. She was house guest of Mr. Mr. Ledford is Principal of Phil- Thompson, Mrs. Bessie Belmont, pastor. Airs. B. C. Williams served hams, Miss Edna Purifoy, Mrs. G.
Willie Burbidge of 1726 Boxtown.
and Mrs. Ell Ivie and Mrs. Clara lips Elementary school. Both have Mrs. Betty and a few others that as hostess. In the receiving line Starland, Mrs. S. B. Banks and
A son, Morris, to Mr. and Mrs.
West. Guests of Mrs. Georgia Har- represented the association in we do not have a record of just were B. C. Williams, church clerk; Mrs. Dessie Ford.
Odell Benson of 14?1 James.
Rev. Sherman Jones, pastor; Mrs.
ris and son, Richardr-have been many capacities and much appre- now.
A son, Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs.
We would like to extend happy
Mrs. Lue Featherston is sitting Elnora Bond, president of the MisMr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips, Mrs. ciation was extended Mr. Hartsrp
Eloise Watson and Mr. Bell of field for a job well done in the up around the house. Mr. Arthur sionary society; Earl Smith, birthday wishes to Mrs. Oa Le
Ellington is up and doing nicely chairman of the deacon board; Mrs Curtis and Mrs. Vernon Cox a
past and our wholehearted
Fortworth, Tex.
cooperL.
E.
Bargyh,
superintendent
after
of
also
his
to
operation
at
Mrs.
Christmas.
MadisonIda
'
ation
On Sunday last they enjoyed an
was pledged to Mr. Ledford
of tomato and green pepper served 1 teaspoon curry pwder
outing at Cherokee Park on Ken- for a good job in the future. County General hospital.
Mr. Chester O'Daniel and wife
2 cups milk
on Curried Spaghetti.
Sunday was William Stanback
tucky lake.
PAINT SALE
These kebobs are not a dish for
Mix vinegar, salad oil, salt, pep- Included in the party were Mr. Day at Fairview Baptist church have been visiting his mother Mrs.
House Point, Reg 57 35 ....Only 5.3S
Cordelia O'Daniel this week. Mrs.
last minute planners, since the In a bowl. Add lamb cubes and and Mrs. James Harris, Mr. and and Club No. 3 gained much
from
Rubber Bose, Rog. 5.95 ....Only 3.85
For Those Who Care
Chester O'Daniel wasn't able to
meat must be marinated in its marinate overnight in refrigerator. Airs. If. H.'lludson, jr., and guests it financially. Brother
Stanback
Floor Enamel, Reg 6.95 ....Only 4.95
enjoy her visit too much due to
spicy sauce overnight, (This gives Turn lamb over several times ctur- of Dyersburg, Chester Harris, was also awarded flowers
to Give the Finest
and
the accident they had in Indiana
the lamb added flavor and tender- ing marinating period. Cut green Miss Lucy Woods and grandmoth- gifts from friends and the
WALLPAPER
50% OPP
to Their Baby...
church.
en route here from Detroit. They
ness.) However, once this step is peppers in eights and parboil for Cr, Mrs. Woods, of Union
On Sunday, Aug. 17, Martin
City,
Tab- left Tuesday and Mr.
complete, the remainder of the 10 minutes with onions. Cut etch along with the
ArMrs.
and
ernacle CME church presented
Texans.
its
preparation is simple. The kebobs tomato into eighths and place on Mr. and Mrs. Z.
Lawrence of Annual Woman's Day program chie Ellington carried them home
are broiled just before servings, skewers alternating with piece of Memphis, spent a few
Paint Headquarters Since 1871
featuring
Mrs. Margaret Jennings with plans for an indefinite visit.
days
with
For Details
while the Curry Sauce for the spa- lamb, green pepper and onions. her sister, Mrs.
Among those that enjoyed SunH•rbrirt Streuli
Walter Ste-null
Jerome Ellington, Burton as the morning speaker,
ghetti is underway. Once the spa• Cook spaghetti according to direm Mr. Ellington,
day at Cherokee Park at KenAllen's Chapel CME church
and family. Mr. and
344 GAYOSO at WELLINGTON
of tucky Lake were: Mr. and Mrs.
ghetti is mixed with the sauce, tions on package. Drain eel!. Melt Mrs. LaBiserna
Paris,
pastored
Penn and son,'
by Rev. Ingram
Ph JA 3-1626
keep it hot over low heat until butter in saucepan over low heat: Jimmy
of Chicago, 111., have been and members were afternoon Jerome Ellington, Mr. and Mrs.
everyone is at the table, then top blend in flour, salt and curry pow1263 N. HOLLYWOOD at CHELSEA
visiting relatives and friends in guests as were Presiding Elder and Charles Johnson, Mrs. Virginia
with the kebobs. Add a tossed der. Add milk slowly: cook, stirO'Daniel, Mrs. Alice Hooker Mr.
Ph. FA 7-3201
this area for a week. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Adams.
4 Neat Aggressive and Ambi• green salad, toasted French bread ring constantly until
and Mrs. James Williams and son
slightly thick. Mn. Millie Smith and
aunt, Mrs. A pageant — Women of the Bitious Salesmen — High School and crushed pineapple sundaes to
Add to spaghetti. Heat. Place ke- Eula
and
Robert
guest,
and
Wynne
Little
Young, all of St. Louis, have ble — was presented that night. A
Graduates, If You Are Inter- complete an easy meal,
bobs on lower shelf of broiler; broil
respectively. Mr. and Mrs. Artie
earl in Unlimited Earnings KEBOBS, CURRIED SPAGHEM 30-45 minutes, turning to brown or. been house guests of Rev. and delicious menu was served in the L. Gentry Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
basement and was enjoyed by
Mrs. V. C. Smith.
With Rapid Advancement as
all.
all sides. Place spaghetti on serv1-4 cup vinegar
McGee Mrs. Clara West, Mr. and
Mrs. Candis is still confined
Mrs. Corinna Simpson of ChiBranch Manager In Future Exto Mrs. Robert L. Harris Mr. and
ing platter and top with kebobs.
1-4 cup salad oil
cago, Ill., is vtdting relatives her room.
pansion Write For Interview. 1 teaspoon salt
Makes six servings.
Prof. James Bailey was a recent Mrs. Sylvester Burns, Mr. and Mrs.
and friends in and around RutherGive Telephone Number —
few grains pepper
ford. She is attending revival at guest in the home of Mrs. Bessie Johnnie Jamison, Mesdames Sally
Write to: I.. S. Rohter, P. 0. /
1
2 cup chopped onion
Beech Grove Baptist church. She Garrett. Prof. Bailey resides in Webb and Maggie Gentry John
Box 1939, Memphis 1, Tenaes. 1 clove garlic, minced
Etta Jamison, Bobbie Sue Anderwas a dinner guest of Mrs. Farrah Alton, Ill.
teaspoon oregano
see.
son Annie B. Fisher, Sallie B.
Be sure to read Rosenwald
GARY, Incl. — (UPI) — Gary Ivie last Thursday.
High Burns, Martha Ann Robinson, Glyn
TY.unds cubed lamb
police hung a parking ticket on a Mrs. Mattie Pearl White and news elsewhere in this issue.
car sitting in the middle of a street baby of St. Louis, are visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Conner. jr., Fisher in., Shirley Ann and Benjaand discovered it had cardboard parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leath/is of Illinois, visited her mother min Fisher, Wallace Burns and
license plates, a dead battery, no Albea. Visitors from this area to Mrs. Jack Partee and Mr. Partee. Charles Ward, jr.
Picnic lunches swimming, wadbrakes and no gearshift. The own- other parts include Mrs. Lillie Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Bradford
er, Guy Thomas of East Chicago, Fields, who spent two weeks in and daughter Joyce Marie of St. ing and dancing were enjoyed by
said he was just "waiting for a Indianapolis, Ind. Her husband, Louis, were recent guests of his various members of the group. Mrs
push."
Mr. Charlie B. Fields, and son, children, Bonnie Sue and J. B. Farrah [vie and Mrs. Beatrice
Bradford, Misses Bobbie Ruth and Ivie were also among the group.
- —
Archie Lee Guiden of South
Bend, Ind., were guests of their
father, Mr. Erict Guiden, Mrs.
Gulden and other relatives and
friends. They were dinnger guests
of Mrs. Jennie Guiden this week.
Mr, and Mrs. R. B. Mullins of St.
Louis visited his daughter Mrs.
Robert Jones, jr., Mr. Jones and
children.
Whether you buy it one piece at a time, or a
Mrs. Gaitha Ingram and son,
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get
Thomas of Chicago, are visiting
the

SANI-CARE
Diaper Service

H. A. CARROLL & CO.

Call FA.4-2625

...WANTED

IF YOUR GOAL IS GOOD FURNITURE
FOR YOUR NOME —

Only A Push

RENT TO BUY
A FINE
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

A. T."QUICK CASH" JONES

FREE Pamphlet on Request

Loans Arranged
FROM

$50 TO

Moro Is • mouton why periplo lik•
to do business with me Yea, is.
will like •ur courtoout treatment
sod Josh* Po help rem.
"Open Thursdry and Friday
MOO, Until 8:00 P.M.
Luturdays 9.00 to /ZOO

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
IA 6-5088

0-311

317 BEALE

152 MADISON AVENUE
Nom. Own*.
Homo Onorotort
Phone JA 5-7611

Saving,

NOT WISNIN6, CAN MAKE IT SO!

good furniture your good taste demands if you
Neve for the purchase beforehand. Systatnatie
saving makes gracious living easier to achieve.
Start your savings account next payday, with
us; and make deposits regularly crag
PRYdRY-

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
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Prizewinning Yards In City Beautiful Contest
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BEAUTIFUL BACK YARDS—
The winners in the contest
sponsored by the City Beauti.
ful Commission were mounted last week, and these three

In photo center Is the yard of
the second place winner. Mrs.
John Benson, of 1315 McNeil
st„ who will be awarded $10.
In photo at right is the yard of

yards captured the top awards
in the Negro Division. In photo
left is the yard of Mrs. Alice
Seals, of 1475 Sunset rd., which
captured the first prize of 815.

Mrs. Bessie Yarbrough, of 1311
McNeil st., who was selected
as the third place winner, and
she will receive five dollars
when the awards are presented

to individuals at an October
meeting. Contestants receked
points for repairs and painting
of houses, fences, and outside
houses; arrangement of bloom.

Mg plants, lawn, and lawn
furniture; availability of two
20 gallon garbage containers,
with lids, and location In con•
sideratIon of neighbors and col__

lectors; and neatness and general appearance. Judges were
Mrs. Fred Pubies, Mrs. Henry
Miller, and Mrs. Macon Hawkins. Winners were announced

by Mrs. J. J. Thomason before her retirement as chairman of the City Beautiful Com-

Berserk Youth Shotguns
Couple To Death In Va.

instructor of c he m is t ry
ch a iArirneahr:e ofB uthf.
n e
nd
e
ys cfs,scale
and
f.
di vision
kins, instructor of music: and Carl
E. Henderson, instructor of foreign
languages.
The new part-time instructors
PETERSBURG, V. — (UPI)— Police said Woodliff surrenderare Miss Wilhelmina W e b b, inwhen they arrived at the scene.
white youth went beserk in down- ed
A
struetor of English a n d student
a
couple
shot
and
Petersburg
town
personnel director; and M i a
Four young men were arrested saw the car which the boys had
' WASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr.:which "men everywhere-throughTrutie Thigpen, instructor in busithe to death with a .12 gauge shotgun
have shown their
at University and Hunter by Mem been riding in stopped with
Robert H. Johnson was reelected out the world—
ness education and secretaryt
to before surrendering to police.
stopped
up,
truck
lid
and
hood
AUCKLAND, New Zealand —
300
were
students
Approximately
Godtheir
determination to secure
phis police last week in possession
the president.
exalted ruler of the Improved
lend a hand. Then they saw the
Detective Capt. George H. Slate (UPI) — Surgeons here revealed
given right of freedom from op- expected to enroll at Morristown
cross
and
wooden
large
quilted
a
of
of
Order
Protective
Benevolent
five foot cross in the trunk.
stopped the heart of a
college at Morristown, Tenn., when
pression from other men.
said the youth, Nick Woodliff of they
a can of gasoline.
His of the World during the
girl for 25 minute)
The men told police they got to
nine.year•old
commRoad
"It has been gratifying to note the school opened its doors last
Church
nearby
Held on charges of disorderly discussing the Little Rock situa the
limp's annual convention held in
last week to repair a three-quarter
how the American Negro has taken Wednesday, and in anticipation of
after
Alphonso
jailed
unity, was
asifington, D. C., recently at the his place in this number," Mr. the increase of about 200 students.
conduct and being suspicious per lion, got into a general discussion ' Garland 'and Virginia Reed, both Inch hole between the two chamMetropolitan Baptist church.
bers. The operation was successful
four full-time instructors were addsons were: William Haynes Pol of segregation "decided to build Negroes, were shot down.
Reynolds added.
and the girl will recover.
lar, 20, of 2034 Walker; Bemis a cross and burn it somewhere."
Also reelected to top posts at
lie asked that all Elkdom join ed to the faculty, along with two
occured
shooting
The doctors said they used a
Thomas Adkins, jr. 19 of 4815 They said they had no definite Slate said the
the meet were Lt. George W. Lee, in the drive other organizations, part-time instructors.
Bottingbrooke heart-lung machine to keep the paCole rd.; Floyd Dovl Harris 20 place in mind where they would near the corner of
grand commissioner of education; The expected increase in the stunotably the NAACP, in promoting
tient's blood circulating during the
and Third streets.
of 1954 Felix; and George David burn the cross.
Hobson R. Reynolds, grand corn- the increased registration of Ns- dent body was announced last
being questioned operation. It was the first time an
Leath 25, of 1861 York.
missioner of civil liberties; Atty. groes over the nation, and especi. week by Dr. L. L. Haynes, presiLeath is an unemployed linotype ; Woodliff was
this afternoon by detectives, artificial heart had been used in
Gibison County Teachers MeetPerry W. Howard, grand legal ad- ally in the South.
dent of the college, and the dean,
Lts. R. C. Edwards. G. E. Feath operator and the others have no early
New Zealand,
ing was held in the Rosenwald era and S. T. Carter were cruising, Jobs, police said.
visor; Judge -Perry B. Jackson, Reelected to the Elks' "little ca- Paul A. Edwards.
grand treasurer: and Judge W. C. binet" without oppostion were BerDean Edwards said that regis- Gymnasium Aug. 27, 1958.
under the able leadership of Mrs.
The Trenton Boy Scouts, Troop
Hueston, grand secretary.
tram V. Gregory. of Detroit. grand tration at the school would begin
S. H. McVay, president, was the LOW DESERT
During the meeting, Lt. Lee re• esteemed leading knight; Harvey on Sept. 12, and that classes would 105 was honored to have in their
host unit.
Death Valley, situated in eastern
Mr.
Greene.
Perry
Mr.
presence
A tasty meal was served after California, is 150 miles long, SI
viewed the progress made by his L. Hans, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.. grand begin on Tuesday. Sept. 18.
spoke
athority,
scouting
the
a
at
Greene,
instructors
time
New full the discussions and devotional serv. miles wide.
department in the past few years, loyal knight; Rev. Kemp P. Batand orices were rendered by the school
and told the 950 delegates that 53 tle, Rocky Mount, N. C., grand lec- school are George C. T. Kao, as- 1 to the scouts on scouting
the
which
after
28,
Aug.
science
ganization
social
of
professor
colsociate
glee club under the tutaloge of
,
students would be attending
turing knight; and Hubert Fel
treat
Mr.. S. Delton.
lege this year on $1,000 grants nandez, of Boston. grand esquire. and mathematics: Robert Boyd, scouts received a barbecue
with trimmings.
Followeng the extended welcome
Which they received from Elkdom.
by Superintendent of City Wiwi*
Representatives of the Methodist
•II
' The department of education
Thomas, City Mayor, and Mrs.
Annual Sunday School convention
granted $16,000 in scholarships
The Gibson county P. T. A. coun- Jeannes supervisor of Madison co.; Carter, the evening was elintax•
visited the Thursday morning chap
a year, of which $7,000 went to
meeting
quarterly
Memphis,
of
first
its
held
Mrs. G .M. Bumpus
ed by an address by Mrs. Bampus,
torical contest winners, and the
el exercises. Chapel was conduct- cil
ACCORDS FOR IVIRTONI
"Our
around
centered
ed in behalf of Mrs. Margaret Thursday night, Sept. 4, at the who is the state president and it that
rest to the "Little Rock Nine.',
in
school
comtraining
county
advisory
the
on
Gibson
serving
also
RodRose
P. T. A."
lairdoeihks
SAS Ispive
Burtons' Class by Mary
AMERICANS ON MOVE
mittee to the Tenn. Educational
A reception followed in the home
' Reporting for the civil liberties
gers and Joe Huddleston. Miss Milan, Tenn.
Phew. JA 14241
18
of
composed
is
council
addiwhere
The
Survey.
department
interpreeconomics
moving
a
said
gave
Rodgers
department, Mr. Reynolds
units, of which 18 were present.
unit, tional refreshments were served.
The local Milan, Tenn
tation of Chopin's Polonaise.
that the past year had been one 1:
During the meeting dues were
A talent scout show is being prethe
to
student
send a
pared by Mr. Reed, Mrs. Barnett, collected to
contestb eing sponsored
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Howard of spelling
HERE
WDIA.
by
the school faculty.
Special guests to the first meetEach class is to sponsor a talent
ing included: Thomas Cumin, prin.
m. family hadn't been so wonder- I scout to represent them on the
BOOK ,6467,1, 51.00
Dear Carlotta:
school
2.
working. and we get evening of Sept. 9. The winners wil cipal of Obion Elementary
Several years ago my husband ful. I am
president; Mrs. M. S.
U.O. .0:
Sond chock or'
well now, but I do get receive reputable prizes. A dress and district
pretty
along
inc.
ASSOCIATES,
Tenn.,
OTHELLO
Draper of Memphis. West
left me for no reason at all. We awfully lonesome.
rehearsal is scheduled for Friday.
Su 213, Menkananville Steolea
district coordinator; Mrs. Fannie
have two children and I don't know
ago I started keep- Sept. 5.
years
Four
is spon- Dobbins, state staff officer and
how I would have reared them if
ing company with a married man The Rosenwald faculty
Mile of
"A
called
but
project
married,
a
was
soring
of 43. I knew he
sponsor- gratefully indebted to her.
my parents did not and they hove Tennies." This project is
hand. Mrs. Vivxian Johnson is subbecome very fond of him. He is ed for the benefit of the
Lockie Johnson
good and generous to all of us. The object of this project is to stituting for Mrs.
Each while the latter is with her hospiHe promised to get a divorce and raise 5,280 feet of pennies.
feet.
talized mother.
marry me when his children were student is responsible for 5
is Miss
out of school. They're married now, Mica Mary Rodgers has been The teacher of the week
a
entire
of
Dorothy Wynn.
the
sign
to
giving her service
and there is still no
divorce. If I bring up the subject school body, serving as pianist for Miss Wynn, a graduate of the
he gets angry. He says he will the chapel exercises. We are Rosenwald High school, is a replace..ient for the summer months
handle things in his own way. I
must make up my mind one way, lieve it is an eternal mystery I here. She attended Butler univeror the other. Should I go to seed have had women use my shoulder sity in Indianapolis, then Lane
his wife and ask her to divorce l as a crying towel, after wasting college of Jackson, where Ate reB. degree.
him, or give him up. C. B.
from Swo to 15 years in this hope- ceived her A.
was social Studies.
Dear C. B.
less vigil, only to be told, "I've Her major
This fairy tale about "I'll getj decided to stay with my wife," Miss Wynn did her practice teacha divorce and marry you, when! when he never had any intention ing at Merry High school in Jackson. She spent six studious weeks
the children are: in school — out 1 of leaving.
of school — on their way - marPlease believe me, and act on this summer at Lane College.
ried" is about the oldest bit of , my advice. There is absolutely no Miss Wynn says that her future
fiction since man was given the -future whatsoever in this relation- plans include work on her Mastgift of speech. How man can still ship. You're hurting yourself, ers' degree and marriage. As far
find women simple enough to be. your children, weakening your as her career now is concerned
fiber, she plans to teach high school in
moral
morale and your
Gary, Indiana.
Break off completely.

Big Enrollment
Expected At
Morristown

Top Elks Reelected
At D. C. Convention

Stalled Car Stops Plan
ofmen To Burn Cross

Stop Heart 25 Minutes

Rosenwald
High News

Sixteen Units Present
At Gibson PTA Confab

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

PAUL ROBESON'S

Go By Bull—mil

1

• It's Convenient
Fast
• Safe

•

• NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

a

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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The one gin that tastes great
mixed...I "chased:A or st
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world

the one gin distilled in
1.5 countries and served
around the world!

•

GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS W.A A.
‘ 11111.11ErS DISTILLED LONDON DRY
PRODUCTS Cal
GILIEY. LTD.. CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTIHRUTED I? NATIORAL DISTILLER;

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at isot ohs Is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
YOU

you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? An yew
le bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are Your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. MN
will read life to you just as she would read an open hook.
Tell you why your job or busineas Is not a success. If you hays
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South. lust over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 bloat; below
where she nsed to stay right aside the DeSoto Mots] Re sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOI'SE and you'll find her there
at all times (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow boa marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Rs sure
to leek for the right ergs and the right name.

come on in!
the
talking's
fine ...

Jolt pop right In
and talk to your heart's
content wherever you see those
bright airy outdoor phone booths.
And you see 'em everywhere—along highways, at vacation spots, right down the street.
They're open and lighted for your convenience 'round the clock. It's another wig
we're working to keep your telephone

in arm's reach, anywhere, anytime. Comte on in! The
talking's fine!

Southern Belle

•
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agency management, office snaw.
agemet, and terms of the policy
contract.
The program is divided into three
sections, known as the Introduetory, Advanced, and Fellowship
Courses, leading to the awarding
of the Certificate, the Associateship Diploma and the Fellowship
Three employees of the Univer- , Others passing exams were: Life': educational program since Diploma
and Key, respectively.
sal Life Insurance Company have'EXAM ONE: Mrs. Erma L. 11952. Its courses give students a The L. 0. M. A. Institute was
distinguished themselves by corn- Black, Mrs. Bessie L. Gates, Miss broad understanding of the func- established in 1932. Since then.
tioning of the various departments
46,700 persons have enrolled for
pleting the Introductory Course'of Rita M. Hayden, Delta H. Ross,
of a life insurance company as well over 162,000 examinations.
the Life Office Management As- Mrs. Samiephyne Ross, and Miss las an opportunity
secure
specito
sociation Institute - composed of'Rowena Stephens. EXAM TWO:
slued knowledge in specific 1 Since the installation of the L.
four examinations - and 16 others Delta H. Ross. EXAM THREE:
0. M. A. program at Universal
'areas.
were successful in passing a total Willard Bell, W. L. Brooks, H. A.
Life, 82 correct examination pa.
of four examinations, according Caldwell, °'rs. Doris E. Hall, Mrs. "This program is an essential Ipers have been written by memto word just received from L. 0. Sarah M. Neal, Mrs. Ida P. part of our company's continuing i hers of the home office personnel.
H. A. hearquarters in New York.;Adams, Mrs. Louise H. Polk and R. educational plan for helping our This educational policy is an exWynn. EXAM EIGHT: J. C. employees to prepare themselves
I. recognition of having suc- L.
tension of the Company's motto,
,Parker and Mrs. Frances M. Has. for life insurance careers and to PREPARE NOW - AND GUARcessfully completed examinations
render increasingly effective ser- ANTEE YOUR FUTURE.
1 through 4 of the Institute's
L. 0. M. A. Institute mort- vice to our agents and policyholdcourse, L. 0. M. A. Certificates
were presented to Mrs. Helen H.is, were conducted during the past ers."
COMBINED
Bowen, secretary to Vice Presid..year in 326 life companies in the The Institote program is design- POISONS
ent-Agency Director H.' A. Gil- United States, Canada and foreign ed to prepare one for a career in
Two deadly poisons, sodium and
liam; Mrs. Mamie B. Davis, of,countries," A. M. Walker, stated. life insurance. It covers such need- chlorine, are combined to Produce
the investment department, and He said "This program is recogniz- ed subjects as principles of life the common and harmless table
Mrs. Della M. Robinson, ordinary ed as the standard for life insur- b uranee, arithmetic of life in- salt.
•••
statistical department, by A. Ma- I fume education of office employees. surance, life insurance accounting,
ce° Walker, president of the corn. "The L. 0. H. A. course of life insurance investments, life inThe Chinese language does not
pany.
study has a part of Universal surance law, annual statements, require punctuation.

Three Complete Insurance Course
At Universal; Get Certificates

Sot., Sept. 13, 1956

NEW YORK — The death of
Rev. Alfred Isaacs, pastor of the
Union Baptist church here, deprives the NAACP of "one of our
Most outstanding co-workers in the
fight for freedom," Roy Wilkins,
NAACP executive secretary. said
in a telegram of condolence addressed to the church's associate
pastor, Rev. Oliver Brooks.
Rev. Isaacs, a former leader of
the NAACP in Orangeburg, S.C.,
died here on Aug, 22 of a heart
ailment. He was, Mr. Wilkins pointed out, "one of the Association's
leaders in South Carolina who resisted successfully the economic
boycott and reprisals of t h e
White Citizens Councils against
Negroes active in the fight for
school integration.
His leadership at a time when the Negro
In the South struggled against
great adversity will long he remembered and appreciated by all
those with whom be was associated."

rivitc•iiitili(saitovitiesk(siznioaaa;,,siweaitisitr•iglaiti.utriziwiwittofraia
GET AWARDS — Receiving
certificates for having successfully completed the first four
examinations of the Life Office Management Association
Institute's course of study

from A. Maceo Walker, presiRobinson, oirdinary statistical
dent of Universal Life Intuit
, department. The certificates
ance company are, from left,
give the young women credit
Mrs. Mamie B. Davis, investfor having completed the Inment department; Mrs. Helen
troductory L. 0. M. A. course,
H. Bowen, secretary to H. A. "Principles of Life Insurance."
Gilliam; and Mrs. Dela M.
titude that they are working for
our 'poor downtrodden brownskinned brothers.' But this thing
has got to be approached on an
equal basis."

Goodwill Gets Race Tensions Sign Of
$100 In Memory Progress, Says Priest Walker Homes
Of Merl Tardy
Club To Strive

CHICAGO -- Many persons are "There is much talk of cooling
frightened today because of the off periods, of exerting patience,
tensions which have developed in and going slow. We hear it in
race relations, Father William J. Pery high quarters. Well, I'm in
The Goodwill Homes, inc., re- Kenealy, S. J., told some 400 per- favor of cooling off," Father
La
ceived $100 last week from the sons attending the National Cath- Farge said, "But such exhortafamily of the late Mert Elkin Tar- olic Conference for Interracial tions are meaningless if they are
dy toward the establishment of the Justice, but the tensions are a used as a mere excuse for doing
home for dependent Negro chil sign of progress.
nothing."
Members of the Walker Homes
dren.
"There has been tension because
Lawrence Pierce, president of
A Pullman porter, Mr. Tardy there has been more progress be- the Brooklyn Catholic Interracial C:vic club met recently to elect
was found dead at his residence ing made," he said. "As long as Council, urged that Catholic new officers and set new goals for
ta 1491 S. Parkway east on Sunday the oppressed group is willing to schools, from grade school up, the organization, and high on the
morning, Aug. 17, by a neighbor lay quiet and is willing to be do a better job of tackling the evil agenda for the club is annexation
of the subdivision to the city of
who was scheduled to take him trampled on, there is no tension," of race prejudice.
to the station for his Memphis to he added.
Memphis.
RACE ISSUE EVADED
Birmingham run. His death was at- Father Kenealy told the 400 pri- "In
A report was made on achieve.
my college ethics class,"
tributed to a heart attack.
ests, nuns, and lay members from Mr. Pierce said, "I learned
that ments of the club during the past
His widow, Mrs. Grace Tardy, 40 states meeting at Loyola uni- mercy killing and dueling are im- one year period, and progress inand other members of his family versity and Mundelein college moral, but racial discrimination eluded the voting registration of
requested that instead of flowers, Who met from Aug. 28 through 31, was never mentioned. We've got 500 persons, the asphalt paving of
sympathizers should contribute the that racial segregation is "moral. to get our moral principles out all streets in the area, obtaining
money to the Goodwill llomes, lY evil," and that in opposing it of the Sky, and apply them
in spec- shuttle bus service on a regular
"both the clergy and the laity ific terms to the racial
problem." schedule to the Walker Homes, and
t h e establishment of a contract
Those who contributed to the me. have been dragging their heels." Frederick B. Routh,
Atlanta, as. post office.
modal for Mr. Tardy were Rev. The speaker, a professor of law sistant director
of the Southern
J. W. Golden, and family, P.ea. at Loyola university in New Or Regional
Council, said that South. Improvements were made in the
R. M. McRae and family, the Rev, leans, denounced the attitude of
-ern Negroes are more and more landscaping of the Ford Road!
A, E. Andrews family, and Dr. POrsons who tremble at "rocking 'd I
• . school, and some progress w a s
J. W. Stanley lsh and family,
the boat" on the issue.
rights as citizens and as human said to have been made in getting
Also Mr. and Mrs. O'Ferrell SWIPES AT IKE
beings, and even persons workingl the area annexed to Memphis.
Nelson, Miss Tillie Wilson, em- Father John La Farge, S. J., for interracial justice are unaThis year the club will organise;
ployees of the Frisco railroad, founder of the Catholic Interracial ware of this recent change.
a junior civic club, increase thet
Mr. and Mrs. John Outlaw, Walter council movement in America
"Too many good-willed white membership and funds of the WalkMarshall, members of the Park. took an indirect swipe at Presi people," Mr. Routh said,
"work er Homes Civic club, and have
way Gardens neighborhood. and dent Eisenhower's desires for a for
Negroes rather than with street lights erected.
the faculty of Lester High school. slow-down in integration.
i them. These whites have the atThe new officers of the club are,
Feltoq J. Earls, preaident; J. C.
Griffin, executive vice president;
William Hughes, second vice president; Elmer Moore, third vice
president; Mrs. Henry Lewis, secretary: Mrs. Rita Jones, assistant
secretary; Wilbert Lee, treasurer;
J. Nelson Gardner, parliamentarian; and Calvin Gardner, chaplain.
When you want to turn out an extra-special dish and time is short—that's
when your plentifully stocked pantry is a real blessing! So shop your
grocer's for canned goods, frozen foods. mixes. And don't forget your
favorite sparkling drink—Coca-Cola. If there's one thing that adds distinction to snacks, meals, desse:ts —it's Coke.

For Annexation

Stock up on COKE and these quick-fix foods and be ready to give

tour grocer is
featuring these
foods now!

t

NM

PLANKED FISH FILLETS. Thaw frozen fish fillets, spread
with prepared bread stuffing, roll, (eaten with toothpicks.
Dot with butter, bake on plank until almost done. Border
with instant mashed potatoes, return to oven until border
browns. Arrange peas on plank. So festive served with the
},right sparkle of Coca-Cola.

FRUIT WITH CUSTARD SAUCE. So quirk—no
cooking! And guests will really be impressed when
you serve it! Ileap chilled canned fruits into a bowl,
pour on instant vanilla pudding for sauce. Dress it
up with ali,errd toasted almonds. Remember —
dessert time is a good time for the good taste
of Coke. Enjoy the cold crisp taste of Coke!

Betty Miller. author of a new
hilarious best selle r, "B Y
GEORGE!" was in Memphis last,
Wednesday, and was heard over
the WREC's Good Morning show,:
and interviewed again by Olivia
Brown at 1:30 p. m. over WMC. 1
In her book, Miss Miller tells
the impossible sounding, but true
adventures of two inexperienced
women who sailed a 40-foot yacht'
down the Intracoastal Waterway
from New York to Florida.
Before arriving at their destination, the pair caused havoc for the
Coast Guard, but accurnunlated
more laughs for the seading public
than any hook in recent years.
Miss Miller is at present on a
coast-to-coast radio and television
tour. In Florida, she owns and
operate, a luxurious motel.
-

TOASTERS
LAMPS
FANS
'-'414CUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

APPLIANCES, INC.
ender outhenty ol The Coca-Cola Company by Coca•Cola bottling
Company el Mernoh,s.

• More than 750 thousand dollars ($750,000.00) of which are in first mortgage loans on houses, churches, and business property.
• Two hundred and sixty thousand dollars ($260,000.00) in U. S. Government securities.
• Two hundred and forty thousand dollars ($240,000.00) in stocks and
bonds.
• Insurance in force amounts to more than 15 million dollars.
• The company insures under all forms of ordinary life and industrial
life policies, including health and accident, and hospitalization benefit contracts.
• Operates in TWO states—Tennessee and Missouri; employs approximately 175 persons as officers, agents and clerical workers.
• Has an annual payroll of one half million dollars.
• Total claims paid to insured members and beneficiaries since company's beginning amounts to more than one and three-fourth millior
dollars.
• Accumulated in capital, surplus and legal reserves for the protection of the policyholders as of Dec. 31, 1957 was $1,357,000.00.

411MINMINNENft
IRONS REPAIRED

LSO—
THROW-AWAY SAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

&mita

Here Are Some of the Achievement Highlights During The Quarter Century:
• The company at present has assets in excess of one and a half (11
/
2)million dollars ($1,500,000.00)

760 Wale. - IA. 7-2631
2268 Perk Avs.-PA. 311507
womb

Treasurer
0. T. WESTBROOK
Vice President
A. M. WOODS
Vice President
S. W. QUALLS JR.
Vice President

DR. W.0. SPEIGHT JR.
Medical Director
DR. C. M. ROULHAC
Asst. Medical Director

368 Beale Avenue—Memphis, Tennessee

